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Marie, 
 
I believe that we have created a very attractive and useful site in 
www.zero-nukes.org.  I greatly appreciate your creativity and patience.   It was my first 
experience with creating a web site.  I've learned as we went along. 
 
Now that we're almost done I want to pose a question about possible rearrangement. 
 
As I use the site, sometimes it takes a long time to download the longer pages, such as 
Religious Statements, which has many entrees and quite a number of photos.  I note 
that many other web sites don't have all the entrees of major sections on a single page.  
Rather they have a page index, then separate sub-pages for the major sections. 
 
What would you think about rearranging our site in this manner?  Is it feasible?  How 
long would it take?  What would it cost? 
 
To make this query more specific, I am attaching an outline that shows what the major 
sub-pages would be. In this revision there would be only an index on the opening page 
of Religious Statements, Military Leaders Speak Out, Civil Sector Statements, Arsenals 
& Treaties, and How to Get to Zero .  The user would click on index items to get to 
separate sub-pages for major divisions. 
 
What are your views? 
 
Howard 
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Possible rearrangement of www.zero-nukes.org 
 
Instead of having all entrees for each major section on a single, long page, could there be only an 
index for each of Religious Statements, Military Leaders Speak Out, Civil Sector Statements, 
Arsenals & Treaties, and How to Get to Zero on the opening page and then have separate sub-
pages for major divisions within the overall page?  Such sub-pages are marked with * below.  
Home Page now has a separate second page.  Your Feedback would not be divided. 
 
If this is done, should the masthead appear on each major sub-page?  And the sponsor  
nformation at the end of each sub-page?  Or not? 
 
Home Page [http://www.zero-nukes.org/] 
 Sponsors [create a new url for that section of the home page] 
 Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#interfaithcommittee] 
 * Story behind our masthead [http://www.zero-nukes.org/mastheadstory.html] 
 
Religious Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html] 
 * Interfaith and Ecumenical [create url to this item in the index] 
 * Denominations [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#denominations] 
 Faith Perspective on Nuclear Issues [create url to this item in index at top] 
  De-alerting [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 

Moscow Treaty of 2002 [create a url for "Faith Perspective" under Moscow Treaty of 
2002 on Arsenals & Treaties page] 

  * Nuclear Posture Review (U.S.A) [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#npr] 
 
Military Leaders Speak Out [http://www.zero-nukes.org/militaryleaders.html] 
 * Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/militaryleaders.html#statements] 
 * Individual Views [create a url for beginning of this section] 
 
Civil Sector Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/civilsector.html] 
 * International Statements [new url] 
 * Individual Views [new url] 
 * Civil Sector Organizations [new url] 
 * Journals [new url]  
 
Arsenals & Treaties [http://www.zero-nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html] 
 *Global nuclear arsenal [http://www.zero-nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html#gna] 
 * Nuclear arms treaties [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html#nucleararmstreaties] 
 
How to Get to Zero [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html] 
 * Reports of Commissions and International Bodies [create url to index at top] 

Steps toward Zero [create url to stepstowardzero in index top] 
  * De-alerting [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#dealerting] 



* Deep cuts [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#deepcuts] 
  * Disarming Iraq without war [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#disarmingiraq] 

* Scenarios for Achieving Zero Nuclear Weapons [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#scenarios] 

 
Your Feedback [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Your comments on ideas of others [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Your proposals for getting to zero nuclear weapons [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Feedback form [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Compilation of feedback [http://www.zero-nukes.org/yourfeedback.html#compilation] 
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To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

Dear Colleagues:

Some of our participants are starting their holiday vacation in
mid-December.  Well deserved, no doubt.  That reduces potential attendance
of a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament for the
week of December 16.

Therefore, I would like to try for a time in the week of December 9 even
though there are some Iraq related events that week.   Would you let me know
what days and time are not good for you that week.  Also any meetings
scheduled that involve a number of our folks.

Regarding a model deep cuts treaty, the board of the Lawyers Committee for
World Security  has agreed to take on this project.   They have a
relationship with the Georgetown and Harvard law schools where they can get
some assistance.  It's possible that they could have a first draft ready by
early January, which could then be circulated for comments more widely --
including with Russians.  When we meet in December, we can discuss this
project in greater detail.

Shalom,
Howard
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****************************************************************************
******
To:          Social Equity Panel Members

From:      Veronica Lenegan & Ann Mladinovr

Subject:  November 1st Joint Meeting Minutes

Included below are the meeting notes from the November 1st joint meeting
with the Federal Systems Panel focusing on "Racial Profiling and Homeland
Security."

The two panels had a lively and fruitful discussion of issues related to
racial and ethnic profiling and homeland security.  Coming just a week after
the two sniper suspects were arrested outside Washington, DC, the issue of
racial profiles struck a particular cord, because no one who had attempted
to "profile" the killers had correctly identified their race (or age).  

As noted in the summary, the organizers of the session attempted to have a
balanced panel that would represent multiple organizations and points of
view.  Unfortunately, the invited speakers from government and industry
could not participate in the event because of other commitments related to
their homeland security responsibilities.  The two speakers from civil
liberties groups several times commented that they wished the police
sergeant could have been there to supply current information on law
enforcement and security policies, but they attempted to broaden their
comments to represent other sides of the issues.  Beryl Radin commented that
she was surprised and pleased to hear that, unlike in some civil liberties
debates, the ACLU and ADC representatives' points were not based simply on
defending rights and liberties but on the effectiveness and efficiency of
various approaches to homeland security.        

Although the summary does not identify the specific Fellows who raised each
question or viewpoint, the participants from the Academy also supplied
questions and comments that brought out other positions.  The session
concluded with a number of recommendations related to the functioning of the
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federal system and also to the role of public administrators in the area of
profiling and homeland security, which I have attempted to summarize.  In
particular, the speakers called on civil servants to speak out about what
they have found will work or will not work in the area of public policies
and programs.  Echoing some of the recommendations, Harry Finger commented
that he believes it is very important for the Academy to step into important
areas such as this, do sound evaluations, and break the cover on policies
that are not effective and proposals that are made just for the sake of
appearing to take action.  

List of participants:

Speakers Timothy Edgar, ACLU, and Kareem Shora, Arab-American
Anti-Discrimination Committee

Camille Barnett, Enid Beaumont, Phil Burgess, David Chu, Alan Dean, Harry
Finger, Donna Fletcher, Pat Florestano, Dave Garrison, Ann Goode, Harriet
Jenkins, Suellen Keiner, Beth Kellar, Emerson Markham, Bruce McDowell, Beryl
Radin, Mitchell Rice, Dan Skoler, Ann Mladinov, Veronica Lenegan
-----------
Highlights of Joint Meeting of the Standing Panel on Social Equity and the
Standing Panel on the Federal System
National Academy of Public Administration
November 1, 2002

"Ethnic and Racial Profiling:  Roles and Effects of the New Concerns about
Homeland Security"

Moderator:  Pat Florestano, NAPA Fellow, Vice Chair of the Federal System
Panel, and Member of the Board of Trustees, University System of Maryland

Speakers:  
Timothy Edgar, Legislative Counsel on National Security and Immigrant
Rights, American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
Kareem Shora, Legal Adviser, Arab-American Anti-Discrimination Committee
(ADC)

NOTE:  The third scheduled speaker Carl Miller, First Sergeant of the
Maryland State Police, was called away to deal with a security emergency and
had to miss the forum.  He has been involved in homeland security and also
worked with the U.S. Department of Transportation's National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration to develop guidance to states on preventing racial
profiling.  Also invited were security officials from the Air Transport
Association and its members, who regretted that they were going to be in
Rome for an international conference on aviation security and would not be
able to participate. 

In opening, Pat Florestano noted that when the September 11attacks occurred,
the nation had been going through a series of court cases and public
discussions of racial profiling, mostly involving state and local police
traffic stops of young black men.  Tim Edgar of the ACLU observed that at
the beginning of the current Bush Administration, the issue of racial
profiling had gained particular attention because Attorney General John
Ashcroft had promised to take steps to prevent racial profiling.
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Profiling, or discriminatory treatment based on racial or ethnic background,
has involved not only stopping people on the highways but also stopping and
frisking people on the street or in other situations where police interact
with residents.  This has been particularly common in places where people
congregate, especially in low income inner city and black neighborhoods
where drug use, drug sales, or other criminal violations have been reported.
Since September 11, with the increased concerns about terrorism, more public
attention is going to incidents of profiling based on perceived ethnic
background or religion.

Mitchell Rice agreed that racial profiling is not a new issue; people of
color are very used to it.  Kareem Shora of ADC noted that prior to
September 11, the chief organizations working against racial profiling were
the ACLU and NAACP.  ADC became involved after September 11, when the
government identified 19 Arab men as the hijackers of the planes that hit
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.  Media and citizens began talking
about increased suspicion or hostility toward Arabs, Arab-Americans, and
others who look like they may come from Arab countries.  The ADC recently
completed a 165-page report on what has happened to Arab-Americans since
September 11.  The ACLU has issued a shorter report on a similar subject.  

"Most people don't like the sound of [racial or ethnic] profiling, but that
support may be soft," said Edgar. Since September 11, the ACLU has seen the
pendulum swing back toward condoning racial and ethnic profiling in the
interest of combatting terrorism.  For the first time in many years, the
ACLU has organized an advertising campaign calling attention to the
importance of civil liberties.  Edgar observed that official policies seem
to be turning away from racial and ethnic profiling in the last few months,
but the ACLU continues to monitor policies and actions that reflect
discrimination against individuals and groups based on ethnicity or
religion.

The key question ACLU is posing:  Does concern about terrorism justify doing
something different from what we would otherwise accept in this country as
civil liberties people should enjoy?  The ACLU's answer is "No" for several
reasons:

  a - Singling people out for differential treatment based on their ethnic
or racial background in extremely inefficient as a law enforcement technique
because it focuses on a characteristic that applies to a huge number of
people.
  b - Law enforcement should focus on information more closely related to
the likelihood of a security threat.

Edgar said the main argument for taking more severe steps to fight terrorism
is that terrorism is different and has a much larger impact than other
crimes.  But if that is the case, the ACLU asks, why use a technique that is
ineffective, such as racial or ethnic profiling?
Edgar and Shora agreed that even if security officials were trying to focus
on Arabs or Muslims, they could not identify them based on appearance:  "You
can't look at someone and tell whether they are Arab or Muslim."  Muslims
come from many backgrounds, and it is not easily possible to distinguish
Arabs from many other peoples from the Middle East and other parts of the
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world.  In addition, they noted that the number of terrorists who represent
threats to citizens is very small, and are not likely to be apprehended if
official policies try to track or question all people of Muslim faith or
Arab descent in the United States.  Shora maintained, "We know who the enemy
is.  Let's go after the enemy," not discriminate against all Arabs or
Arab-Americans.  

He observed that profiling would not have helped identify people such as
Richard Reed (the so-called "shoe bomber") or Jose Padilla, some of the
major terror suspects apprehended since September 11.  "Professionals in law
enforcement and anti-terrorism know it doesn't work:  you can't identify
terrorists that way.  Therefore I have to conclude either that the
politicians know and are denying the truth or they just haven't paid
attention."  Emerson Markham offered that the reactions of government and
citizens since September 11 "have to be put into the context of how we
always act in this country.  Whenever we have problems 1) Congress tries to
act; politicians like to seem as if they are doing something about a
problem; 2) people who don't know much about the situation get scared and
they look around for an easy fix; 3) we all look for a cheap fix."  

EXAMPLES OF PROFILING IN HOMELAND SECURITY INITIATIVES

Edgar and Shora presented several examples of discriminatory treatment that
they did not believe was necessary or effective in fighting terrorism.
Since September 11, at least half a dozen airline travelers have been
prevented from taking their scheduled airline flights on the basis of their
appearance or ethnic origin.  (Under the current rules governing commercial
aviation in the United States, the pilot has the right to bar anyone from a
plane or refuse to fly if s/he is uncomfortable or concerned about the
safety of the circumstances in which they would be flying.)  Some of the
passengers were U.S. citizens; most were not Arab.  The process of obtaining
student visas to study in the United States has been made more difficult,
particularly for students from "Al Qaeda harboring countries," which is
reducing the number of foreign students in U.S. schools and universities,
hurting the country's reputation in other nations, and diminishing the
chance to build good relations with a future generation of citizens and
leaders.

The ACLU is focusing on two other areas related to differential treatment of
certain groups for purposes of homeland security:  U.S. policies affecting
immigrants and the specific exclusion of non-citizens from serving as
airport security screeners, including permanent residents and U.S. nationals
born in overseas territories, even if they had been safely and effectively
performing the same jobs for the airlines prior to establishment of the
Transportation Security Administration.

A number of formal policies proposed by the current Administration single
out specific categories of people, notably immigrants:

  a - pursuing people with outstanding orders for deportation
There are more than 314,000 people who have violated the terms of their
visas. The federal government is targeting only those from what it
identifies as "Al Qaeda harboring countries." (Though there are more
reported Al Qaeda members in Germany than in some Middle East countries,
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Germany is not on the list.)

  b - interviewing people from certain countries and backgrounds for
information about possible terrorists or terrorist threats.  
The official policy is to question immigrant men aged 18-34 who come from
"Al Qaeda harboring countries," but some of the people called in for
interviews have been naturalized citizens from Arab countries or even
Arab-Americans born in this country.

  c - fingerprinting immigrants from certain countries as they enter the
United States. Those who refuse may be put into the nation's crime data
bank.

Earlier this fall, the government of Canada put out a notice (since
rescinded) that its residents might be in danger if they traveled to the
United States; even Canadian citizens who came from suspected Al Qaeda
harboring countries could be detained for interviews, fingerprinted, or
deported.  Edgar cited an example of one Canadian who raised suspicions
among U.S. border guards and was deported not back to Canada but to Syria.

Finally, Edgar noted that the endorsement of these new forms of "profiling"
has slowed the progress of ongoing initiatives to prevent other forms of
racial profiling.  Some states have adopted their own laws against racial
profiling by state and local law enforcement authorities, but there is no
longer any momentum behind the federal proposal to collect data on traffic
stops (which the Bush Administration had previously supported).  He
predicted that federal legislation against racial profiling will not pass in
this session of Congress.

DISCUSSION OF AIRPORT SECURITY MEASURES 

The moderator asked what the ACLU or ADC says to an 80-year old women
stopped and searched at airport security gates when people who are more
likely to fit the profile of terrorists are allowed to go through.  Edgar
noted the purpose of airport screening is not to identify terrorists but
instead to prevent any prohibited items from being carried on board, whether
by a grandmother or a teenager.  "You don't want weapons on the plane."  

David Chu asked the speakers what they would propose to improve airport
security, and raised the option of a "trusted traveler" card which would
allow pre-qualified travelers to avoid screening.  

The speakers did not have objections to the "trusted traveler" programs but
suggested that focusing on groups who have or have not historically been
involved in terrorism would not necessarily help in apprehending future
terrorists.  After all, Shora said, "Flying planes into buildings hadn't
historically been used as a terrorist technique either."

Shora also observed that terrorists may be evil but they are not stupid.
Edgar agreed:  "The hijackers on September 11, 2001, were careful not to
violate any of the rules about what they could carry onto a plane, so they
would not have been caught by airport screening, even if everything had been
working perfectly at the security gates.  You have to catch terrorists in
other ways."
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For Arabs and Muslims, they also pointed out that the challenge of
qualifying as a "trusted traveler" may be particularly great because many
names are very common. Some people with the same name as someone on an
official list of suspected terrorists have been repeatedly stopped at
airports and detained, even when they have been given formal letters from
the government verifying that they are not the wanted individuals.  And even
after they have been interviewed and cleared by the government security
officials at the airport, they may still be excluded from a flight by a
suspicious pilot.  "Their luggage is left on the first flight, they aren't
put through any more screening to board the next flight, so it's not a
security issue:  it's pure and simple racial or ethnic prejudice."

RELATIONSHIP TO INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS

Beryl Radin raised questions of how federal initiatives on homeland security
and racial profiling have affected intergovernmental relations and the
federal system.  For example, local police have been asked to bring in
hundreds of immigrants for questioning by federal officials.  "The local
police don't want to do it, because they'll lose the respect and trust of
their communities."  Edgar agreed that when the federal government wanted to
get immigrants together for questioning about terrorism, it didn't have
sufficient staff to do the job itself so it asked local law enforcement to
help.  In some cases, the police refused, saying there was not sufficient
evidence against the individuals for them to bring them in for questioning
under local laws.  Where state policy and law conflict with federal policy,
that creates tension between federal, state, and local governments, and
cooperation and effectiveness you need on the broad range of law enforcement
matters will be hurt. . . . It is also an extremely important matter that
sate and local law enforcement have not traditionally been used in
immigration cases. . . . There are certain rules on domestic spying and use
of law enforcement for immigration."  
Both speakers and other participants agreed that it is essential that the
local police be able to maintain their relationship with the local
residents, including immigrants and non-citizens, or they will not be
willing to come forward when local crime or domestic violence occur in the
community.  Enid Beaumont cautioned that if the federal government offered
money to state or local governments to carry out federal policies such as
immigration or national security functions, the state and local governments
might be bought off.  That is a dangerous threat to the state and local
authorities and to citizens.  Edgar also observed that local law enforcement
will have to defend against charges of abuses if they do become involved in
discriminatory practices.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MORE EFFECTIVE AND NON-DISCRIMINATORY POLICIES AGAINST
TERRORISM

On the question of what the ACLU or ADC would recommend to reduce the threat
of terrorism, Edgar and Shora offered several suggestions:

  1 - airport security, including more effective techniques of screening
passengers and baggage.  
Neither ACLU nor ADC is opposed to "trusted traveler" cards.  Shora
suggested that rather than just asking for an individual's name and one form
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of identification, the screeners should ask for one or two other pieces of
data such as birthplace or Social Security Number.  "They depend on
terrorists giving their real name.  They could give a false name, clear the
name check, and get on the plane."

  2 - improved procedures for administering immigration policies including
better checks at border crossings, INS computers that connect to each other,
visa issuers who follow the law, and biometric identifiers on immigration
documents

  3 - better methods of identifying and apprehending terrorists

Edgar said that the ACLU doesn't support requiring national ID cards:  "It
is very expensive and would only result in terrorists with ID cards rather
than without.  It is better to spend the money on identifying terrorists."
He pointed out that when you have a special need, you should design a
special system, such as a special ID card developed for screening people at
airports.  The larger scale the system, the more likely it is to be
corrupted.  "What you want is a very narrow ID system, that is very hard to
forge.  Birth certificates are very easy to forge.  They are issued by every
county."

  4 - providing more funding for security and using the government and
community resources better
One of the objections of Senator Byrd (D-WV) to establishment of the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security has been that the Administration  has been
proposing a lot of changes without providing money for them; it has not even
spent the money Congress has already appropriated for homeland security.  

  5 - avoiding actions that isolate and alienate the Arab community,
including in this country

  6 - focusing on policies and procedures that are most likely to be
effective at reducing terrorism
Shora and Edgar recommended that the federal government should hire--and
listen to--more experts that know the languages and cultures of other
countries, including Middle Eastern and Arab countries.  Shora noted that
immigrants are some of the best sources of information about their native
countries, and he maintained that most immigrants are willing to share the
information.  He also accepted that he wouldn't object to having the
government scrutinize a particular group if there was clear evidence that it
is involved in terrorist activity.

Asked what public administrators could do to help, they called for civil
servants rather than politicians to assess and communicate which policies
will be most effective against terrorism.  "You know what works," said
Edgar.  "When politicians and political appointees start to do things that
you know are ineffective, you have to use your Civil Service protections to
speak out:  'We tried that and it didn't work.' "  He observed that the most
persuasive statements against profiling and other questionable proposals
have come from former FBI officials to the press or in internal discussions.
"They are believed more than ACLU."

They did not recommend restrictions on entertainment or media but they
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pointed to movies and television as having a strong influence on public
attitudes:  "Look at the roles different races and ethnicities have been
given. That affects perceptions."

Edgar ended by saying, "We feel strongly we don't want to turn into a police
state. We want to maintain civil liberties and also be safe."  ACLU is
currently participating in several suits against airlines whose employees
have removed passengers from planes based on their appearance and ethnicity,
and is also supporting legislation in Congress to bar racial profiling,
allow TSA to hire or retain airport screeners who are not citizens but are
U.S. nationals, permanent residents, or veterans of the U.S. military, and
roll back the provision of the 2002 Trade Promotion Authority Act that gave
Customs agents a unique exemption from being sued by citizens for
discrimination or other mistreatment.
____________________________________________________________________________
__

Thanks for your time, looking forward to seeing you at the Fall Meeting on
the 21st.
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To:       "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj @ igc.org>
From:  J. Daryl Byler
Date:  11/19/2002  3:53:06 PM
Subj:   Re: [interfaithnd] December meeting, model treaty

Hi Howard:

That might be possible for me.  It's a busy week, but Tuesday (10th) or Thursday
(12th) could work.

Warm regards,
Daryl

110 Maryland Ave. NE #502
Washington, DC  20002
(202) 544-6564
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <jmatlack@erols.com>
Received: from smtp-hub2.mrf.mail.rcn.net ([207.172.4.76])
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        for <mupj@igc.org>; Tue, 19 Nov 2002 18:55:43 -0500 (EST)
Received: from smtp02.mrf.mail.rcn.net ([207.172.4.61])
        by smtp-hub2.mrf.mail.rcn.net with esmtp (Exim 3.35 #4)
        id 18EIDX-0005yw-00
        for mupj@igc.org; Tue, 19 Nov 2002 18:55:43 -0500
Received: from 208-58-95-202.c3-0.129-ubr2.lnh-129.md.cable.rcn.com ([208.58.95.202] helo=brmptrue)
        by smtp02.mrf.mail.rcn.net with smtp (Exim 3.35 #4)
        id 18EIDW-0005xW-00
        for mupj@igc.org; Tue, 19 Nov 2002 18:55:43 -0500
Message-ID: <001c01c29027$25c3abe0$ca5f3ad0@cable.rcn.com>
From: "J. Matlack" <jmatlack@erols.com>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
References: <005401c28fe7$52056da0$294079a5@default>
Subject: Re: [interfaithnd] December meeting, model treaty--REPLY 
Date: Tue, 19 Nov 2002 18:55:32 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2919.6600
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6600

DEAR HOWARD,
  IN ADDITION TO THE IRAQ EVENTS IN THAT
WEEK, I AM DUE TO START JURY DUTY ON
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th.  IF YOU SCHEDULE
A MEETING AND I AM NOT OBLIGED TO BE
IN COURT, I WILL COME.  JIM MATLACK,  AFSC

----- Original Message -----
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "ICND" <interfaithnd@yahoogroups.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 11:18 AM
Subject: [interfaithnd] December meeting, model treaty

> To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
>
> Dear Colleagues:
>
> Some of our participants are starting their holiday vacation in
> mid-December.  Well deserved, no doubt.  That reduces potential attendance
> of a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament for the
> week of December 16.
>
> Therefore, I would like to try for a time in the week of December 9 even
> though there are some Iraq related events that week.   Would you let me
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know
> what days and time are not good for you that week.  Also any meetings
> scheduled that involve a number of our folks.
>
> Regarding a model deep cuts treaty, the board of the Lawyers Committee for
> World Security  has agreed to take on this project.   They have a
> relationship with the Georgetown and Harvard law schools where they can
get
> some assistance.  It's possible that they could have a first draft ready
by
> early January, which could then be circulated for comments more widely --
> including with Russians.  When we meet in December, we can discuss this
> project in greater detail.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
>
> To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
> interfaithnd-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com
>
>
>
> Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/
>
>
>



Status:  U 
Return-Path: robwcpuk@chch.planet.org.nz 
Received: from protov.plain.co.nz ([202.36.174.23]) 
 by pickering.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 
18elfC7Jw3Nl3p20 
 for <mupj@igc.org>; Tue, 19 Nov 2002 22:10:03 -0500 (EST) 
Received: from oemcomputer (ppp65135.cyberxpress.co.nz [202.49.65.135]) 
 by protov.plain.co.nz (Postfix) with SMTP id 73E9A3C362 
 for <mupj@igc.org>; Wed, 20 Nov 2002 16:09:51 +1300 (NZDT) 
Message-Id: 3.0.5.32.20021120161141.009ad7e0@mail.cyberxpress.co.nz 
X-Sender: robwcpuk@mail.cyberxpress.co.nz 
X-Mailer: QUALCOMM Windows Eudora Light Version 3.0.5 (32) 
Date: Wed, 20 Nov 2002 16:11:41 +1300 
To: "Howard W. Hallman" mupj@igc.org 
From: Rob Green robwcpuk@chch.planet.org.nz 
Subject: Re: Writing request 
Mime-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 
boundary="=====================_1037715101==_" 

Dear Howard, 
 
Did you receive my reply of 6 November? I've just checked your website and 
see no photo or change to my bio. Please let me know if there's a problem. 
 
My promised contribution to the struggle to abolish nukes is attached. 
 
Best wishes, 
Rob  
 
Date: Wed, 06 Nov 2002 10:25:39 +1300 
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> 
From: Rob Green <robwcpuk@chch.planet.org.nz> 
Subject: Re: Writing request 
Cc: kt 
In-Reply-To: <002f01c284dc$6e8867e0$d057f7a5@default> 
 
Dear Howard, 
 
Many thanks for your remarkable message: very good to be in touch again! I am full of 
admiration for your initiative, and your website is excellent: I am in august company.  
 
I of course have no objection to my photo from our website being reproduced on yours. 
However, may I suggest that you replace the current biographical notes with the 
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following which, though rather too long, are more accurate and expand on my military 
experience: 
 
"Commander Robert Green, Royal Navy (Retired) served in the British Royal Navy from 
1962-82.  As a Fleet Air Arm Observer (Bombardier-Navigator), he flew in Buccaneer 
carrier-borne nuclear strike aircraft (1968-72), then in anti-submarine helicopters 
equipped with nuclear depth-bombs (1972-77). On promotion to Commander, he spent 
1978-80 in the Ministry of Defence in London as Personal Staff Officer to the Assistant 
Chief of Naval Staff (Policy), an Admiral who was closely involved in recommending the 
replacement for the Polaris nuclear-armed ballistic missile submarine force.  In his final 
job, he was Staff Officer (Intelligence) to Commander-in-Chief Fleet at Northwood HQ 
near London, in charge of round-the-clock intelligence support for Polaris as well as the 
rest of the Fleet.  Having taken voluntary redundancy in 1981, he was released after the 
1982 Falklands War. 
 
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's 1980 decision to replace Polaris with Trident was 
one reason he left the Royal Navy.  The unsolved murder of his aunt Hilda Murrell, an 
anti-nuclear energy campaigner, in 1984 led him to challenge the hazards of nuclear 
electricity generation.  The break-up of the Soviet Union followed by the 1990-91 
Persian Gulf War caused him to speak out against nuclear weapons.   
 
In 1991 he became Chair of the UK branch of the World Court Project (WCP), an 
international campaign by a network of citizen organisations which led to a successful 
legal challenge to nuclear deterrence in the International Court of Justice in 1996. As a 
member of the WCP International Steering Committee, he met Kate Dewes a WCP 
pioneer from Christchurch, New Zealand. After they were married in 1997, he emigrated 
to New Zealand In 1999, and in 2001 became a NZ citizen. As Co-Coordinator with Dr 
Dewes of the NZ Peace Foundation's Disarmament & Security Centre, he is now using 
his military experience to promote alternative thinking about security and disarmament. 
He is the author of the books 'Fast Track to Zero Nuclear Weapons' (1998),' 'The Naked 
Nuclear Emperor: Debunking Nuclear Deterrence' (2000) and many related articles."  
 
I would be honoured to write an article on my latest thinking. Currently I'm revising and 
updating "The Naked Nuclear Emperor" for a new US edition, to be published next year 
by the Pamphleteer's Press.    
 
By the way, you will be interested to see a relevant oped on Iraq by the new Archbishop 
of Canterbury, which I will copy separately to you. I've also just seen that support for 
invading Iraq has dropped to 32% in the UK. 
 
Warm wishes, 
Rob 
* * * 
 
 
At 10:02 AM 11/5/02 -0500, you wrote: 



Dear Rob, 
 
You may recall that we were together in Geneva during the 1998 session of NPT 
PrepCom.  Since then I have formed in the U.S. the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear 
Disarmament. 
 
Among other tasks we have established a new web site called www.zero-nukes.org.   It 
has two purposes: (1) provide a source for statements on nuclear disarmament by 
religious organizations, military leaders, civil sector organizations, commissions and 
international bodies; and (2) offer opportunity for presentation of proposals and dialogue 
on how to get to zero nuclear weapons. 
 
If you visit the site, you will find that we have reference to your views at http://www.zero-
nukes.org/militaryleaders.html#commandergreen.  I recently discovered your photo on 
your web site, which we want to add. 
 
We invite you to contribute to the dialogue on nuclear disarmament by writing a short 
article on your current thinking about concrete steps required to eliminate nuclear 
weapons.  Your scenario might go to zero or only approach zero if you don't see how to 
go all the way. You might deal with stages of reduction, categories of weapons, 
priorities for action, methods of verification, or however you want to address the issue. 
 
We are suggesting an article in the range of 1,000 to 2,000 words, but we will accept 
less and more.   We will post your article on the site at http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#scenarios.  We are un able to provide compensation, 
but we hope that you will be willing to contribute your ideas to this forum for public 
discussion. 
 
You can send your submission to me at proposal@zero-nukes.org.  You can attach 
your article as a Word document or a .rtf file. 
 
If you want to comment on the views of others, you can do so at http://www.zero-
nukes.org/yourfeedback.html#comments. 
 
Thank you for your cooperation, 
 
Howard W. Hallman 
 
 
Howard W. Hallman is Chair of 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice 
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036 
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org 
 
Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of laity and 
clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination. 
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> 
 
 

 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 
      Commander Robert D Green, Royal Navy (Retired) 
       International Chair, World Court Project UK 
 
             Disarmament & Security Centre 
                     PO Box 8390 
                    Christchurch 
                Aotearoa/New Zealand 
 
              Tel/Fax: (+64) 3 348 1353 
 
          Email: robwcpuk@chch.planet.org.nz 
           
         Website: http://www.disarmsecure.org 
 
[The DSC is a specialist branch of the NZ Peace Foundation] 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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WHERE NEXT FOR NUCLEAR ABOLITIONISTS? 
 
By Commander Robert Green, Royal Navy (Ret'd) 
 
November 2002 
 
Following the Bush administration's Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), the April 2002 
preparatory meeting at the UN in New York for the next review of the Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT) in 2005, and the 2002 UN General Assembly Disarmament Session, this 
is an appropriate moment to assess where the international anti-nuclear movement 
should focus their energies.  First, however, consideration will be given to how 
prospects for nuclear abolition could be affected by US responses to growing doubts 
about nuclear deterrence, including its plans for Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD). 
 
The focus on the US reflects the overwhelming influence of the world's first and sole 
remaining nuclear-armed superpower. The Bush administration has a lengthening track 
record of rejection of international treaties, linked to its near-contempt for international 
law and single-minded drive for military "full spectrum dominance". There is thus an 
urgent need to explore "outside the box" ways to make progress towards nuclear 
abolition. These should try to build upon the few current campaigns which seem to have 
some traction, and lessons learned from three successful past campaigns: the World 
Court Project; the "Ottawa Process" which led to a treaty banning anti-personnel 
landmines, and the campaign for an International Criminal Court. 
  
Responses to Doubts about Nuclear Deterrence 
 
Almost the only encouraging aspect of current US nuclear policy is Bush's public 
admission of doubt about the effectiveness of nuclear deterrence against the primary 
threat: extremists armed with weapons of mass destruction (WMD). What is more, both 
his Vice-President Dick Cheney and Secretary of State Colin Powell rejected use of 
nuclear weapons against Iraqi forces in the Gulf War, [1] which means that any future 
comparable US nuclear threat would lack credibility. 
 
One of Bush's responses has been to revive BMD in both its national and "theatre" 
forms, and to augment conventional offensive strike systems. Through this combination, 
he hopes to strengthen conventional deterrence and raise the threshold for use of 
strategic nuclear weapons. At first sight, this would appear to be a positive development 
for nuclear disarmament, especially after Bush and Putin signed the "Strategic 
Offensive Reductions" Treaty and with inauguration of the new NATO-Russia Council in 
May 2002.  
 
Unfortunately, Bush's piecemeal approach with Russia excludes China, the only other 
nuclear-armed state with superpower potential. There are no plans for a NATO-China 
Council, or for sharing BMD technology with China. On the contrary, China 
understandably perceives current US collaboration with both Japan and Taiwan to 
develop theatre BMD systems as threatening its land-based nuclear-armed 



intercontinental ballistic missiles, of which currently it is believed to have less than 20.  
As it modernises its arsenal of only about 400 nuclear warheads, China will be able to 
use US theatre BMD plans to justify expanding its nuclear capability. This will inevitably 
ratchet up India's, to which Pakistan will feel pressured to respond. Thus one long-term 
consequence of deploying BMD will be to stifle any further progress in nuclear 
disarmament, because the US will argue that it cannot make further reductions in light 
of these developments, and Russia will feel forced to follow suit. 
 
Another US response to doubts about nuclear deterrence has been to make nuclear 
weapon use more likely. The NPR recommends using low-yield nuclear weapons 
against hardened or deeply buried non-nuclear WMD targets or bunkers where 
conventional weapons might be ineffective. This might be driven by the perceived need 
to restore US credibility in light of the Cheney/Powell decision in the Gulf War. However, 
it is an incitement to nuclear proliferation, as it would gut US assurances not to use 
nuclear weapons against non-nuclear NPT signatory states, including the "axis of evil" 
trio of Iran, Iraq and North Korea plus Libya and Syria.  Since this became clear, the UK 
government has echoed its “master’s voice” by warning that it too is prepared to use 
nuclear weapons if its forces, not just national territory, are subjected to WMD attack.   
 
Where Next for Nuclear Abolitionists?  
 
One positive spin-off from US nuclear plans, the South Asian nuclear crisis, and US 
allegations of revived nuclear weapon development by Iraq and North Korea is that the 
issue of nuclear weapons is again high on the international media agenda. Of course, 
use of even one low-yield nuclear weapon by the US for the first time since Nagasaki 
(or by Israel) would cause worldwide outrage and reawaken the anti-nuclear mass 
movement - as would a nuclear war between India and Pakistan. 
 
Nevertheless, acquisition by the five recognised nuclear states of their nuclear arsenals 
involved probably their greatest investment in financial, political and human terms since 
the Second World War. After over fifty years of their own propaganda, none of these 
governments would risk breaking out of the nuclear club without finding a replacement 
system with clear advantages to balance the perceived loss of security. 
 
In struggles to overthrow oppression and injustice like the abolition of slavery and South 
African apartheid, there was often a phase when progress stalled before the status quo 
was shifted. The seemingly invincible regressive forces, no longer bothering to pay lip-
service to progress, openly hardened their positions. One reason for this was 
awareness by the regressive forces that their arguments were failing, especially on the 
two anvils of practicality and the law.   
 
At such moments, the key to further progress is to focus on practical projects which go 
to the heart of the issue and uphold the law, while helping to reduce the risk of nuclear 
war and shift the pro-nuclear mindset. Using these criteria, the following four candidates 
are offered for consideration: 
 



1) Challenge Launch-on-Warning. The NPR claims that US strategic nuclear 
  forces are not on "hair-trigger" alert.  How does this square with  
  persisting reports that, despite Bush's determination to transform the US  
  relationship with Russia and to "replace Mutual Assured Destruction with  
  Mutual Cooperation", some 2,000 strategic nuclear warheads on each side  
  are still held at "launch-on-warning" readiness?  This must be challenged,  
  using Alan Phillips' excellent Canadian Ploughshares paper, and perhaps  
  by expanding the US "Back from the Brink" campaign. [2] 

 
2) Challenge Nuclear Deterrence.  Following directly from (1), the world  
  must be told that the pro-nuclear deterrence lobby is faltering. Winning  
  this argument is crucial to shifting the mindset against nuclear weapons,  
  especially among the military.  Little further progress towards nuclear  
  abolition is possible without explaining why nuclear deterrence does not  
  work, is immoral and unlawful, and there are more credible and acceptable 
  alternative security strategies. [3] 

 
3) Offer More Credible Alternatives.  The UK holds most promise of becoming 

    the first nuclear state to reject nuclear deterrence. It has cut its  
    nuclear arsenal to about 185 warheads, the smallest of the recognised  
    nuclear states, deployed in one delivery system: 16 submarine-launched US  
    Trident ballistic missiles in each of four submarines, one of which is  
    deployed at a notice to fire of "days". The UK government has to decide  
    whether to replace Trident by around 2007. Exploiting US plans to convert  
    four Ohio class Trident-equipped submarines to conventional armament, I  
    have therefore proposed that the UK government should replace its nuclear  
    arsenal with precision-guided, conventionally-armed cruise missiles plus  
    special forces. [4] This would provide a more credible deterrence system,  
    which the Navy would in principle support. The first "breakout" by one of 
    the five permanent members of the UN Security Council would be sensational:  
    the UK government would throw its weight behind the nuclear abolition  
    movement, as Canada did so effectively in the campaign for a treaty banning  
    landmines. 
 

4) Intensify Non-Violent Direct Action Upholding The Law.  Meanwhile, as  
  another incentive for the governments of nuclear states to consider non- 
  nuclear security options, carefully focused and sustained non-violent  
  direct action campaigns in the nuclear states to uphold the law should be  
  intensified.  The UK Trident Ploughshares campaign, relying on legal  
  attrition supported by the Acronym Institute, World Court Project, CND  
  and other anti-nuclear groups, continues to embarrass the government,  
  Royal Navy and police, with growing support from church leaders,  

    politicians and such stars as Sir Sean Connery.  The judiciary and  
    government have been forced into a legal debate.  This has moved beyond  
    the 1996 World Court advisory opinion to confront the legal status of  
    nuclear deterrence and possessing specific types of nuclear weapon with  



    readiness and intent to use them, even against non-nuclear states and  
    extremists. [5] 
 
Notes 
1. Colin Powell, 'A Soldier's Way' (Hutchinson, London, 1995), pp485-486. 
2. See http://backfromthebrink.policy.net/; also Canadian Ploughshares Working Paper 
02-1 'No Launch on Warning' by Alan Phillips MD (www.ploughshares.ca). 
3. Robert Green, 'The Naked Nuclear Emperor: Debunking Nuclear Deterrence' 
(Disarmament & Security Centre, PO Box 8390, Christchurch, New Zealand, 2000) 
(www.disarmsecure.org). 
4. 'Conventionally-Armed UK Trident?' (RUSI Journal, February 2002), pp31-34, 
available on request from robwcpuk@chch.planet.org.nz. 
5. See www.tridentploughshares.org, www.acronym.org.uk, www.gn.apc.org/wcp, 
www.cnduk.org. 
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To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: [interfaithnd] December meeting, model treaty
Date: Wed, 20 Nov 2002 10:21:07 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"

Howard,
        The week of the 9th is good for me except for December 12 and the
morning of December 11.
        Thank you for doing this.
Rich Killmer
885-8684

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2002 11:18 AM
To: ICND
Subject: [interfaithnd] December meeting, model treaty

To: Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament

Dear Colleagues:

Some of our participants are starting their holiday vacation in
mid-December.  Well deserved, no doubt.  That reduces potential attendance
of a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament for the
week of December 16.

Therefore, I would like to try for a time in the week of December 9 even
though there are some Iraq related events that week.   Would you let me know
what days and time are not good for you that week.  Also any meetings
scheduled that involve a number of our folks.

Regarding a model deep cuts treaty, the board of the Lawyers Committee for
World Security  has agreed to take on this project.   They have a
relationship with the Georgetown and Harvard law schools where they can get
some assistance.  It's possible that they could have a first draft ready by
early January, which could then be circulated for comments more widely --
including with Russians.  When we meet in December, we can discuss this
project in greater detail.

Shalom,
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Howard

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
interfaithnd-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

 

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/ 



Status:  U 
Return-Path: rkillmer@wesleysem.edu 
Received: from wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu ([63.124.223.7]) 
 by kendall.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 
18exEpb43Nl3pM0 
 for <mupj@igc.org>; Wed, 20 Nov 2002 11:24:28 -0500 (EST) 
Received: by wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
 id <VRFSZFMH>; Wed, 20 Nov 2002 11:23:57 -0500 
Message-ID: DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B60FE@wesley-
exch1.wesleysem.edu 
From: KILLMER RICH rkillmer@wesleysem.edu 
To: "'Hallman Howard (mupj@igc.org)'" mupj@igc.org 
Subject: FW: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal 
Date: Wed, 20 Nov 2002 11:23:55 -0500 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19) 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; boundary="----_=_NextPart_000_01C290B1.38F7F2E0" 

Howard, 

 Here is the final version of the Chautauqua Statement. As you know NR/DI is 
using your web page of religious organization statements on the nuclear danger. It 
would help us, as well being a useful thing for your web pages, if you post this under 
religious statements. 

 Thanks for considering this. 

Rich Killmer 

885-8684  

 
The Rev. Dr. Stephen J. Sidorak, Jr.  
Executive Director  
Christian Conference of Connecticut  
60 Lorraine Street  
Hartford, Connecticut 06105-2241 U.S.A.  
(860) 236-4281 (phone)  
(860) 236-9977 (fax) 
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This spring the Religion Department of the Chautauqua Institution and the Global Security Institute convened some 
twenty-five religious leaders from all parts of the country to share their concern for the deteriorating state of global 
relations and the current Administration’s attitude regarding nuclear weaponry.  The group delegated authority to the 
three authors to issue the following appeal. 

 
THE CHAUTAUQUA APPEAL TO THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES OF AMERICA 

 
 Indeed there is an “axis of evil.”  But it is hardly Iran, Iraq, and North Korea.  A more 
likely and far more dangerous trio would be environmental degradation, pandemic poverty, and a 
world awash with weapons.   
 
 The three are closely linked.  Governmental priorities that feed militarism starve the poor, 
while a nuclear war could transform the planet and all its inhabitants into a dreary waste of ash 
and cinder, silenced by death. 
 
 A nuclear war can happen, which is why nuclear weapons are the subject of this appeal. 
To people of faith God alone has the authority to end all life on earth.  All we human beings have 
is the power.  As such power is clearly not authorized, the mere possession of nuclear weapons 
must, in the sight of God, be an abomination.  Further, to entrust the use of such destructive 
power to a handful of people, all of whom are fallible and some malicious, is reckless, to say the 
least. 
 
 During the Cold War it could be argued that nuclear weapons were for deterrence.  But 
no longer.  Today thoughtful people agree that nuclear proliferation is more an invitation than a 
deterrent to catastrophic conflict.   
 

Nothing is served by minimizing the difficulties of disarmament.  But we are persuaded 
that unless nuclear weapons are soon buried in history alongside of slavery, colonialism and 
apartheid, the human race is likely to go the way of the dinosaurs. 

 
Religious leaders have more than once expressed their moral outrage at nuclear weapons.  

Likewise generals and admirals of many nations, our own included, such as General George Lee 
Butler, former commander of the U.S. Strategic Air Command and Admiral Andrew Goodpaster, 
former supreme allied commander of Europe, have called for the worldwide abolition of nuclear 
weapons under the most stringent possible inspection.  Experience has told them that the 
possession of nuclear weapons by some states is the strongest stimulant for others to acquire 
them.  Therefore these military leaders view the multi-lateral, verifiable abolition of nuclear 
weapons as the world’s best chance to prevent further nuclear proliferation. 

 
The International Court of Justice unanimously called for completing a treaty on nuclear 

elimination. Two years ago, pursuant to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the nuclear 
weapons states, including the United States, pledged an “unequivocal undertaking to accomplish 
the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals.” 

 
But the Bush administration has changed course—drastically.  Far from furthering 

disarmament, the recently signed treaty with Russia calls only for the storing, not for the 
dismantling of nuclear weapons.  Newspapers report plans to develop “usable” nuclear weapons 



for unilateral “pre-emptive action” against “evil states,” a policy that would be in blatant 
violation of international law, one certain to alienate allies and create more terrorists.  Finally, 
the Administration is bent on spending now, of all times, billions of dollars building a missile 
shield when the enemy is less a rogue state than a band of stateless rogues, more apt to come to 
harm us by boat, bus, or small plane than by an intercontinental ballistic missile. 

 
We therefore ask you, fellow believers, to give prayerful thought to the myriad liabilities 

and potential catastrophes of nuclear weapons.  Our faith frequently compels us to see what we 
would rather ignore, and God surely would not have us wish for peace without working for it 
heart, soul, and mind. 

 
We have no illusions.  It will not be tomorrow or the next day that our government will 

be persuaded to accept a time-bound framework in which all nuclear weapons will be abolished.  
But if today, with a quickened sense of conscience, religious people speak out, joining with 
others in writing, lobbying, and demonstrating, then slowly, surely, the promise of a nuclear-free 
world will defeat the peril of a nuclear war. 

 
We are blessed to live in a democracy.  In a democracy dissent is not disloyal; what is 

unpatriotic is subservience.  Apathy in the face of evil is morally unacceptable.  Consequently, 
the sobering, demanding question is not “why abolish nuclear weapons?” but rather “why not?” 

 
 

Chautauqua Appeal written and circulated in July 2002 
By Joan Brown Campbell, William Sloane Coffin and Stephen James Sidorak, Jr. 

 
 

We call upon fellow believers and their religious communities in the United States to 
endorse the “Urgent Call” to end the nuclear danger and urge them to visit its website 

(www.urgentcall.org) or write to Urgent Call, Institute for Defense & Disarmament Studies, 675 
Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139, for more information. 

 

http://www.urgentcall.org/
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Rich, 

  

Thanks for forwarding this to me.  We will indeed post reference to it on www.zero-
nukes.org.  Is it available on somebody's web site so we can make linkage?  In which 
case we will feature the highlights.  Or will it be necessary for us to post the entire 
statement?  We will do this if it isn't otherwise available on the web. 

  

Howard 

----- Original Message -----  

From: KILLMER RICH  
To: 'Hallman Howard (mupj@igc.org)'  
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2002 11:23 AM 
Subject: FW: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal 

Howard, 

 Here is the final version of the Chautauqua Statement. As you know NR/DI is 
using your web page of religious organization statements on the nuclear danger. It 
would help us, as well being a useful thing for your web pages, if you post this under 
religious statements. 

 Thanks for considering this. 

mailto:mupj@igc.org
mailto:mupj@igc.org
mailto:rkillmer@wesleysem.edu
mailto:DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B60FE@wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu
mailto:DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B60FE@wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu
http://www.zero-nukes.org/
http://www.zero-nukes.org/
mailto:rkillmer@wesleysem.edu
mailto:mupj@igc.org%29%27


Rich Killmer 
885-8684  
 
The Rev. Dr. Stephen J. Sidorak, Jr.  
Executive Director  
Christian Conference of Connecticut  
60 Lorraine Street  
Hartford, Connecticut 06105-2241 U.S.A.  
(860) 236-4281 (phone)  
(860) 236-9977 (fax) 
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Howard, 

 Thank you so much for your willingness to help here.  It is not located any place else on the web, 
so if you could include it that would be wonderful. 

Rich   

-----Original Message----- 
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]  
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2002 11:47 AM 
To: KILLMER RICH 
Subject: Re: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal  

Rich, 
 
Thanks for forwarding this to me.  We will indeed post reference to it on www.zero-nukes.org.  Is 
it available on somebody's web site so we can make linkage?  In which case we will feature the highlights.  
Or will it be necessary for us to post the entire statement?  We will do this if it isn't otherwise available on 
the web.  

Howard 

----- Original Message -----  

From: KILLMER RICH  
To: 'Hallman Howard (mupj@igc.org)'  
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2002 11:23 AM 
Subject: FW: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal 

  

mailto:rkillmer@wesleysem.edu
mailto:DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B6103@wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu
mailto:rkillmer@wesleysem.edu
mailto:mupj@igc.org
http://www.zero-nukes.org/
mailto:rkillmer@wesleysem.edu
mailto:mupj@igc.org%29%27


Howard, 

 Here is the final version of the Chautauqua Statement. As you know NR/DI is using your 
web page of religious organization statements on the nuclear danger. It would help us, as well 
being a useful thing for your web pages, if you post this under religious statements. 

 Thanks for considering this. 

Rich Killmer 

885-8684   

 
The Rev. Dr. Stephen J. Sidorak, Jr.  
Executive Director  
Christian Conference of Connecticut  
60 Lorraine Street  
Hartford, Connecticut 06105-2241 U.S.A.  
(860) 236-4281 (phone)  
(860) 236-9977 (fax) 
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Hi Howard,

I could do it for sure on the morning of the 11th.  I'm a maybe on the 9th
or 10th and a no from the 12th on.

Thanks for doing this work.

Pat
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Have you seen our web site for religious statements on Iraq?  It is at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#stmtsrelorgs.  Also the
National Council of Churches has a compilation at
http://www.ncccusa.org/iraq/iraqlinks.html.

Howard Hallman
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Marie,

Under Civil Sector Statements -- Organizations, USA, please add:

Institute for Defense and Disarmament Studies
www.idds.org

Urgent Call to End the Nuclear Danger
www.urgentcall.org

Thanks,
Howard
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Marie,

Here is another addition to religious statements under Disarming Iraq
[http://umns.umc.org/02/nov/517.htm]

Under United Methodist Church add:

[italic] Council of Bishops: [end italic] [underline] Endorsement of Bishop
Christopher's letter, [end underline] November 8, 2002.
[http://umns.umc.org/02/nov/517.htm]

Thanks,
Howard
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Marie, 
 
I want to make some changes and additions to the Religious Statement page, as shown 
in the attachment. 
 
Thanks, 
Howard 
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Changes and additions to Religious Statements page 
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html 
 
1.  Change the order of INTERFAITH AND ECUMENICAL in index and the section where the 
statements are presented, as follows: 
 
World Council of Churches 
National Council of Churches (USA)  [the "USA" is new] 
Canadian Council of Churches 
Conference of European Churches 
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament 
Religious Statements to NPT Meetings  [this is change of wording] 
1999 Parliament of the World's Religions [correct spelling of "Religions" here and below] 
Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative (2000) 
Chautauqua Appeal (2002)  [this is new; see below] 
 
2. At http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#npt 
(a) Change the heading and index items to read as follows: 
 
Religious Statements to NPT Meetings 
• Act Now for Nuclear Abolition (1998) 
• A Spiritual, Ethnical, and Humanitarian Perspective on Nuclear Weapons (1998) 
• Nuclear Ethics, Morals and Law (1999) 

[[http://www.gsinstitute.org/resources/extras/gran_12-9-00.pdf] 
• The Moral Imperative of the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons (2002) [http://www.chautauqua-

inst.org/religion/special.html] 
 
 
(b) After the third paragraph, add the following new paragraphs in italic: 
 
At the 1999 NPT PrepCom meeting in New York Jonathan Granoff, president of the Global 
Security Institute, presented a paper entitled "Nuclear Ethics, Morals, and Law". 
[http://www.gsinstitute.org/resources/extras/gran_12-9-00.pdf]  It was later expanded into an 
article for the Brigham Young University Law Review (Vol. 2000, No. 4).  Granoff said that for 
statesmen and citizens the "opportunity to lead the world in fulfilling nothing less than an 
ultimate moral imperative -- nuclear disarmament -- is ours if we meet the challenge." 
 
"The Moral Imperative Of the Abolition Of Nuclear Weapons" [http://www.chautauqua-
inst.org/religion/special.html] was the topic of an address to the 2002 NPT PrepCom by the 
Rev. Dr. Joan Brown Campbell.  Formerly general secretary of the National Council of 
Churches, she is director, Department of Religion, Chautauqua Institution.  She pointed out, 
" Not only does the buildup of nuclear weapons put our future at risk by tempting fate with its 
use, but it uses precious resources that must be put toward those things that will truly make for 
peace" 
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Marie, 
 
Attached is a new religious statement -- the Chautauqua Appeal -- to be added at the 
end of the Interfaith and Ecumenical section.  The revised index I sent you separately 
has reference to it.   You can link the index to this new statement. 
 
Thanks, 
Howard 
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[in brown box: Interfaith and Ecumenical]  
The Chautauqua Appeal 
[pdf document] 
In  spring of 2002 the Religion Department of the Chautauqua Institution and the Global 
Security Institute convened twenty-five religious leaders from all parts of the country to share 
their concern for the deteriorating state of global relations and the current Administration’s 
attitude regarding nuclear weaponry.  The group delegated authority to Joan Brown Campbell, 
William Sloane Coffin and Stephen James Sidorak, Jr. to issue the following appeal. 
 
[in box] 

THE CHAUTAUQUA APPEAL TO THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES OF AMERICA 
 

 Indeed there is an “axis of evil.”  But it is hardly Iran, Iraq, and North Korea.  A more 
likely and far more dangerous trio would be environmental degradation, pandemic poverty, and a 
world awash with weapons.   
 
 The three are closely linked.  Governmental priorities that feed militarism starve the poor, 
while a nuclear war could transform the planet and all its inhabitants into a dreary waste of ash 
and cinder, silenced by death. 
 
 A nuclear war can happen, which is why nuclear weapons are the subject of this appeal. 
To people of faith God alone has the authority to end all life on earth.  All we human beings have 
is the power.  As such power is clearly not authorized, the mere possession of nuclear weapons 
must, in the sight of God, be an abomination.  Further, to entrust the use of such destructive 
power to a handful of people, all of whom are fallible and some malicious, is reckless, to say the 
least. 
 
 During the Cold War it could be argued that nuclear weapons were for deterrence.  But 
no longer.  Today thoughtful people agree that nuclear proliferation is more an invitation than a 
deterrent to catastrophic conflict.   
 

Nothing is served by minimizing the difficulties of disarmament.  But we are persuaded 
that unless nuclear weapons are soon buried in history alongside of slavery, colonialism and 
apartheid, the human race is likely to go the way of the dinosaurs. 

 
Religious leaders have more than once expressed their moral outrage at nuclear weapons.  

Likewise generals and admirals of many nations, our own included, such as General George Lee 
Butler, former commander of the U.S. Strategic Air Command and Admiral Andrew Goodpaster, 
former supreme allied commander of Europe, have called for the worldwide abolition of nuclear 
weapons under the most stringent possible inspection.  Experience has told them that the 
possession of nuclear weapons by some states is the strongest stimulant for others to acquire 
them.  Therefore these military leaders view the multi-lateral, verifiable abolition of nuclear 
weapons as the world’s best chance to prevent further nuclear proliferation. 

 



The International Court of Justice unanimously called for completing a treaty on nuclear 
elimination. Two years ago, pursuant to the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty, the nuclear 
weapons states, including the United States, pledged an “unequivocal undertaking to accomplish 
the total elimination of their nuclear arsenals.” 

 
But the Bush administration has changed course—drastically.  Far from furthering 

disarmament, the recently signed treaty with Russia calls only for the storing, not for the 
dismantling of nuclear weapons.  Newspapers report plans to develop “usable” nuclear weapons 
for unilateral “pre-emptive action” against “evil states,” a policy that would be in blatant 
violation of international law, one certain to alienate allies and create more terrorists.  Finally, 
the Administration is bent on spending now, of all times, billions of dollars building a missile 
shield when the enemy is less a rogue state than a band of stateless rogues, more apt to come to 
harm us by boat, bus, or small plane than by an intercontinental ballistic missile. 

 
We therefore ask you, fellow believers, to give prayerful thought to the myriad liabilities 

and potential catastrophes of nuclear weapons.  Our faith frequently compels us to see what we 
would rather ignore, and God surely would not have us wish for peace without working for it 
heart, soul, and mind. 

 
We have no illusions.  It will not be tomorrow or the next day that our government will 

be persuaded to accept a time-bound framework in which all nuclear weapons will be abolished.  
But if today, with a quickened sense of conscience, religious people speak out, joining with 
others in writing, lobbying, and demonstrating, then slowly, surely, the promise of a nuclear-free 
world will defeat the peril of a nuclear war. 

 
We are blessed to live in a democracy.  In a democracy dissent is not disloyal; what is 

unpatriotic is subservience.  Apathy in the face of evil is morally unacceptable.  Consequently, 
the sobering, demanding question is not “why abolish nuclear weapons?” but rather “why not?” 

 
[end box] 
 back to top 
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Marie, 
 
Attached is another addition to Religious Statements. You can see that I've been 
working on the web site this week.  I hope you can keep up with me. 
 
Thanks, 
Howard 
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Another addition to Religious Statements 
 
1. Go to Nuclear Reductions/Disarmament Initiative [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#disarmament] 
 
2.  After the introductory paragraph, add the following paragraph in italic: 
 
Two years after release of the "Joint Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Statement", 21 religious 
leaders and 13 military signed  [bold,underline] "A REAFFIRMATION: Concerning 
Terrorism and U.S. Nuclear Policy". [end bold, underlining] 
[http://www.nrdi.org/reaffirmation.html  They rejected the idea that terrorists attacks on the 
United States on September 11, 2001 can used  as a justification for use of nuclear weapons  
They also renewed their call for nuclear disarmament. 
 
3. In the caption under the photo add "June 2000" before "news conference" to read: 
"Participants in the June 2000 news conference...." 
 
4. In the box add "2000" to read: "Highlights of the 2000 statement include:" 
 
5.  Add a new box with this text: 
 
[italic] Highlights of 2002 Reaffirmation in response to 9-11-01 terrorist attack. [end italic] 
 
Nuclear weapons are weapons of indiscriminate effect and terror. The threat of their use 
represents an abhorrent condition we seek to eliminate cooperatively. Nuclear weapons 
"constitute a threat to the security of our nation, a peril to world peace, [and] a danger to the 
whole human family." We believe that verifiable arms control and non-proliferation efforts must 
become a top priority in order to safeguard nuclear facilities everywhere, to prevent the export of 
related materials and technologies, to persuade states to turn away from nuclear weapons, and to 
prevent terrorists from obtaining them. 
 
Accordingly, we should not seize upon the events of September 11 as a justification for use of 
nuclear weapons. Domestic and international security cannot be obtained by answering terror 
with even greater terror. Strengthening international cooperation in bringing unlawful conduct to 
justice, in addressing the root causes of terrorism, and working through the rule of law to 
eliminate nuclear weapons is a path toward greater security consistent with international 
requirements and our basic American values. 
 
[end box] 
 top of page 
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"Results" of  Voting on Resolutions in the 57th Session of the General Assembly First 
Committee on Disarmament and International Security (2002) 
 
by Melina De La Garza, Reaching Critical Will 
 
Note: To view texts and voting results of resolutions, go to 
http://www.reachingcriticalwill.org/1com/1com02/res/resindex.html.  
 
"THE TRIUMVIRATE" (US, UK, FRANCE) and NATO- Similar to last year, the UNGA 
First Committee met as questions formed regarding the United States and the possibility of 
military action against another country. Most countries as usual voted in blocks, eg. the Non-
Aligned Movement, the Arab League and NATO. It was interesting to note, however, that while 
relations of the United States with France and the UK (as well as Germany) were tested in 
public, in the First Committee the three remained non-affected and aligned for the majority of the 
First Committee votes. The US voted yes for resolutions the least amount of times of all NATO 
members, who in turn did not vote yes to resolutions as often as the Arab League, Non-Aligned 
Movement and the New Agenda Coalition. 
 
On two resolutions, L.2 "Reduction of Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons" and L.34 "Nuclear-
Weapon-Free Southern Hemisphere and Adjacent Areas" US, UK and France were the only 
countries to vote no out of the whole committee. For L.3 "Towards a Nuclear-Weapon-Free 
World: The Need for a New Agenda" they were the only three to vote no from NATO, while the 
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rest abstained. For L.12 "Observance of Environmental Norms in the Drafting and 
Implementation of Agreements on Disarmament and Arms Control" the three and Israel were the 
only ones to abstain.  
 
For L.19 "UN Conference to Identify Ways of Eliminating Nuclear Dangers in the Context of 
Nuclear Disarmament" with Germany, Israel and Poland, these six countries voted no. The 
countries abstained together on L.40 "Conclusion of Effective International Arrangements to 
Assure Non-Nuclear-Weapon States Against the Use or Threat of Use of Nuclear Weapons." All 
three voted no together on L.2 "Reduction of Non-Strategic Nuclear Weapons", L.3 "Towards a 
Nuclear-Weapon-Free World: The Need for a New Agenda", L.14 "Effects of the use of depleted 
uranium in armaments", L.19 "United Nations conference to identify ways of eliminating nuclear 
dangers in the context of nuclear disarmament", L.34 "Nuclear-weapon-free southern hemisphere 
and adjacent areas", L.43 "Nuclear disarmament", L.50 "Role of science and technology in the 
context of international security and disarmament", L.51 "Convention on the Prohibition of the 
Use of Nuclear Weapons", L.52 "Reducing nuclear danger" and L.53 "Follow-up to the advisory 
opinion of the International Court of Justice on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear 
Weapons". The resolution in which UK and US voted no and France abstained was L.10 
"Promotion of Multilateralism in the Area of Disarmament and Non-Proliferation." France and 
the UK abstained and US voted no for L.17 "Relationship with Disarmament and Development" 
and L.32 "Missiles." Of the eighteen out of twenty-four resolutions that were voted on, the 
triumvirate were aligned. 
 
Who broke from NATO? Canada, most notably, voted yes to the controversial New Agenda 
"omnibus" resolution L.3 "Towards a Nuclear-Weapon-Free World: The Need for a New 
Agenda" and to L.19 "UN Conference to Identify Ways of Eliminating Nuclear Dangers in the 
Context of Nuclear Disarmament", and also abstained on L.27 "The risk of nuclear proliferation 
in the Middle East" and L.53 "Follow-up to the advisory opinion of the International Court of 
Justice on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons".  
 
Spain abstained to L.34 "Nuclear-weapon-free southern hemisphere and adjacent areas". 
Among NATO, only Canada voted yes on L.19. France, Germany, Poland, UK and US voted no 
and the remaining twelve members abstained. France spoke on behalf of the UK and US citing 
ambiguously that this resolution would undermine a parallel process of achieving nuclear 
disarmament. 
 
For the most part, NATO voted together, including newly inducted, soon to be inducted and 
rumored potential inductees.  
 
IT'S LONELY AT THE TOP?- The US was the only country to vote no on L.4 
"Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty" and L.17 "Relationship between disarmament and 
development". On L.32 "Missiles" only the US and Israel voted no. On L.27 "The risk of nuclear 
proliferation in the Middle East", the US with Israel, Micronesia and the Marshall Islands were 
the only ones to vote no. On L.42 "A path to the total elimination of nuclear weapons", US with 
India voted no. On L.36 "Implementation of the Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, 
Stockpiling, Production and Transfer of Anti-personnel Mines and on Their Destruction " the US 
was the only western state to vote to abstain. L.9 "General and complete disarmament: measures 



to uphold the authority of the 1925 Geneva Protocol" and L.30 "Prevention of an arms race in 
outer space " the US was one of two with Israel to abstain. Once again, like last year, it was 
noted that Israel, Micronesia and Monaco voted with the United States when others did not. 
 
THE 5 NUCLEAR WEAPON STATES- Of the five, China did not vote with the four all of the 
time. Russia did not vote yes to as many as China but still held a remarkable number in 
comparison to the Triumvirate (US, UK and France). Clearly a difference is shown between the 
east and west in the voting results of resolutions such as L.43 "Nuclear Disarmament" in which 
China voted yes, Russia voted to abstain and the Triumvirate voted no. 
 
ARAB LEAGUE- For L.14 "Effects of the use of depleted uranium in armaments", three 
abstained while the rest voted yes. The Arab League split on L.36 "Anti-Personnel Mines". For 
L.37 "Transparency in Armaments", no member voted no but all of Arab League abstained 
except for Somalia who voted yes, unusual because Somalia did not vote much and Comoros, 
Djibouti and Iraq did not vote. Iraq did not vote on any resolution. The majority of the 
resolutions the Arab League voted in favor of most resolutions. 
 
NEW AGENDA COALITION-Ireland, Sweden and New Zealand abstained or voted no more 
than other members but generally the coalition voted together positively. 
 
NON ALIGNED MOVEMENT-It was hard to gauge the general pattern of the movement 
because the membership is so large and contains members with very different policy stances 
such as DPRK and Indonesia. On the whole, the Non Aligned Movement voted yes more often 
than NATO. 
 
~THE 5 NWS~ 
 
UNITED STATES- Yes-3, Abstained-5, No- 16  
 
Yes L.18, L.37, L.41 
Abstained L.9, L.12, L.30, L.36, L.40 
Voted against L.2, L.3, L.4, L.10, L.14, L.17, L.19, L.27, L.32, L.34, L.42, L.43, L.50, L.51, 
L.51, L.53 
.  
UNITED KINGDOM- Yes- 9, Abstain-4, No- 11  
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.12, L.17, L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.2, L.3, L.10, L.14, L.19, L.34, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
 
FRANCE- Yes-9, Abstain-5, No- 10  
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.10, L.12, L.17, L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.2, L.3, L.14, L.19, L.34, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53  
 



RUSSIA- Yes-13, Abstain-9, No-2 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.14, L.34, L.36, L.40, L.43, L.50, L.51 
Voted against L.52 and L.53 
 
CHINA- Yes-19, Abstain-5, No-0  
 
Yes L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.40, L.41, L.43, L.50, 
L.51, L.53 
Abstained L.14, L.36, L.37, L.42, L.52 
China did not vote on L.2 or on the pp2 of L.18 
 
~NATO~ 
 
BELGIUM- Yes-12, Abstain-6, No-6 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.10, L.19,L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.14, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
 
GERMANY- Yes-12, Abstain-4, No-8 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.10, L.14, L.19, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
 
ITALY- Yes-12, Abstain-5, No-7 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L2, L.3, L.19, L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.10, L.14, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53  
 
NETHERLANDS- Yes-11, Abstain-7, No-6 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.17, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.10, L.12, L.19, L.32, L.40  
Voted against L.14, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
 
TURKEY- Yes-13, Abstain- 5, No-6 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.18, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.19, L.32, L.40  
Voted against L.10, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
 
CANADA- Yes-13, Abstain-6, No-5 



 
Yes L.3, L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.10, L.27, L.32. L.40, L.53 
Voted against L.14, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52  
 
~NEW AGENDA COALITION~ 
 
BRAZIL- Yes-20, Abstain-4, No-0 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.40, 
L.41, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.53 
Abstained L.14, L.42, L.52 
 
EGYPT- Yes-20, Abstain-3, No-0  
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.37, L.40, L.41, 
L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.36, L.37, L.42 
Did not vote on L.4 
 
IRELAND- Yes-15, Abstain-5, No-4 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.53 
Abstained L.10, L.32, L.40, L.42, L.43 
Voted against L.14, L.50, L.51, L.52 
 
MEXICO- Yes-21, Abstain-3, No-0 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.36, L.40, L.41, 
L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.14, L.37, L.42 
 
NEW ZEALAND- Yes-16, Abstain-4, No-4 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.43, L.53 
Abstained L.10, L.32, L.40, L.42 
Voted against L.14, L.50, L.51, L.52 
 
SOUTH AFRICA- Yes-20, Abstain-4, No-0 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, 
L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained  L.14, L.40, L.42, L.50 
 
SWEDEN- Yes-16, Abstain-5, No-3 
 



Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.50, L.53 
Abstained L.10, L.32, L.40, L.42, L.43 
Voted against L.14, L.51, L.52 
 
~NON-ALIGNED MOVEMENT~ 
 
CUBA- Yes-21, Abstain-2, No-0  
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.37, L.40, 
L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.36 and L.42 
Did not vote on L.41 
 
INDIA- Yes-15, Abstain-6, No-3 
 
Yes L.9, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.30, L.32, L.37, L.40, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.2, L.4, L.27, L.34, L.36, L.43 
Voted against L.3, L.41, L.42 
 
PAKISTAN- Yes-17, Abstain-6, No-1 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.40, L.41, L.50, L.51, L.52, 
L.53 
Abstained L.2, L.14, L.36, L.37, L.42, L.43 
Voted against L.3 
 
~ARAB LEAGUE~ 
 
IRAN- Yes-21, Abstain-2, No-0  
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.36, L.40, L.41, 
L.42, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.36, L.37 
Did not vote on L.14  
 
KUWAIT- Yes-20, Abstain-2, No-1 
 
Yes L.3, L.4, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.32, L.34, L.40, L.41, L.42, 
L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Abstained L.36, L.37 
Kuwait did not vote on L.2 
 
~OTHER NOTABLE STATES~ 
 
AUSTRALIA- Yes-11, Abstained-7, No-5 
 



Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.41, L.42 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.10, L.19, L.27, L.32, L.40 
Voted against L.14, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52 
 
DPRK- Yes-17, Abstained-1, No-0 
 
Yes L.2, L.3, L.9, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.17, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.40, L.43, L.50, L.51, L.52, 
L.53 
Abstained L.37 
The six that were not voted on were: L.4 , L.18, L.32, L.36, L.41, L.42, pp6 of L.27, the last 3 
words of op3  of L.34 
 
ISRAEL- Yes-4, Abstain-11, No-9  
 
Yes L.4, L.18, L.37, L.41 
Abstained L.2, L.9, L.17, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.40, L.42, L.43, L.52 
Voted against L.3, L.10, L.12, L.14, L.19, L.27, L.32, L.50, L.51, L.53 
 
JAPAN- Yes-14, Abstained-9, No-1 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.18, L.19, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.36, L.37, L.40, L.41, L.43, L.50 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.10, L.32, L.42, L.50, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Voted against L.14 
 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA- Yes-11, Abstain-11, No-2 
 
Yes L.4, L.9, L.12, L.17, L.27, L.30, L.34, L.37, L.41, L.42, L.50 
Abstained L.2, L.3, L.10, L.19, L.32, L.36, L.40, L.43, L.51, L.52, L.53 
Voted against L.14, L.50 
 
CONCLUSION-Most countries and patterns remained the same to last year and the year before. 
NATO voted together and at times factioned against the rest of the countries. Of the five nuclear 
weapon states, the three NATO members voted yes less than Russia and China. The New 
Agenda Coalition voted together most of the time but the two who did not on a few resolutions 
were the Europeans, Sweden and Ireland as well as New Zealand. The Non-Aligned Movement 
voted similarly as well and of course had some division from India and Pakistan. The Arab 
League voted yes substantially more than NATO.  Allies to the US outside of NATO such as 
Japan, Australia, Israel and South Korea tended to vote yes less than other members of the 
committee as well. Iran and North Korea of Bush¹s so-called "axis of evil" voted yes at least five 
times more than the US did.  Ending on a good note, there were seven states with perfect scores 
and those were Antigua-Barbuda, Ecuador, Haiti, Jamaica, Indonesia, Venezuela and Ghana. 
 
 
*******       *******       *******       ******* 
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In 1986 my wife and I were missionaries in residence in the South =
Central Jurisdiction after completing 25 years service as United =
Methodist missionaries in Malaysia.   We found the bishops' pastoral =
letter and the background document, "In Defence of Creation," very =
helpful in interpreting some of the issues relating to peace with =
justice.   Since "In Defence of Creation" is out of print I hope that =
the background document (with a new introduction or epilogue bringing it =
up-to-date) can be reprinted.   I am the Peace With Justice Coordinator =
for the Central Texas Conference.   Through the PWJ Coordinators and =
Boards of Church and Society in each Annual Conference I am in hopes =
that there will be a steady demand for this updated reprint.   I doubt =
if it was a profit maker in 1986 and, realistically, I would not expect =
it to be a "bestseller" in 2003-4, but it is needed now as much (perhaps =
more!) than in 1986.   Thanks for your consideration!
                                                        Shalom,   J. =
Andy Fowler
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Howard,
I have always thought that the Religious Section was way too long, thus, difficult to navigate.  Not that I am trying to 
creating more business for me but I think it will be a lot easier for people to navigate around the site if we disect the 
religious section page into subsections.
I will take a look at your proposal and give you an answer in a little while.
Thanks, Marie
 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:Marie,

I believe that we have created a very attractive and useful site in
www.zero-nukes.org. I greatly appreciate your creativity and patience. It
was my first experience with creating a web site. I've learned as we went
along.

Now that we're almost done I want to pose a question about possible
rearrangement.

As I use the site, sometimes it takes a long time to download the longer
pages, such as Religious Statements, which has many entrees and quite a
number of photos. I note that many other web sites don't have all the
entrees of major sections on a single page. Rather they have a page index,
then separate sub-pages for the major sections.

What would you think about rearranging our site in this manner? Is it
feasible? How long would it take? What would it cost?

To make this query more specific, I am attaching an outline that shows what
the major sub-pages would be. In this revision there would be only an index
on the opening page of Religious Statements, Military Leaders Speak Out,
Civil Sector Statements, Arsenals & Treaties, and How to Get to Zero . The
user would click on index items to get to separate sub-pages for major
divisions.

What are your views?
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Howard,  

See my comments in red in the attached document.  

Thanks, Marie  

 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:  

Marie, 
 
I believe that we have created a very attractive and useful site in 
www.zero-nukes.org. I greatly appreciate your creativity and patience. It 
was my first experience with creating a web site. I've learned as we went 
along. 
 
Now that we're almost done I want to pose a question about possible 
rearrangement. 
 
As I use the site, sometimes it takes a long time to download the longer 
pages, such as Religious Statements, which has many entrees and quite a 
number of photos. I note that many other web sites don't have all the 
entrees of major sections on a single page. Rather they have a page index, 
then separate sub-pages for the major sections. 
 
What would you think about rearranging our site in this manner? Is it 
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feasible? How long would it take? What would it cost? 
 
To make this query more specific, I am attaching an outline that shows what 
the major sub-pages would be. In this revision there would be only an index 
on the opening page of Religious Statements, Military Leaders Speak Out, 
Civil Sector Statements, Arsenals & Treaties, and How to Get to Zero . The 
user would click on index items to get to separate sub-pages for major 
divisions. 
 
What are your views? 
 
Howard 
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SEE COMMENTS BELOW IN RED 
 
Possible rearrangement of www.zero-nukes.org 
 
Instead of having all entrees for each major section on a single, long page, could there be only an 
index for each of Religious Statements, Military Leaders Speak Out, Civil Sector Statements, 
Arsenals & Treaties, and How to Get to Zero on the opening page and then have separate sub-
pages for major divisions within the overall page?  Such sub-pages are marked with * below.  
Home Page now has a separate second page.  Your Feedback would not be divided. 
 
If this is done, should the masthead appear on each major sub-page?  YES And the sponsor 
information at the end of each sub-page?  YES because we are using this as the footnote for 
all pages.  It is consistent and users will know when they see the familiar footnote that they 
have reached the end of the page. Or not? 
 
Home Page [http://www.zero-nukes.org/] 
 Sponsors [create a new url for that section of the home page]  We can have a separate page 
for the sponsors and even add a blurb or paragraph for each sponsor.  If we decide to do 
this, we should delete it from our footnote. 
 Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#interfaithcommittee]  Do you mean break this section out 
of the Religious Section page?  If yes, I agree.  This section is very long and unique in its 
own way because of the letters. 
 
 * Story behind our masthead [http://www.zero-nukes.org/mastheadstory.html]  We should 
leave this link on the homepage so users can immediately link to the page and find out the 
story behind the illustration. 
 
Religious Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html]  Do you mean 
deleting these sections from the Religious statements page and creating their own pages?  If yes, 
we should.  This will make it easier for users to navigate around the Religious statements 
page.  As it is, the Religious statements page is way too long and it is very easy for users to 
get lost and find their way back to where they started. 
 * Interfaith and Ecumenical [create url to this item in the index] 
 * Denominations [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#denominations] 
 Faith Perspective on Nuclear Issues [create url to this item in index at top] 
  De-alerting [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 

Moscow Treaty of 2002 [create a url for "Faith Perspective" under Moscow Treaty of 
2002 on Arsenals & Treaties page] 

  * Nuclear Posture Review (U.S.A) [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#npr] 
 
Military Leaders Speak Out [http://www.zero-nukes.org/militaryleaders.html]  YES 
 * Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/militaryleaders.html#statements] 
 * Individual Views [create a url for beginning of this section] 
 



Civil Sector Statements [http://www.zero-nukes.org/civilsector.html]  YES 
 * International Statements [new url] 
 * Individual Views [new url] 
 * Civil Sector Organizations [new url] 
 * Journals [new url]  
 
Arsenals & Treaties [http://www.zero-nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html]  YES 
 *Global nuclear arsenal [http://www.zero-nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html#gna] 
 * Nuclear arms treaties [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/arsenalsandtreaties.html#nucleararmstreaties] 
 
How to Get to Zero [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html]  YES 
 * Reports of Commissions and International Bodies [create url to index at top] 

Steps toward Zero [create url to stepstowardzero in index top] 
  * De-alerting [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#dealerting] 

* Deep cuts [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#deepcuts] 
  * Disarming Iraq without war [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#disarmingiraq] 

* Scenarios for Achieving Zero Nuclear Weapons [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#scenarios] 

 
Your Feedback [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs]  No.  I think 
this page is well organized.   
 Your comments on ideas of others [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Your proposals for getting to zero nuclear weapons [http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Feedback form [http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#viewsorrelorgs] 
 Compilation of feedback [http://www.zero-nukes.org/yourfeedback.html#compilation] 
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Received: from web14504.mail.yahoo.com ([216.136.224.67])
        by runyon.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18eXGi1HP3Nl3sj0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 15:12:10 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <20021121201206.6188.qmail@web14504.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [64.178.14.226] by web14504.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:12:05 PST
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:12:05 -0800 (PST)
From: marie kayser <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Another addition to Religious Statements
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
In-Reply-To: <000f01c2915f$6b2c9640$ad53f7a5@default>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-571494948-1037909525=:4921"

--0-571494948-1037909525=:4921
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Howard,
You should now have all the changes for the Religious Statements page and How to Get to Zero page.
Thanks, Marie
 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:Marie,

Attached is another addition to Religious Statements. You can see that
I've been working on the web site this week. I hope you can keep up with
me.

Thanks,
Howard

> ATTACHMENT part 2 application/msword name=11-21-02 addition to Religious Statements.doc 
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <cjpoelman@yahoo.com>
Received: from web13007.mail.yahoo.com ([216.136.174.17])
        by walker.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18eXXq1e73Nl3s70
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 15:29:51 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <20021121202940.67740.qmail@web13007.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [66.149.148.194] by web13007.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:29:40 PST
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 12:29:40 -0800 (PST)
From: Christel Poelman <cjpoelman@yahoo.com>
Subject: correction
To: Bp Vicken Aykozion <avicken@aol.com>,
  Simon Barrow <simon.barrow@ctbi.org.uk>, John Brisco <jbriscoe@ncccusa.org>,
  Mark Brown <mark_brown@elca.org>, Patricia Burkhardt <pgbcwu@yahoo.com>,
  Daryl Byler <jdb@mcc.org>, Rob Cavenaugh <rcavenaugh@uua.org>,
  "Miriam L. Chesslin" <mimi.chesslin@usdoj.gov>,
  Clayton Childers <cchilders@umc-gbcs.org>,
  Mary Elizabeth Clark <meclark@networklobby.org>,
  "Rev. Jawanza Colvin" <ColvinJKC@aol.com>,
  Mary Cooper <mcooper@ncccusa.org>, Robert Edgar <redgar@ncccusa.org>,
  Joe Eldridge <eldridg@american.edu>,
  "Bp. Christopher Epting" <cepting@episcopalchurch.org>,
  Anne Ewing <acewing@post.harvard.edu>, Carol Fouke <cfouke@ncccusa.org>,
  Dennis Frado <dfrado@earthlink.net>,
  Marian Franz <marianfranz@peacetaxfund.org>,
  Kathleen Gille <kgille@earthlink.net>,
  Brenda Girton-Mitchell <bgirtonm@ncccusa.org>,
  Catherine Gordon <cgordon@ctr.pcusa.org>,
  Andrew Greenblatt <agreenblat@ncccusa.org>,
  Gabriel Habib <jebranhabib@hotmail.com>,
  "Dr. Jeffrey Haggray" <jeffery.haggray@dcbaptist.org>,
  Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.org>, Jaydee Hanson <jhanson@umc-gbcs.org>,
  Bryan Hissong <bhissong_gb@brethren.org>, Chris Hobgood <chobccca@aol.com>,
  Robin Hoecker <rhoecker@uua.org>, Janet Horman <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>,
  "Dr. Alvin O'Neal Jackson" <ajackson@nationalcitycc.org>,
  Kimberly Jones <ke2jones@yahoo.com>,
  Ken Brooker Langstor <auathome@aol.com>,
  Greg D Laszakovits <glaszakovits_gb@brethren.org>,
  Anne-Claire Marshall <acmarshall@networklobby.org>,
  Joan Maruskin <jmaruskin@churchworldservice.org>,
  Joan Maruskin <jmaruskin@ncccusa.org>, James Matlack <jmatlack@erols.com>,
  "J.E. McNeil" <jmcnrick@erols.com>,
  Segundo Mercado-Llorens <llorens@att.net>, Bridget Moix <bridget@fcnl.org>,
  Erika Newport <enewport@wesleysem.edu>,
  Heather Nolen <heathern@ncccusa.org>,
  Doug Nurell <dnorell@catholicrelief.org>,
  Kathleen O'Toole <kotoole@bread.org>,
  Bethany Olson <motes_hazel@hotmail.com>,
  Pat Pattillo <wpattillo@ncccusa.org>,
  Paul Renshaw <paul.renshaw@ctbi.org.uk>,
  Jeffrey Richardson <jrichardson@ncced.org>, Meg Riley <MRiley@uua.org>,
  Martin Rock <martinr@ncccusa.org>,
  Jedidiah Royal <jed_royal@foreign.senate.gov>,
  Rabbi David Saperstein <dsaperstein@rac.org>,
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  Barbara Saunders <barbs@ncccusa.org>, Duane Shank <dshank@sojo.net>,
  Russ Siler <russ_siler@elca.org>, Ron Stief <stiefr@ucc.org>,
  Jean Stokan <jeanstokan@hotmail.com>,
  Susan Thompson <susanstarrsthompson@juno.com>,
  Bob Tiller <btiller@bread.org>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>,
  Jim Wetekam <jim@cemp.org>, Corinne Whitlatch <cmep@cmep.org>,
  Jim Winkler <jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org>,
  Lisa Wright <lwright@churchworldservice.org>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1510227560-1037910580=:67669"

--0-1510227560-1037910580=:67669
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

My apologies for the error.  We are meeting Monday, November 25, 2002. 
Dear Peacemakers, 

We need your help!  The NCC Washington Office has been asked to provide leadership to organize a worship and 
prayer service planned on December 12, 2002 at 7:00 pm.  If you are willing to help please meet us on Monday, 
November 25, 2002 at 10:00 AM in the NCCC large conference room.  Please notify Brenda Griton-Mitchell at 544-
2350 or respond back to this e-mail as soon as possible if you are able to attend.  

This date for the worship service corresponds with a silent retreat of 12 heads of communion of the National Council 
of Churches.  We want to capitalize on their presence and their actions by asking these members to break their silence 
at this service and by this make another statement against action in Iraq.  We must involve as many local 
congregations as possible.  We need your ideas and energy to make this happen in the next 22 days!   

In His grace and peace,

Christel Poelman

 

 

Christel Poelman
Intern for National Council of Churches
110 Maryland Avenue, NE, Suite 108
Washington, D.C. 20002
www.ncccusa.org
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X-POP3-Rcpt: hallman@holliday
Return-Path: <richpeacock@earthlink.net>
Received: from harrier.mail.pas.earthlink.net (harrier.mail.pas.earthlink.net [207.217.120.12])
        by holliday.lighthost.com (8.12.6/8.12.6) with ESMTP id gAM2brSa022599
        for <hallman@zero-nukes.org>; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 20:37:53 -0600
Received: from pool-63.49.178.77.troy.grid.net ([63.49.178.77] helo=earthlink.net)
        by harrier.mail.pas.earthlink.net with esmtp (Exim 3.33 #1)
        id 18F3hY-00070X-00
        for hallman@zero-nukes.org; Thu, 21 Nov 2002 18:37:52 -0800
Message-ID: <3DDD9845.473EFA7E@earthlink.net>
Date: Thu, 21 Nov 2002 21:36:53 -0500
From: Richard Peacock <richpeacock@earthlink.net>
Reply-To: richpeacock@earthlink.net
X-Mailer: Mozilla 4.73 [en] (Win95; I)
X-Accept-Language: en,pdf
MIME-Version: 1.0
To: hallman@zero-nukes.org
Subject: United Methodist Resolutions
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Greetings,
Would you send me any "model" resolutions describing steps to the
elimination of nukes?
We would use them at the Detroit Annual Conference of the United
Methodist Church.
And - what might be done for the Book of Resolutions for the 2004
General Conference?
Thanks!
With God's Shalom/Salaam/Peace,
Rev. Richard (Rich) A. Peacock
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <hallman@zero-nukes.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <hallman@zero-nukes.org>
To: <richpeacock@earthlink.net>
References: <3DDD9845.473EFA7E@earthlink.net>
Subject: Re: United Methodist Resolutions
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 08:10:26 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Rich,

The easiest model for you to use is the resolution from the 2000 General
Conference on "Saying No to Deterrence".  It is found on pp. 782-785 of the
2000 Book of Resolutions.  It is also on the web site of the Interfaith
Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair, at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#sayingno.

For other ideas on the same web site go to
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html.

We haven't developed our ideas for 2004.  We'll probably propose bring
"Saying No to Deterrence" up to date.  There is also concern for changes in
the Social Principles adopted by the 2000 General Conference regarding
"Military Service" (p.61) and "War and Peace" (p.62 in 2009 Book of
Resolutions).  I don't have an analysis handy or suggested changes to
propose for  2004.  I know that staff of the General Board of Church and
Society is particularly concerned about the "Military Service" language.
I'll keep you informed.

Shalom,
Howard

----- Original Message -----
From: "Richard Peacock" <richpeacock@earthlink.net>
To: <hallman@zero-nukes.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 9:36 PM
Subject: United Methodist Resolutions

> Greetings,
> Would you send me any "model" resolutions describing steps to the
> elimination of nukes?
> We would use them at the Detroit Annual Conference of the United
> Methodist Church.
> And - what might be done for the Book of Resolutions for the 2004
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> General Conference?
> Thanks!
> With God's Shalom/Salaam/Peace,
> Rev. Richard (Rich) A. Peacock
>
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "KILLMER RICH" <rkillmer@wesleysem.edu>
References: <DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B60FE@wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu>
Subject: Re: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 08:22:39 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
        boundary="----=_NextPart_000_0085_01C29200.52498380"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_0085_01C29200.52498380
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Rich,

We have now added the Chautauqua Appeal at =
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#chautauquaappeal. It =
will be a PDF document when our webmaster completes her work.  Thanks =
for providing this.

We have also added the NRDI Reaffirmation at =
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#disarmament.

Howard
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "marie kayser" <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
References: <20021118154912.31484.qmail@web14505.mail.yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: New page: civil sector statements
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 08:23:55 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
        boundary="----=_NextPart_000_008E_01C29200.7F8875E0"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_008E_01C29200.7F8875E0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Marie,

How are you coming on this?  I want to make use of it as soon as it is =
posted.

Howard



Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" mupj@igc.org 
From: "Howard W. Hallman" mupj@igc.org 
To: "marie kayser" mariekayser88@yahoo.com 
References: 20021121185020.82175.qmail@web14510.mail.yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Another Iraq addition 
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 08:35:26 -0500 
MIME-Version: 1.0 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="----
=_NextPart_000_009B_01C29202.1B15D240" 
X-Priority: 3 
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal 
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700 
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700 

Marie,  

The first entree is erroneous.  Skip it.  

The second entree should be at the end of the United Methodist list rather than at the 
beginning.  They should be arranged in chronological order.  

The linkage to this location is http://www.zero-
nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#stmtsrelorgs  

Howard 

----- Original Message -----  

From: marie kayser  
To: Howard W. Hallman  
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2002 1:50 PM 
Subject: Re: Another Iraq addition 

Howard,  

Where exactly do I add the link for your first entry below?  I've added the 2nd entry. 
Thanks, Marie  

 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:  

Marie, 
 
Here is another addition to religious statements under Disarming Iraq 
[http://umns.umc.org/02/nov/517.htm] 

mailto:mupj@igc.org
mailto:mupj@igc.org
mailto:mariekayser88@yahoo.com
mailto:20021121185020.82175.qmail@web14510.mail.yahoo.com
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#stmtsrelorgs
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#stmtsrelorgs
mailto:mariekayser88@yahoo.com
mailto:mupj@igc.org
mailto:mupj@igc.org


 
Under United Methodist Church add: 
 
[italic] Council of Bishops: [end italic] [underline] Endorsement of Bishop 
Christopher's letter, [end underline] November 8, 2002. 
[http://umns.umc.org/02/nov/517.htm] 
 
Thanks, 
Howard 

 

 

Do you Yahoo!? 
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now 

 

http://rd.yahoo.com/mail/mailsig/*http:/mailplus.yahoo.com
http://rd.yahoo.com/mail/mailsig/*http:/mailplus.yahoo.com
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "Kayser, Marie" <mariekayser88@yahoo.com.  >
Subject: Rearranging the site
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 09:04:53 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Marie,

Please go ahead with rearrangement.

Home Page.  Leave it as it is.  I do want the sponsors in the footnote.  You
already provide linkage to their sites, so that is enough information.  The
linkage for the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament is sufficient
even though technically it comes up on the Religious Statements page.

Your Feedback.  Leave it as it is.

For the following pages make subsections (marked *), each with its own
masthead  and footnote.. This will leave only the index showing on the
initial page with linkage to the subsections.

Religious Statements
* Interfaith and Ecumenical
* Denominations
* Faith Perspective on Nuclear Issues

Military Leaders Speak Out
* Statements
* Individual Views

Civil Sector Statements
* International Statements
* Individual Views
* Civil Sector Organizations
* Journals

Arsenals & Treaties
* Global Nuclear Arsenal
* Nuclear Arms Treaties

How to Get to Zero
* Reports of Commissions and International Bodies
* De-alerting
* Deep cuts
* Disarming Iraq without war
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* Scenarios for achieving zero

I've learned as we've gone along.   This rearrangement will improve the
site.

Thanks,
Howard
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "Kayser, Marie" <mariekayser88@yahoo.com.  >
Subject: Interfaith and Ecumenical
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 09:11:49 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Marie,

On the Religious Statements page when you rearranged the order of entrees in
the index of "Interfaith and Ecumenical", you omitted the heading:
INTERFAITH AND ECUMENICAL  Please restore it.

In the section where the text appears, can you rearrange the order of
presentation so that it matches the revised index?

The brown-box caption for Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
should be "Interfaith and Ecumenical" rather than "Denominations".

Thanks.
Howard
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: <holson@umpublishing.org>
Subject: In Defense of Creation
Date: Fri, 22 Nov 2002 12:09:20 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Dear Ms. Olson:

Following up my phone conversation with you a couple of weeks ago, I hope
that the UM Publishing House will decide to reprint In Defense of Creation.
It remains a valuable expression of the church's concern about nuclear
weapons.

In looking through it again, I find that its findings and teachings are
still relevant.  Only the section on "Toward a Nuclear-Free World", pp.
74-78 in Chapter 5, "Policies for  a Just Peace", is somewhat dated.
However, this could be remedied by adding the 2000 General Conference
resolution "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence" as an appendix.  This
resolution lays out a contemporary action agenda.

May I suggest, therefore, that for a new edition of In Defense of Creation,
you might ask Bishop Dale White or some one like him, to write a fresh
preface that describes, first, some of the changes that have occurred since
1986, and, second, the enduring relevance of the foundation document and
pastoral letter.   The 2000 resolution in the appendix would round it out.
For the latter I have pasted some suggested language below.

If you do decide to republish In Defense of Creation, please let me know so
that I can work out a plan on how we can help you market it.

Shalom,
Howard

###

APPENDIX
General Conference Affirmation of "In Defense of Creation"

"In Defense of Creation" came before the 1988 United Methodist General
Conference.  As part of a resolution on "Christian Faith and
Disarmament", the General Conference stated:

We especially affirm and support the statements of the Council of Bishops in
their 1986 pastoral letter, "In Defense of Creation", and the accompanying
foundation document. We urge our bishops to keep this concern before the
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Church. We request that the General Board of Discipleship produce new and
updated educational materials for children, youth and adults to study the
issues of peace and justice and the effects of the nuclear weapons crisis.

Subsequently the 1992, 1996, and 2000 General Conferences adopted
resolutions containing public policy recommendations on how to achieve the
abolition of nuclear weapons.   Currently the 2000 resolution is the
official
policy of the United Methodist Church, as follows:

"Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence"

[From pp. 782-785 of The Book of Resolutions, 2000]

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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NUCLEAR REDUCTION/DISARMAMENT INITIATIVE - A NATIONAL INTERFAITH 
EFFORT 

THE CHURCHES' CENTER FOR THEOLOGY AND PUBLIC POLICY 
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                                                info@nrdi.org      www.nrdi.org      phone 202-885-8684          
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Dear Friends, 
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Because you have had some contact in the past with the Nuclear Reduction/ 
Disarmament Initiative - a national interfaith effort or the Churches' Center for Theology 
and Public Policy, you are receiving this email.  We would like to continue to send to 
you and other people of faith, information about the nuclear danger that you might find 
helpful to you and your congregation.  

These are critical times for our nation and the world.  In the past people of faith have 
spoken strongly about the need to eliminate the threat posed by nuclear weapons to all 
human beings and to all of God's creation. But now the danger of nuclear weapons 
being used is increasing and the need for people of faith to respond is greater than 
ever. 

We are asking you to respond to this danger by endorsing the religious version of 
the Urgent  Call - a request for actions that can be taken by governments to reduce the 
nuclear threat and to make the world safer for future generations. A copy of the religious 
version of the Urgent Call is attached and is also available in a pdf format on our web 
site to share with others (www.nrdi.org).  

You can endorse the religious version on line (www.nrdi.org).  You can also use 
the fourth page of the Urgent Call to indicate to us that you have endorsed it. Please fax 
it or mail it to us once you have endorsed.  

If you would like to be removed from our email list, please press the reply button and 
type "please remove". Please consider sending us the names of other people of faith 
who you know would want to receive emails from us. Press reply and include their 
names on an email message to us or go to our web site to include their names on 
http://www.nrdi.org/contact.html.  

Sincerely, 

Rev. Richard L. Killmer, Manager, Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative         

Rev. Barbara G. Green, Executive Director, Churches' Center for Theology and Public 
Policy 

Please read on to discover how you can use this tool in your faith community 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To 
further engage the faith community in this critical effort, please consider the following 
activities:  

•        Ask other people, especially members of your congregation to endorse the 
Urgent Call. Arrange for an adult study on the nuclear danger and the religious 
version of the Urgent Call. 

http://www.nrdi.org/
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•        Ask the governing body of your congregation and your judicatory to endorse the 
Urgent Call.  

•        Work with your state or local ecumenical or interfaith agency to educate and 
organize within the faith community. Arrange public meetings on the nuclear 
danger and the Urgent Call. Also contact your denomination or faith group office 
to work on these issues. A list of them is on our web site. 

The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative is glad to help you with your efforts. Visit 
our web site for more suggestions and resource materials or call or email us for further 
assistance. The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative is a national interfaith effort 
of the Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy located at Wesley Seminary in 
Washington, DC. The Urgent Call organization, which is working with organizations and 
individuals across the nation, also has a helpful web site at www.urgentcall.org.  

The danger that nuclear weapons could be used is increasing:      

•        The US Administration is now proposing preemptive military strikes, and names 
seven countries against which the US might initiate the first use of nuclear 
weapons. 

•        The Administration has proposed and is now seeking funds for new "useable" 
nuclear warheads, like the new "bunker buster".  

•        There is an excess of 1200 metric tons of poorly secured nuclear weapons 
materials in Russia. The danger that these materials may get into the hands of 
terrorists is real and growing. 

•        The US Administration has unilaterally withdrawn from the Anti-Ballistic Missile 
treaty in order to build the space defense system. What is defense in one nation's 
eyes is often perceived as offense in another nation's eyes. 

•        India and Pakistan, both nuclear powers, have come close to the brink of war 
over Kashmir.   

•        Iraq's potential to develop its own nuclear weapons program is a key issue in the 
current debate over a possible U.S. war with Iraq. 

The Urgent Call and other efforts are needed now to protect God's creation for future 
generations. Our work together on this significant issue has never been more important. 
We look forward to working with you.  
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For People of Faith: 
AN URGENT CALL 

Your Endorsement is needed 
As people of faith, we understand that God created the universe and everything in it. Our world is an 
astonishingly beautiful, rich, complex, tiny piece of that creation, teeming with life and beloved in God's 
sight. 
 
Since the nuclear age began in 1945 this glorious world has been faced with a fundamentally new kind of 
threat from nuclear weapons. Their vast power could destroy not only the present world, but with long-
term radiation effects and the possibility of nuclear winter, nuclear weapons could destroy the future. 
Even when they are unused, their production and deployment cause significant environmental 
degradation, divert massive resources from human need, and add destabilizing fear to tense political 
situations. 
 
Contemplating the use of nuclear weapons is an affront to God. Preparing to unleash such destructiveness 
runs against all the life-giving creativity that comes from God. As people of faith, we affirm life and all 
that nurtures it. We abhor nuclear weapons and the destruction they portend. As people of faith, we 
choose life (Deuteronomy 30:19). 
 

An Urgent Call—End the Nuclear Danger 
 
A decade after the end of the Cold War, the peril of nuclear destruction is mounting. The great 
powers have refused to give up nuclear arms, other countries are producing them, and terrorists are trying 
to acquire them. Poorly guarded warheads and nuclear material in the former Soviet Union may fall into 
the hands of terrorists. The Bush administration is developing nuclear 'bunker busters' and threatening to 
use them against non-nuclear countries. The risk of nuclear war between India and Pakistan is grave. 
 
Despite the end of the Cold War, the United States plans to keep large numbers of nuclear weapons 
indefinitely. The latest U.S.-Russian treaty, which will cut deployed strategic warheads to 2200, leaves 
both nations facing "assured destruction" and lets them keep their total arsenals (active and inactive, 
strategic and tactical) at more than 10,000 warheads each. 
 
The dangers posed by huge arsenals, threats of use, proliferation, and terrorism are linked: The 
nuclear powers' refusal to disarm fuels proliferation, and proliferation makes nuclear materials more 
accessible to terrorists. The events of September 11 brought home to Americans what it means to 
experience a catastrophic attack. Yet the horrifying losses that day were only a fraction of what any nation 
would suffer if a single nuclear weapon were used on a city. The drift towards catastrophe must be 
reversed. Safety from nuclear destruction must be our goal. We can reach it only by reducing and then 
eliminating nuclear arms under binding agreements. 
 

We therefore call on the United States and Russia to fulfill their commitments under the 
Nonproliferation Treaty and move together with the other nuclear powers, step by carefully inspected and 
verified step, to the abolition of nuclear weapons. As steps toward this goal, we call on the United States 
to: 
*     Renounce the first use of nuclear weapons. 

 
*     Permanently end the development, testing, and production of nuclear weapons. 

 



*     Seek agreement with Russia on the mutual and verified destruction of nuclear weapons 
withdrawn under treaties, and increase the resources available here and in the former Soviet Union to 
secure nuclear warheads and material and implement destruction. 

 
*   Take nuclear weapons off hair-trigger alert in concert with the other nuclear powers-the UK, 

France, Russia, China, India, Pakistan and Israel-in order to reduce the risk of accidental or 
unauthorized use. 
 

*     Initiate talks on further nuclear cuts, beginning with U.S. and Russian reductions to 1,000 
warheads each.  

 
 
— Call initiated in June 2002 by David Cortright, Randy Forsberg, and Jonathan Schell 
 
 
 

Questions and Answers About The Urgent Call 
 
 
1. Why is this situation urgent? 
People of faith and others have experienced the threat posed by nuclear weapons before. Now we are 
again in an urgent situation and several realities are contributing to it: 
* The US Administration is now proposing preemptive military strikes, and names seven countries 

against which the US might initiate the first use of nuclear weapons. Though many of us share the 
government's worry about nuclear terrorism, building more nuclear weapons and deciding that we 
might use the weapons first increases rather than decreases the danger of nuclear terrorism. 

* The Administration has proposed and is now seeking funds for new "useable" nuclear warheads, like 
the new "bunker buster". It is not only a dangerous weapon, but undermines the explicit commitments 
not to develop new nuclear weapons that the US made along with over 185 nations that are party to 
the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty. The Administration is planning to build new nuclear weapons 
for the next 50 years. New nuclear weapons make the world less, not more secure. 

* There is an excess of 1200 metric tons of poorly secured nuclear weapons materials in Russia. The 
danger that these materials may get into the hands of terrorists is real and growing. After September 
11, it is frightening. 

* The US Administration has unilaterally withdrawn from the Anti-Ballistic Missile treaty in order to 
build the space defense system. What is defensive in one nation's eyes is often perceived as offensive 
in another nation's eyes. The US Senate also refused to ratify the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.  
Nuclear weapons treaties, like the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty described above, make the nations 
of the world safer. 

* India and Pakistan have come close to the brink of war over Kashmir three times since they initially 
tested nuclear weapons in 1998. 

 
 
 
2. I am most worried about nuclear weapons getting into the hands of terrorists. Will the Urgent 
Call help? 
The plan for the reduction and control of all nuclear weapons outlined in the Urgent Call is an essential 
step in preventing terrorists from acquiring nuclear weapons and their component parts. Honoring our 
treaty commitments and furthering the effectiveness of an international nonproliferation policy is the most 
effective comprehensive approach for ensuring that nuclear weapons and materials do not get into the 
hands of terrorists. 



 
 
 
3. Didn't the treaty signed by presidents Putin and Bush solve the nuclear weapons problem? 
On May 24 2002, presidents George W. Bush and Vladimir Putin signed a legally binding agreement on 
strategic (long-range) nuclear reductions in Moscow. The Moscow Treaty is a helpful step, but by no 
means solves the problem. The agreement requires each side to reduce its number of "operationally 
deployed strategic warheads" from today's 6,000 strategic warheads to no more than 2,200 by 2012, when 
the treaty will expire. Under the treaty each side would reduce its deployed strategic forces by removing 
nuclear warheads from missiles, bombers, and submarines, while allowing the retention of those vehicles. 
 
 
The Treaty 
 
* Does not require the dismantling of any warhead or nuclear delivery system. It does require that 

thousands of warheads be removed from active deployment, but these can be stored for rapid re-
deployment. This means that by 2012 the actual number of nuclear weapons (including those in 
storage) will far exceed the stated goal of the Moscow Treaty. 

*     Does not provide additional security to the Russian arsenal that is already vulnerable. 
* Does not include the more than 1,600 US tactical (short range) nuclear weapons or the thousands of 

Russian tactical weapons which are easier to transport and often more vulnerable to theft than other 
nuclear weapons. 

* Can be reversed at either nation's discretion with only 90 days prior notice to the other party — 
leaving serious doubts about how permanent the reductions will be and how effective the treaty will 
be at reducing the risks of nuclear war and nuclear proliferation. 
 

4. Why should people of faith care about nuclear weapons? 
Most religions acknowledge that God alone is the creator of the whole universe and is the only source of 
ultimate security.  Most faiths affirm that human beings have a responsibility to respond to God's gifts by 
worshipping God alone, caring for all of creation and meeting the needs of all human beings, especially 
the most vulnerable. We worship God faithfully when we protect God's creation from human destruction, 
acknowledge that we are only secure in God and not through nuclear weapons, and care for the well-being 
of all of God's people. Also the money used to purchase and maintain nuclear weapons could care for 
millions of children around the world now and protect the earth for future generations. 
 

Many denominations and faith groups have resolutions on the nuclear danger. Go to  
www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html for copies of these statements. 
 
 
5. What is this Urgent Call? 
The Urgent Call is a new Internet-based initiative. It has been developed to engage and educate a broad 
public about the growing danger that nuclear weapons will be used, and about practical steps to reduce 
that danger. The Urgent Call offers a means for Americans, including people of faith, to show that public 
concern is both deep and widely shared. By supporting a common view of what is wrong and what needs 
to be done, we can make a difference. 
 
The goal of the Urgent Call is to make nuclear weapons a significant priority on the national agenda by 
2004. To do that, 10 million endorsers are needed. The faith community could play a major role in 
reaching these goals. 
 
 



 
6. What can you as a person of faith do to protect creation and the next generations of God's 
children from the threat of nuclear weapons? 
*  Help the Urgent Call reach its goals by endorsing the Urgent Call and ask your friends and family and 

members of your congregation to do so as well. 
*  Ask your congregation and judicatory (regional body of your denomination and faith group) to study 

the issues and to endorse the Urgent Call. Endorsements from congregations and judicatories are very 
important. 

*     Work with others in your denomination or faith group to respond to the threat of nuclear weapons. 
*     Work on an interfaith basis with people in your community and state. 
*  Share your concerns with your federal legislators. Information on pending legislation will be sent to 

you if you endorse the Urgent Call. 
 
 
7. What kind of help exists for people of faith who want to respond to the threat of nuclear 
weapons? 

The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative (NR/DI) is a national interfaith organization that 
helps people of faith study (a video, study packet and other materials are available) and take action on the 
threats posed by nuclear weapons. It is located at the Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy at 
Wesley Theological Seminary in Washington, DC. Go to the NR/DI web site (www.nrdi.org) to read and 
print a PDF version of "For People of Faith: An Urgent Call" and to find other information and study 
materials on these issues.  There are links on the web site to denominations, faith-based organizations and 
other organizations that can help you study and take action. One of them is the Interfaith Committee for 
Nuclear Disarmament whose website is: www.zero-nukes.org. 
 

The Urgent Call also has a very important web site at www.urgentcall.org. It lists individual and 
group signers of the Urgent Call by state, gives the current status of congressional initiatives, and 
describes the current activities of the Urgent Call campaign. You can also endorse the Urgent Call on its 
website. 
 

ENDORSE THE URGENT CALL TODAY 
 
For people of faith there are two ways of endorsing the Urgent Call. Go online to www.nrdi.org to 
register as an endorser. If you do not have a computer, please mail the attached form to the Nuclear 
Reduction/Disarmament Initiative at The Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy in 
Washington, DC at the address listed below. The phone is 202-885-8648. 
 
Please consider making copies of the form and asking your friends, and members of your congregation to 
endorse it. You can download a PDF version of this document from the NR/DI web site. Also ask the 
governing body of your congregation and your judicatory (the regional body of your denomination or 
faith group like diocese, synods etc.) to endorse it as well. Together we can make a difference! 
 

AN ENDORSEMENT OF THE URGENT CALL TO END THE NUCLEAR DANGER 
 
Date_________________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
Name________________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 



Organization (work or 
affiliation)_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title_________________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
Address______________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
City/State/Zip_________________________________________________________________________
_____________ 
 
E-mail___________________________________   Web 
site_________________________________________________ 
 
Phone___________________________________    
Fax:____________________________________________________ 
 
Denomination or faith 
group___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
If the governing body of your congregation or your judicatory also endorses, please give the name of the 
congregation or judicatory and its address, phone, fax, email and web site here: 
 
 
 
Please also give the name of a contact person. Please also consider asking all members of your 
congregation and judicatory to endorse as well. 
 
 
 
Additional copies of this document "For People of Faith: An Urgent Call" are available from the Nuclear 
Reduction/Disarmament Initiative. Donations are appreciated. Checks should be made out to the 
Churches' Center for Theology and Public Policy. 
 
 

Please mail or fax the completed endorsement and requests for this form to: 
The Nuclear Reduction/Disarmament Initiative 

Churches’ Center for Theology and Public Policy 
4500 Massachusetts Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20016-5690 

Phone – 202-885-8648; Fax – 202-885-8559 
Email – nrdi@wesleysem.edu 

Web site www.nrdi.org 
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***** 
SEASONS OF PEACEMAKING 
 
Next Steps in Slowing the Rush to War 
As of Friday, November 22, 2002 
 
(Please check the following Web site for daily updates: www.ncccusa.org) 
 
This document is divided into sections for your convenience. 
 
A. VISIONS for Peacemaking prepared by an ad hoc committee of religious            
leaders.  It indicates broad guidelines for choosing actions. 
 
B. Listing of EVENTS AND ACTIONS that you can join or create locally. 
 
C. Other important longer-term and ongoing projects that could contribute to 
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the urgent need to stand forth as peacemakers, understanding that justice is essential 
to peace. 
 
You, your friends, family members and colleagues are invited to review all sections and 
join in as many events and opportunities as possible…people of faith, making voices for 
Peace loud and clear. 
 
SECTION A:  VISIONS for Peacemaking 
 
Guidelines: 
•  portray the concerns of religious groups, peace advocates and  
concerned citizens; 
•  be a voice of reason urging practical alternatives to war; 
•  encompass the community level; 
•  be visual 
•  be relevant 
 
DRAFT of Vision Statement: 
 
   We oppose War against Iraq for two basic reasons: 1) In the short run, 
it will be an act of death and destruction. We choose to follow those tenets in our  
religious tradition that forbid violence as a way to usher in God's kingdom. 2)  In the 
longer run, it will make far harder the building and healing of the planetary community, 
which our religious traditions teach. 
 
We are called by our various faiths to be peacemakers, a difficult choice but the right 
one.  Our opposition to preemptive, unilateral war against Iraq is grounded in a broader 
vision of national security-one that recognizes that the true threats are more economic, 
environmental, and social than military. We call on the United States to live up to its own 
principles and set an example for the rest of the world by: 
 
• Honoring international treaties and conventions. 
 
• Cooperating with (rather than manipulating) the UN and international 
institutions to resolve conflicts. 
 
• Using diplomacy rather than military might as a tool of foreign policy. 
 
• Working for peace through arms reduction, not arms production. 
 
• Setting quality healthcare and education for all people as a priority on our 
 government’s agenda. 
 
• Working proactively to achieve harmony among racial, ethnic, and religious 
groups. 
 



• Promoting sustainable consumption of natural resources. All of this is in 
recognition that to do otherwise only breeds anger and contempt--and the very threat to 
our security that we wish to end.  We affirm Albert Einstein’s idea that “Peace cannot be 
achieved through force, it can only be achieved through understanding.” 
 
SECTION B: CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND ACTIONS 
 
Note: TO INSURE BETTER COMMUNICATION AND BUILD THE MOVEMENT-- at 
every event we will have people with clipboards to gather contact information, including 
emails and addresses, so that continuing contact can be established.  Andrew 
Greenblatt, Religious Leaders for Sensible Priorities, will coordinate this project.  He can 
be reached at: agreenblat@ncccusa.org or 212-870-2155 or 
kimandandrew@mindspring.com. 
 
• VISITS TO EDITORIAL BOARDS: Everyone who signed onto Religious 
Leaders’ 
Letters and/or Statements will be asked to contact their local media’s editorial boards, 
either by letter or in person, to demonstrate their continued concern about the rush to 
war. Ben Cohen suggests that we take a religious person, a businessperson and a 
military person to each meeting with an editorial board. 
 
 Judy Wicks, White Dog Café, Philadelphia (215-386-9224, ext. 101 or 
judy@whitedog.com) and Gary Ferdman, Executive Director of Business Leaders for 
Sensible Priorities (212-563-9245 or garyblsp@aol.com) could help find the business 
leaders.  Business Leaders for Sensible Priorities can also help find the military leaders. 
 
 Jim Winkler (1-202-488-5620 or jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org) will coordinate for 
the United Methodist Bishops. 
 
Chris Epting (212-716-6220 or cepting@episcopalchurch.org) will coordinate for the 
Episcopal Bishops. 
 
Bob Edgar will coordinate for all other member communions of the National Council of 
Churches.  (Please see December 10, 2002.) 
 
 This action is ongoing and should continue as needed. 
 
Every TUESDAY in November and December (Washington, DC)- SILENT VIGILS 
(FIRM) 
 
•5:30-6:30 p.m. Every Tuesday on the U.S. Capitol West Lawn – Peacemakers are 
invited to come and join in a silent vigil worship to ask our leaders to “seek justice and 
pursue it” (Psalm 34:14) in regard to Iraq. Candles are optional.  No civil disobedience, 
no anti-U.S. or aggressive banners, posters, or literature please. 
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•7:00-9:00 p.m. The William Penn House (515 East Capitol Street) is offering 
refreshments, speakers on alternatives to violence, and discussion following the vigil.  
For more information, call 202-543-5560.  Sponsored by the Peace Committee, Langley 
Hill Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends. 
 
•Noon to12:30 p.m.  Every Tuesday in November and December, groups around the 
country are encouraged to do silent vigils in front of town halls, state capitols, or local 
post offices, etc., 
 
November 27 - December 4 - FUND FOR RECONCILIATION TRIP TO IRAQ. (FIRM) 
 
The International Fellowship of Reconciliation is sending a delegation to Iraq at the 
invitation of the Middle East Council of Churches. The group will arrive in Jordan on Nov 
27 and spend a week (Nov 28-Dec 3) in Iraq, visiting churches, mosques, hospitals and 
schools in Baghdad. 
 
The US FOR plans to send a team of 6 Americans, including some religious leaders, as 
part of that delegation to Iraq. 
 
For more information contact Hossein Alizadeh at iraq@forusa.org. 
 
November 29 (Friday) - INTERNATIONAL DAY OF SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE 
OF PALESTINE DAY 
 
Send goodwill messages to Palestinian friends or groups expressing concern about 
their welfare and future to let them know there are people who care about them.  Write 
letters to editors of newspapers to help educate the public about the plight of the 
Palestinians.  (See attached “What Do You Know”…about Palestinians) 
 
Connections can be made between this proposed aggression on Iraq and oil 
consumption issues. 
 
· FASTING AGAINST CONSUMERISM 
Bread for the World has a statement on this posted on their website 
http://www.bread.org that links the cost of war to the need to address hunger and 
poverty. 
 
· BUY NOTHING DAY 
To make a stand against consumerism, it is suggested that we buy nothing on this day.  
There is an international organization that has begun this movement.  Their link is 
http://www.buynothingday.co.uk. 
 
December 1 to 11 GIVE US HOPE CONCERT TOUR 
 
•South Africa’s Sinikithemba HIV+ Choir and the Tim Janis Ensemble offer 
East Coast “Give Us Hope” Concert Tour 
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The Sinikithemba Choir will join top Billboard-charting U.S. composer Tim Janis for the 
group’s premiere concert on World AIDS Day (4 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 1, The Riverside 
Church, New York City).  Other concerts are scheduled  
for 
Dec. 2 (New Haven, Conn.) 
Dec. 3 (Greenwich, Conn.) 
Dec. 6 (Portsmouth, N.H.) 
Dec. 7 (Concord, Mass.) 
Dec. 8 (Philadelphia, Pa.) 
Dec. 11 (Washington, D.C.) 
 
For more information about “Give Us Hope” Concerts, locations and ticketing 
information, call Church World Service: (800) 297-1516, or visit 
www.churchworldservice.org <http://www.churchworldservice.org> 
 
December 6 to 8 (Friday to Sunday) - PRAYERS FOR PEACE IN IRAQ (FIRM) 
 
· The Rev. Peg Chemberlin, prominent female clergyperson from Minnesota and 
an active participant in our Religious Leaders Action Days, will be preaching at the 
Washington National Cathedral.  Contact her for details of time of service:  
pegchemberlin@mnchurches.org <mailto:pegchemberlin@mnchurches.org>. 
 
· Create a prayer service or join with other peoples of faith to pray for peace in 
Iraq for one hour starting at 6:00 pm on December 6th and 8:00 pm on December 8th. 
 
· Create a day or 50 hours of prayer for peace in Iraq in your particular religious 
tradition. 
 
· Create an inter-faith prayer service specifically to Call and Pray for 
Peace in Iraq. 
 
· Describe your prayer event on a computer email page (who, what, when and 
where).  Then send with a note about your location (city and state) to 
contact@peaceprayer.org for posting to the Interfaith Prayer for Peace (IPFP) website: 
www.peaceprayer.org.  Groups are also invited to submit non-copyrighted prayers and 
prayer resources to IPFP as resources for others and to make use of prayers and peace 
resources that are posted. 
 
December 9 to 10 (Mon. and Tues.) - New York City INTERNATIONAL HUMAN 
RIGHTS DAY and Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize Celebration 
 
Religious leaders in New York and from across the nation are strongly urged to join in 
this united interfaith effort to embody the conviction that the proposed Iraq war shows 
contempt for human rights and human dignity while also reflecting a tragically misguided 
conception of America's proper role in the world. All who oppose this unjust war and 
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what it represents are invited to participate. Together we will celebrate life and hope. 
Together we will stand in solidarity with the women and children of Iraq, already 
suffering terribly as a result of 12 years of U.S. sanctions and now facing catastrophe if 
the new war proceeds. 
 
Former President Jimmy Carter to receive Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo, Norway. 
 
This will be designated as a day for local action all around the nation. 
 
December 9 (Monday), 7:00 p.m., CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE TRAINING 
 
Rev. James Lawson, civil rights leader and trainer for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is 
confirmed to lead the rally and civil disobedience training at  the Church Center for the 
United Nations, 777 UN Plaza. Many new groups, including the New York Nonviolence 
Network, which includes some 1,400 faith-based peace activists who are all willing to do 
civil disobedience, have endorsed the action.  United for Peace is supporting our events 
and is featuring them in their publicity. The evening program will include an opportunity 
to be fully briefed and trained on the civil disobedience dimension of the event on the 
morning of the 10th (see below). You will have an opportunity to sign a statement 
indicating that you are contributing money toward food and medicine for Iraq in violation 
of the embargo. You will be briefed on the implications of this as well. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday), 10:00 a.m. 
PROJECT A.: -- INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY ACTION - Dag 
Hammarskjold 
Plaza - New York City 
 
• WHAT: A gathering with music, an interfaith ritual, and inspiring words, followed 
by optional nonviolent civil disobedience led by religious leaders. 
 
• WHEN: Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 10 a.m., Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, First Avenue 
and 47th St. 
 
• HOW TO PREPARE and PARTICIPATE: Come to the evening Civil 
Disobedience 
Training the night before, Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. at the Church Center for the United Nations, 
777 UN Plaza. 
 
• WHAT TO BRING: 
 
-Wear comfortable, weather-appropriate clothing and a daypack containing drinking 
water and a light snack. 
-A week’s supply of essential prescription medications in case you become detained. 
-A non-perishable food item--emblematic of what we should be sending to Iraq instead 
of bombs and missiles. 



-If you can, bring a small amount of cash or a check made out to "Judson 
Church/Religious Leaders Forum". Contributions will be used to purchase food and 
medicine for shipment to Iraq in violation of the embargo (see above). 
 
Note:  This action has received (or expects to receive) endorsement from the National 
Council of Churches, Church World Service, the Progressive Religious Partnership, 
Rabbi Arthur Waskow of the Shalom Center, NETWORK, the Intercommunity Center for 
Justice and Peace, Pax Christi USA, Churches for Middle East Peace, the Methodist 
Federation of Social Action, the People of Faith Network, the Fellowship of  
reconciliation, the New York Nonviolence Network, and many other individual 
congregations, religious orders, and clergy coalitions. 
 
• For more information or to volunteer your assistance locally: 
 Sr. Arlene Flaherty - 212-475-6677, arflah@aol.com 
 Rev. Peter Laarman - 212-477-6677, plaarman@judson.org 
 Ranjit Mathews - 212-749-2215, mistterranjit@hotmail.com 
 <mailto:mistterranjit@hotmail.com> 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) All Day Actions 
 
PROJECT B.: TAKE ACTION NOW TO STOP THE WAR ON IRAQ! 
 
· Call for local, decentralized actions on December 10th! 
 
· United For Peace, an emerging national campaign working to stop the war on 
Iraq, is coordinating a day of local actions on Tuesday, December 10th, International 
Human Rights Day. 
 
Hundreds of communities around the country will organize events on this day and 
United For Peace will publicize them as a national day of action. 
 
We want you to be involved in this effort! UNITE FOR PEACE AND SAY NO TO 
WAR!!! 
 
Read on for suggestions about what you can do in your community. For more 
Information about the United For Peace Campaign contact 202-862-9740 x3038 or 415-
255-7296 x311. 
 
Please post your events to www.unitedforpeace.org <http://www.unitedforpeace.org>. 
 
· HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR WHAT YOU CAN DO: 
 
TALK to friends, neighbors and colleagues about what war will mean for people in both 
the United States and Iraq. 
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ORGANIZE anti-war rallies at the offices of Congress members who supported  
the war resolution, military bases, or military recruitment centers. 
 
BUILD a campaign to get your local city council, student government, union, or other 
civic body to pass a resolution against the war. To find out more about this kind of 
community organizing effort go to www.citiesforpeace.org 
<http://www.citiesforpeace.org>. 
 
EDUCATE your community by holding teach-ins at high schools and colleges on 
  U.S. - Iraq relations or on the realities of war. 
 
DEMONSTRATE your opposition to war by wearing a blue and white ribbon or 
armband. 
 
TAKE ACTION by joining a nationally coordinated campaign of non-violent civil 
disobedience with the Iraq Pledge of Resistance. For more information contact 301-589-
2355 or pledgecoordinator@starpower.net  or see www.peacepledge.org/resist. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) All Day Actions (Continued) 
 
GIVE out information and anti-war flyers. A downloadable anti-war flyer (Top Ten 
Reasons Not to Invade Iraq) will soon be available at www.unitedforpeace.org 
<http://www.unitedforpeace.org>. 
 
COMMIT yourself to overnight peace vigils or peace encampments in front of local 
federal office buildings. 
 
CHALLENGE war propaganda by putting a sign in your window or on your door. 
 
CREATE actions that highlight the role of U.S. oil companies and the U.S. oil addiction 
as driving forces behind the proposed war on Iraq. To join with students who plan to 
protest at gas stations contact STARC at nknewkirk@yahoo.com 
<mailto:nknewkirk@yahoo.com> . 
 
MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD! Phone or fax blast the White House and tell them NO 
WAR ON IRAQ!!! 
 
Together we can stop this war before it starts - seize the moment!  
 
United For Peace is open to any and all organizations that agree with their goal and 
want to help build a more coordinated anti-war movement.  Please contact either Leslie 
Cagan (lesliecagan@igc.org) and/or Andrea Buffa (andrealbuffa@yahoo.com) for more 
details. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) All Day Actions (Continued) 
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PROJECT C.: NATIONAL PRAYER AND FAXING DAY 
 
· Everyone is asked to pray for peace and Fax to your elected officials your 
personal concerns about War in Iraq. 
 
Andrew Greenblatt, Religious Leaders for Sensible Priorities, will coordinate this project.  
He can be reached at: agreenblat@ncccusa.org or 212-870-2155 or 
kimandandrew@mindspring.com. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) 12:00 Noon March for Peace 
 
PROJECT D.: MARYLAND-DC-VIRGINIA FAITH COMMUNITY DAY 
 
· Join Seniors and activists from the Maryland-DC-Virginia faith community for a 
NOON, DECEMBER 10TH MARCH FOR PEACE on International Human Rights Day.  
Current plans call for a peace vigil and anti-war demonstration at Farragut Park, 
followed by a march to the White House. 
 
Accommodate those who want to join during their lunch break!  Farragut Park is 
adjacent to the Farragut North Metro Station, so it'll be easy for folks to get in and out 
quickly. The American Friends Service Committee has applied to the Park Police for a 
permit for this peace vigil - anti-war demonstration.  The D.C. Metropolitan Police do not 
require a permit if we decide to march on the sidewalks. 
 
If you are interested, please join the second planning meeting at Bethesda Friends 
Meetinghouse on Monday, December 2, at 8:00 p.m. 
 
Directions to the Meetinghouse: >From DC: Enter Bethesda from Wisconsin Avenue 
and turn left at the Bradley Boulevard traffic light. Turn right at the second light onto 
Arlington Road. Proceed .4 miles to the traffic light at Edgemoor Lane. Turn left, then 
left again onto Beverly Road. The Meetinghouse is at midblock. 
 
For more information, contact Jane Coe at 301-320-5083 or Pat Elder at 202-302-5548. 
 
December 11th (Wednesday) -- RELIGIOUS LEADERS PRESS CONFERENCE. 
 
§ Press Conference Event - 11:00 a.m. -- Launching of a Peacemaking 
Coordinating Committee.  Jim Wallis and David Cortright are coordinating. Jim can be 
reached as follows: jwallis@sojo.net <mailto:jwallis@sojo.net> and/or 202-328-8842.  
David can be reached as follows: infor@fourthfreedom.org 
<mailto:infor@fourthfreedom.org> or 574-534-3402 or 202-393-5201. 
 
December 12 (Thursday) - WASHINGTON PEACE WORSHIP SERVICE 
 
• Evening Peace Prayer Service in Washington (exact location to be announced 
by Tuesday, November 26th )  Other Peace Prayer Services will be planned across the  
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country.  Bob Edgar, NCC and Jim Wallis, Call to Renewal/Sojourners are organizing 
this event.  For more information, please contact Brenda Girton-Mitchell 
in the NCC DC Office: 202-544-2350 and/or bgirtonm@ncccusa.org. 
(http://www.sojo.net or jwallis@sojo.net or 202-328-8842). 
 
• December 11 - 13 (Tuesday to Thursday) Religious leaders of National Council 
of Churches communion are going into silent retreat at the Washington National  
Cathedral with plans to break their silence at the worship service on the 12th. 
 
December 13 - 15 (Friday to Sunday)- WEEKEND OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION 
(FIRM) 
 
• Weekend of Peace Vigils and Worship Services focused on slowing the rush to 
war. 
DRAFT worship services, prayers and litanies to be placed on web sites of all major 
religious partners. 
 
December 27, 2002 to January 3, 2003 - NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES  AND 
CHURCH WORLD SERVICE RELIGIOUS LEADERS DELEGATION TO IRAQ 
 
Religious Leaders Delegation Trip to Iraq -- led by Bob Edgar and His Eminence 
Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim of the Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch in 
collaberation with Middle East Council of Churches and focused on the needs of 
children in Iraq. 
  
§ For more information, please contact Bob Edgar, General Secretary, 
National Council of Churches at 212-870-3398 or redgar@ncccusa.org. 
 
January 5, 2003 (Sunday) - WASHINGTON NATIONAL CATHEDRAL PEACE 
SERVICE  (Tentative)  This may be the next week… 
 
· Evening Peace Prayer Service at the Washington National Cathedral and 
others the country.  Jim Wallis, Call to Renewal/Sojourners is a key organizer for this 
event (http://www.sojo.net or jwallis@sojo.net or 202-328-8842).  Following the service 
in Washington there will be a candlelight prayer march from the place of worship to the 
White House. Participants will surround the White House with prayers and candles 
(battery powered only). 
 
March 8, 2003 (Saturday) WOMEN'S MARCH FOR PEACE. 
 
· In Washington DC -- For more information, please contact Kristi Laughlin for 
more information.  She can be reached at: Global Exchange -- 415/255-7291. 
SECTION C:  OTHER IMPORTANT ACTIONS 
 
· A suggestion has been made to have a 2-3 Day Gathering of Christians, 
Muslims and Jews in Indianapolis to highlight various cooperative and collaborative 
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programs for peace; 3-4 worship services for all faiths (Protestant, Roman Catholic, 
Orthodox, Evangelical, Jewish, Muslim, in churches, mosques and synagogues).  We 
should start working on a resource guide to facilitate more collaborative efforts and 
networking for peace everywhere.  Why Indianapolis?  Strong Muslim, Christian and 
Jewish communities (strong Mennonite area, too) Mid-America location with easy travel 
access. 
 
· Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) has listed alternatives to 
war on their website www.FCNL.org.  It is suggested that the FCNL feature the Iraq 
advocacy material on the home page. 
 
· Resources sought for new National Dialogue Project focusing on Iraq – One of 
the action groups that came out of the National Conference on Dialogue and  
Deliberation this October is the National Dialogue Project, which was created to enable 
citizen Dialogue and Deliberation efforts of all sizes to have a greater impact and build 
towards a collective voice.  The group is beginning its work with an issue of great 
relevance and prime importance in our country - the United States’ relations with Iraq. 
 
The National Dialogue Project’s website will soon house information that will help 
people run dialogues on this topic, tips on how to gain media attention and influence 
decision-makers on a local level, and a feedback form that will allow us to collect data 
from people who have run dialogues on Iraq. 
 
We would love your suggestions for resources that can be put on the website, such as: 
 
- dialogue guides on Iraq 
- unbiased info on the subject 
- summaries of different viewpoints 
- tips/resources for gaining media attention 
- tips/resources for involving and informing decision-makers 
 
We would also love to know if you are interested in joining this Project, in sharing the 
results of your Iraq dialogues (past, present or future) with us, in helping us spread the 
word to other Dialogue and Deliberation practitioners, or in helping us compile the 
results of the dialogues. 
 
Please email Pam Garfield of Demos with your resource suggestions ASAP, at 
pgarfield@demos-usa.org <mailto:pgarfield@demos-usa.org>. If you have other 
questions or want to get involved, contact Aliah MaJon of Days of Dialogue and the 
Shamballa Group, at shamballa@adelphia.net or 213-439-9640 x26. Also, feel free to 
contact Sandy Heierbacher, Director, Dialogue to Action Initiative, 2002 National 
Conference on Dialogue & Deliberation, 802-254-7341 and/or sandy@thataway.org 
<mailto:sandy@thataway.org>. 
 
· There is in formation a broad-based network of groups, “United for Peace,” 
wanting to coordinate anti-war strategies/actions. Open for any one to join. 
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Process for joining was not yet identified, but contact Jean Stokan (Pax Christi USA) 
jeanstokan@hotmail.com. 
 
· Only a handful of North American non-governmental organizations currently 
work in Iraq. Consequently, a number of North American faith-based agencies have 
expressed interest in coordinating their efforts to alleviate the suffering of the Iraqi 
people, should there be a war. Several faith-based non-governmental organizations, 
including Church World Service (CWS), are involved in regular planning for a response 
to a humanitarian crisis.  CWS is being joined by Lutheran World Relief, Mennonite 
Central Committee, American Friends Service Committee, Catholic Relief Services and 
International Orthodox Christian Charities in the contingency planning process. 
Agencies are mobilizing resources in Amman, Jordan as part of a contingency effort to 
assist vulnerable civilians in Iraq in case of a U.S. strike against Iraq. For more 
information, please contact Rick Augsburger, Director, Emergency Response Program, 
Church World Service.  He can be reached at: 212-870-2236 and/or raugs@aol.com.  
Church Word Service's web address is www.churchworldservice.org. 
 
· The NCC is in partnership with True Majority, which has been able to send out 
thousands of faxes from its membership of 60,000 people.  In the two weeks leading up 
to the votes in the House and Senate, 110,000 faxes were sent to congressional offices.  
They have now launched a faxing campaign to permanent members of the United 
Nations Security Council (France, England, Russia and China) asking them to make 
sure that the inspectors have a real chance to do their job before President Bush is 
given approval to invade. The link to the True Majority website is, 
http://www.truemajority.co m. True Majority will use this base of supporters to continue 
action on other issues and perhaps set up discussion groups in the future. 
 
· International A.N.S.W.E.R. has all the permits for events surrounding key dates 
in the near future, including Martin Luther King Jr. Day. 
http://www.internationalanswer.org 
 
Local congregations need specifics (days, times, places) and time to repeat the 
message several times.  Create opportunities to begin educating local churches and to 
direct them to events that are being planned.  Send a Pastoral letter to congregations in 
the United States. 
 
· Don Mosley of Jubilee Partners (Comer, Georgia) would like to send $1 million 
in humanitarian aid (roughly 100 small truckloads) to Iraq before January 4. Jubilee has 
just finished sending its FOURTH delegation to Iraq. This action does not have explicitly 
political implications but it seems like no one can misunderstand this action on behalf of 
the Iraqi children. Jubilee Partners - jubileep@igc.org <mailto:jubileep@igc.org> 
 
Season Of Peace Contact Information: 
 
• Bob Edgar, General Secretary 
National Council of Churches 
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redgar@ncccusa.org 
1-212-870-3398 (w) 
1-917-821-9852 (cell) 
 
• Jim Winkler, General Secretary 
General Board of Church and Society 
United Methodist Church 
jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org 
1-202-488-5620 (w) 
 
• Brenda Girton-Mitchell, Associate General Secretary 
National Council of Churches 
Washington Office 
bgirtonm@ncccusa.org 
1-202-544-2350 (w) 
 1-202-841-1162 (cell) 
 
 

--- 
You are currently subscribed to peace as: mupj@igc.org 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org 
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Marie,

Regarding putting sections on separate pages, I'm having second thoughts.
Certainly it's the right thing to do for Religious Statements and How to Get
to Zero.  Go ahead with that.

 But what about Military Leaders.  Maybe the page is not too unwieldy as it
is.  Likewise for Arsenals and Treaties.   I'm not sure about Civil Sector
Statements.  I'll know more when I see it completed and on line.

What do you think?

Howard
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Dear Jonathan and Jim,

I would like to record my understanding of where things stand in developing
a model deep cuts treaty.

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair, would like
to have arms control experts draft such a treaty so that we can have
something positive to advocate rather than merely talk about the
inadequacies of the Moscow Treaty of 2002.  (See who we are at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#interfaithcommittee.)

Jonathan Dean has agreed to write a concept paper on such a treaty, picking
upon on ideas offered in "The Nuclear Turning Point" and other sources.  (I
have posted some of these sources on our web site at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#deepcuts.)

Jim Goodby has called my attention to the Bush-Putin Joint Declaration of
May 2002 that indicates an intent to seek further strategic reductions.
This gives us a hook for our initiative.

Jim has talked with the board of directors of Lawyers' Alliance for World
Security.   They have expressed a willingness to help draft a model treaty
with assistance from Georgetown and Harvard law schools.   The thought is to
seek reduction to 1,000 or so for each of the United States and Russian in
the first stage.  A second stage would bring in other nuclear weapon states
and seek reduction to the 100 to 200 range on each side.  For those of who
favor total abolition, at this point consideration can be give to the Model
Nuclear Weapons Convention developed by the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear
Policy  (see http://www.lcnp.org/mnwc/convention.htm).

As this unfolds, we want to encourage an open, broadly participatory
process.  It is essential that Russian experts be consulted.  In the United
States we would like to achieve input from a range of experts, including
retired military leaders and members of Congress and their staffs. The
broader the ownership the broader the support.  This suggests the creation
of a web site (or utilizing an existing web site) for this interactive
process.
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I see this as a cooperative, fairly informal endeavor.  We need to figure
out this can work best.  There probably needs to be an understanding of who
will make final decisions on wording of a model treaty after dialogue is
complete.  Of course, there can be alternative drafts for different
features.  This requires further conversation.

 As soon as Jonathan's concept paper is ready, we might have a meeting of
key persons who can help with this process.

I would appreciate your response to what I have written.  You can reach me
by phone at 301 896-0013 or by e-mail at mupj@igc.org.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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[Previously sent to Jonathan Dean and Jim Goody.  Error in latter's address
and now re-sent.]

Dear Jonathan and Jim,

I would like to record my understanding of where things stand in developing
a model deep cuts treaty.

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair, would like
to have arms control experts draft such a treaty so that we can have
something positive to advocate rather than merely talk about the
inadequacies of the Moscow Treaty of 2002.  (See who we are at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#interfaithcommittee.)

Jonathan Dean has agreed to write a concept paper on such a treaty, picking
upon on ideas offered in "The Nuclear Turning Point" and other sources.  (I
have posted some of these sources on our web site at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#deepcuts.)

Jim Goodby has called my attention to the Bush-Putin Joint Declaration of
May 2002 that indicates an intent to seek further strategic reductions.
This gives us a hook for our initiative.

Jim has talked with the board of directors of Lawyers' Alliance for World
Security.   They have expressed a willingness to help draft a model treaty
with assistance from Georgetown and Harvard law schools.   The thought is to
seek reduction to 1,000 or so for each of the United States and Russian in
the first stage.  A second stage would bring in other nuclear weapon states
and seek reduction to the 100 to 200 range on each side.  For those of who
favor total abolition, at this point consideration can be give to the Model
Nuclear Weapons Convention developed by the Lawyers' Committee on Nuclear
Policy  (see http://www.lcnp.org/mnwc/convention.htm).

As this unfolds, we want to encourage an open, broadly participatory
process.  It is essential that Russian experts be consulted.  In the United
States we would like to achieve input from a range of experts, including
retired military leaders and members of Congress and their staffs. The
broader the ownership the broader the support.  This suggests the creation
of a web site (or utilizing an existing web site) for this interactive
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process.

I see this as a cooperative, fairly informal endeavor.  We need to figure
out this can work best.  There probably needs to be an understanding of who
will make final decisions on wording of a model treaty after dialogue is
complete.  Of course, there can be alternative drafts for different
features.  This requires further conversation.

 As soon as Jonathan's concept paper is ready, we might have a meeting of
key persons who can help with this process.

I would appreciate your response to what I have written.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: <jbcampbell@chautauqua-inst.com>,
        <ssidorak@aol.com>
Cc: "Killmer, Rich" <rkillmer@wesleysem.edu>
Subject: Chautauqua Appeal
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:12:21 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Dear Joan and Steve,

At Rich Killmer's suggestion, we have added the Chautauqua Appeal on nuclear
weapons to the web site of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.
You can find it at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#chautauquaappeal.  It is
an excellent statement that deserves widespread attention.

I don't have an e-address for Bill Coffin.  Please forward this message to
him or provide me his e-address.

We have also provided linkage to Joan's statement to the 2002 NPT PrepCom at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#npt.

I hope that opens the door for us working together for common concerns.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "ICND" <interfaithnd@yahoogroups.com>
Subject: Meeting on Tuesday afternoon, December 10
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:35:10 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

There will be a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
on Tuesday, December 10 from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in Conference Room 4,
Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

The agenda will include discussion of the following matters:
(1) Legislative outlook for nuclear disarmament issues in 2003.
(2) Proposal to develop and support a model deep cuts treaty
(3) Urgent Call

I've asked David Culp to provide his perspective on legislative outlook.
I'm trying to get Ken Myers from Senator Lugar's staff to join us, but I
don't have confirmation.

The board of directors of the Lawyers' Committee for World Security has
agreed to help draft a model deep cuts treaty that we can use for advocacy.
Prior to the meeting I'll sent you a memo with more information.

Rich Killmer will lead the discussion on the Urgent Call.

Please let me know whether you will attend on December 10.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "Horman, Janet" <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>
Subject: Room reservation
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:40:18 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Janet,

I arranged with Michelle for use of Conference Room 4 on Tuesday, December
10 from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. for a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for
Nuclear Disarmament.  Please provide her what she needs for paperwork.

Thanks,
Howard
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "Olson, Harriett" <Holson@umpublishing.org>
References: <F304CCB28099FC4885E81A32064DB5A602A06DC7@tweety.umpublishing.org>
Subject: Re: In Defense of Creation
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 18:55:55 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Dear Harriet,

Thanks for your reply.  I'm glad to hear that In Defense of Creation will be
available soon.

We have the 2000 General Conference resolution on "Saying No to Deterrence"
on our web site.  Thus, linkage can be established on other web sites
promoting In Defense of Creation.

Incidentally, I'm not a "Rev."  In our family my wife has that title.

Howard
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "White, C. Dale" <dwhite12@earthlink.net>,
        "Horman, Janet" <jhorman@umc-gbcs.org>
Subject: Fw: In Defense of Creation
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 18:56:50 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 1
X-MSMail-Priority: High
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

Dale, Janet,

Here's some good news about republishing In Defense of Creation.

When information about it gets on web sites, it can be linked to the 2000
resolution, which is on our web site.

Howard

----- Original Message -----
From: "Olson, Harriett" <Holson@umpublishing.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 6:08 PM
Subject: RE: In Defense of Creation

> Dear Rev. Hallman:
>
> Just a quick response--I'm checking in from out of the office.  We have
> discovered that the only feasible way for us to offer this again is as a
> reproduction of the original work.  The bad news is: no revisions will be
> possible.  The good news is: it will be available as early as the second
> week in December.  The Foundation Document will be in hard copy and the
> study guide (in the 6 session format given as an option in the original
> printing) will be available on-line.  I have asked Dave Sanders on our
staff
> to confirm dates, prices and web locations with you as those details are
> worked out.
>
> Thanks for your attention to this important resource!
>
> Blessings!
>
> Harriett
>
> Senior Vice President for Publishing
> UMC Book Editor/Editor Church School Publications
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> The United Methodist Publishing House
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
> Sent: Friday, November 22, 2002 11:09 AM
> To: holson@umpublishing.org
> Subject: In Defense of Creation
>
>
> Dear Ms. Olson:
>
> Following up my phone conversation with you a couple of weeks ago, I hope
> that the UM Publishing House will decide to reprint In Defense of
Creation.
> It remains a valuable expression of the church's concern about nuclear
> weapons.
>
> In looking through it again, I find that its findings and teachings are
> still relevant.  Only the section on "Toward a Nuclear-Free World", pp.
> 74-78 in Chapter 5, "Policies for  a Just Peace", is somewhat dated.
> However, this could be remedied by adding the 2000 General Conference
> resolution "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence" as an appendix.  This
> resolution lays out a contemporary action agenda.
>
> May I suggest, therefore, that for a new edition of In Defense of
Creation,
> you might ask Bishop Dale White or some one like him, to write a fresh
> preface that describes, first, some of the changes that have occurred
since
> 1986, and, second, the enduring relevance of the foundation document and
> pastoral letter.   The 2000 resolution in the appendix would round it out.
> For the latter I have pasted some suggested language below.
>
> If you do decide to republish In Defense of Creation, please let me know
so
> that I can work out a plan on how we can help you market it.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> ###
>
> APPENDIX
> General Conference Affirmation of "In Defense of Creation"
>
> "In Defense of Creation" came before the 1988 United Methodist General
> Conference.  As part of a resolution on "Christian Faith and
> Disarmament", the General Conference stated:
>
> We especially affirm and support the statements of the Council of Bishops
in
> their 1986 pastoral letter, "In Defense of Creation", and the accompanying
> foundation document. We urge our bishops to keep this concern before the
> Church. We request that the General Board of Discipleship produce new and
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> updated educational materials for children, youth and adults to study the
> issues of peace and justice and the effects of the nuclear weapons crisis.
>
> Subsequently the 1992, 1996, and 2000 General Conferences adopted
> resolutions containing public policy recommendations on how to achieve the
> abolition of nuclear weapons.   Currently the 2000 resolution is the
> official
> policy of the United Methodist Church, as follows:
>
> "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence"
>
> [From pp. 782-785 of The Book of Resolutions, 2000]
>
>
>
> Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
>
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Call to Resist War and Affirm Human Rights 
 
NYC Forum of Concerned Religious Leaders 
December 9 & 10 --International Human Rights Day 
New York City 
 
Religious leaders in New York and across the nation are urged to join in a united 
interfaith witness on Human Rights Day out of a shared conviction that a new war 
against Iraq would show contempt for human rights while reflecting a tragically 
misguided conception of America’s proper role in the world.  All are urged to participate 
who recognize that a new war, after the devastation of a 12-year embargo, will deprive 
human beings of their most basic rights.  Together we will celebrate life and hope.  
Together we will stand in solidarity with the men, women, and children of Iraq as well as 
with neglected and victimized people in our own land-in short, with all those who will pay 
a terrible price for the warring madness of this nation’s leaders. 
 
WHAT: A gathering with singing and music, an interfaith ritual, and reflection, followed  
by optional nonviolent civil disobedience led by religious leaders 
 
WHEN:   Tuesday, December 10th at 10 a.m. 
WHERE:  Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, First Avenue and 47th St. 

mailto:bounce-peace-2536@list.ncccusa.org
mailto:vmanning@ncccusa.org
mailto:redgar@ncccusa.org
mailto:peace@list.ncccusa.org
mailto:LYRIS-2536-2893-2002.11.25-03.27.17--mupj#igc.org@list.ncccusa.org
mailto:leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org


 
HOW TO PREPARE and PARTICIPATE ON DECEMBER 9: Come to a rally and teach-
in the night before, Monday December 9th at 7 p.m. at the Church Center for the United 
Nations, 777 United Nations Plaza.  Featured speakers will be Rev. James Lawson, 
who trained early civil rights workers in nonviolent resistance, and former U.N. arms 
inspector Scott Ritter.  The evening’s program will also include an opportunity to be 
briefed and trained on the civil disobedience dimension of the morning’s gathering. We 
emphasize that everyone--whether able to engage in civil disobedience or not--is most 
welcome to come, learn, and show support on both days. 
 
WHAT TO BRING on DECEMBER 10: Bring a check (any amount) made out to Jubilee 
Partners and earmarked “Medicine for Iraqi Children”-- to help make the point that the 
United States should be sending medicine to Iraq instead of missiles.  Bring an item of 
food -- to help make the point that the money our government spends on missiles is not 
going to feed needy American children.  Your food donations will be distributed in New 
York City by the Community Food Resource Center. 
 
PLEASE CIRCULATE WIDELY! 
For more information and/or to confirm your participation: 
Sr. Arlene Flaherty - 212-475-6677 , arflah@aol.com <mailto:arflah@aol.com> 
Rev. Peter Laarman - 212-477-0351 , plaarman@judson.org 
<mailto:plaarman@judson.org> 
Ranjit Mathews - 212-749-2215 , misterranjit@yahoo.com 
<mailto:misterranjit@yahoo.com> 
 
 
These New York events are endorsed by the National Council of Churches, Church 
World Service, the Progressive Religious Partnership, Rabbi Arthur Waskow of the 
Shalom Center, NETWORK, Pax Christi USA, Churches for Middle East Peace, the 
Methodist Federation of Social Action, the People of Faith Network, the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, and many individual religious leaders, local congregations, religious 
orders and clergy coalitions. The events are also endorsed by United for Peace, 
Business Leaders for Sensible Priorities, Not in Our Name!, Global Exchange, and 
numerous other national peace and justice advocacy organizations. 
 
--- 
You are currently subscribed to peace as: mupj@igc.org 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org 
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <jbennet@uark.edu>
Received: from mailhost.uark.edu ([130.184.5.66])
        by pickering.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18gjjX2ei3Nl3p20
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 08:30:41 -0500 (EST)
Received: from x6w3b1 (pppgen66.uark.edu [130.184.14.166])
 by mailhost.uark.edu (iPlanet Messaging Server 5.2 HotFix 1.02 (built Sep 16
 2002)) with SMTP id <0H6400FGPW73W2@mailhost.uark.edu> for mupj@igc.org; Mon,
 25 Nov 2002 07:30:41 -0600 (CST)
Date: Sun, 24 Nov 2002 19:27:18 -0800
From: Dick Bennet <jbennet@uark.edu>
Subject: FAITH COMMUNITIES, PEACE TRADITIONS
To: mupj@igc.org
Message-id: <001201c29432$90a67960$a60eb882@x6w3b1>
MIME-version: 1.0
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
Content-type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="Boundary_(ID_5q+44ykP1+1345V8EMl4Ig)"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-priority: Normal

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--Boundary_(ID_5q+44ykP1+1345V8EMl4Ig)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT

Howard Hallman, Chair
Methodists United for Peace with Justice

Mr. Hallman:
I am organizing a Roundtable of clergy and laypeople of diverse denominations to discuss their peace traditions in the 
context of the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq.  Please verify the data I have about MUPJ (in my PEACE 
MOVEMENT DIRECTORY).
title, mailing address, phone, email, web site, publication(s), chair/director, mission statement, activities.

Thank you,
Dick Bennett, Pres.
OMNI CENTER FOR PEACE, JUSTICE, AND ECOLOGY
Corner of Maple and Storer in Fayetteville in Presbyterian and Disciples Student Center
Contact Dick Bennett (jbennet@uark.edu; 442-4600)(website: http://comp.uark.edu/~jbennet/omni

--Boundary_(ID_5q+44ykP1+1345V8EMl4Ig)
Content-type: text/html; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT
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Message-ID: <DC1977460103D311B0DE0060943F439F010B6194@wesley-exch1.wesleysem.edu>
From: KILLMER RICH <rkillmer@wesleysem.edu>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 08:46:52 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
        boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C29489.1C75D570"

This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible.

------_=_NextPart_001_01C29489.1C75D570
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"

Howard,
            Thank you so much.  It is good to work with you.
Rich
 
-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2002 8:23 AM
To: KILLMER RICH
Subject: Re: Final Draft of Chautauqua Appeal
 
Rich,
 
We have now added the Chautauqua Appeal at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#chautauquaappeal
<http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#chautauquaappeal> . It
will be a PDF document when our webmaster completes her work.  Thanks for
providing this.
 
We have also added the NRDI Reaffirmation at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#disarmament
<http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#disarmament> .
 
Howard
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         <jeanstokan@hotmail.com>, Joe Volk <joe@fcnl.org>, "'epicmedia@igc.org'"
         <epicmedia@igc.org>
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Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 09:40:52 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"

Good morning everyone,
Here's news of a new report that will be of interest.  The PDF is available
here: http://www.ippnw.org/CollateralDamage.pdf
See you all at 2,
Anna

COLLATERAL DAMAGE: The Health and Environmental Costs of War on Iraq

  A U.S.-led attack on Iraq will result in between 48,000 and 260,000
deaths during the first three months of combat, according to a study by
medical and public health experts released in Washington, D.C., today.
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Post-war health effects could take an additional 200,000 lives. 

  The report, Collateral Damage: The Health and Environmental Costs of
War on Iraq, was issued by International Physicians for the Prevention
of Nuclear War (IPPNW), recipient of the 1985 Nobel Peace Prize, and
produced by Medact, the organizations United Kingdom affiliate. It is
being released today by IPPNW member groups in more than a dozen
nations. 

  Dr. Amy Sisley, a Professor of Surgery at the University of Maryland
Medical System, explained the reports findings, "In an era where images
of combat are beamed from aircraft, it is too easy to forget about the
direct, physical consequences of war. Bombs deafen, blind and blow apart
people, riddling them with shrapnel, glass and debris. They collapse
buildings on victims, including hospitals and clinics vital to treating
the wounded. Unexploded ordinance left behind kills and maims, and
battlefield toxins can contaminate the environment for decades." 

  Collateral Damage is based on projections from the 1990-91 Gulf War,
which led to nearly 200,000 casualties. It analyzes current U.S. combat
scenarios and concludes that a new conflict will be much more intense
and destructive than the first Gulf War. If nuclear weapons were used,
the death toll would rise into the millions. 

  Robert K. Musil, Executive Director of PSR, summarized the public
health impacts identified in the report. "Even so-called high tech war
wrecks a society's human service systems and physical infrastructure by
disrupting delivery of food, water, medicine and energy supplies. The
loss of these necessities of life leads to infection, disease,
malnutrition, and starvation on a massive scale." 

  The aftermath of a U.S.-led attack could include civil war, famine,
epidemics, millions of refugees and economic collapse, according to the
report. Dr. Victor W. Sidel, a Professor of Social Medicine at the
Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New York City who advised the
report authors, added, "As documented in Collateral Damage, a
pre-emptive attack would exacerbate the disastrous levels of death,
disease, disability and despair already present in Iraq. At the same
time, it would weaken the United Nations, weaken international law,
weaken efforts to reduce terrorism and weaken the United States itself."
Dr. Sidel is Past President of the American Public Health Association
and held similar positions at IPPNW and PSR. 

  IPPNW Executive Director Michael Christ offered the groups
recommendations to "prevent a human catastrophe:" 

      a.. First Do No Harm -- the need to ensure that Iraq is disarmed
of its weapons of mass destruction does not warrant an attack which will
result in massive civilian and military casualties. 
      b.. Prevent Further Suffering -- a plan must be in place to
ensure the supply food, water and basic services such as health care to
the people of Iraq who, more than anyone else, have suffered under
Saddam Hussein. 
      c.. Prohibit Pre-emptive Military Action -- the U.S. should not
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launch a pre-emptive, unilateral war against Iraq, nor should the U.N.
Security Council condone pre-emptive military action. 
      d.. Support Effective Inspections -- provide sufficient resources
and backing to U.N. teams to ensure that the Iraqi regime is disarmed. 

  Christ concluded, "Neither Iraq's suspected weapons programs nor
Saddam Hussein's tyranny provide moral or military justification for
risking the lives of massive numbers of innocent civilians. We urge all
nations to spare the innocent in favor of full and effective
inspections." 

  - - 3 0 - - 

  TO ORDER < Copies of Collateral Damage: The Health and Environmental
Costs of War on Iraq are available to non-media individuals and
institutions on request for $7.00, which includes shipping (first-class
mail) and handling. Quantities are limited; bulk orders up to 20 can be
ordered at $5.00 per copy including S&H.

  Credit card payment is preferable so please include type of card,
card number, name, and expiration date. Please send an e-mail with your
complete contact information and payment information to comm@ippnw.org 

  If you have questions, please call 617-868-5050 ext. 200. The report
is also available on-line at www.ippnw.org.

  Thank you. 

Anna Staab, legislative intern
Friends Committee on National Legislation
252 Second St., NE Washington DC 20002-5795
202.547.6000 ext. 114
1.800.630.1330 ext. 114
fax 202.547.6019
anna@fcnl.org
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <bounce-peace-2536@list.ncccusa.org>
Received: from 205.187.116.20 ([205.187.116.20])
        by tyner.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18gl0K6R63Nl3rs0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 10:18:58 -0500 (EST)
Reply-To: redgar@ncccusa.org; vmanning@ncccusa.org
From: "Robert Edgar" <redgar@ncccusa.org>
To: "Peace Colleagues" <peace@list.ncccusa.org>
Cc: <hoc@list.ncccusa.org>,
        <ecumenicalofficer@list.ncccusa.org>,
        <nab@list.ncccusa.org>
Subject: Keep America Safe -- An Addition to the Seasons of Peacemaking MEMO
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 10:06:50 -0500
Message-ID: <LYRIS-2536-2903-2002.11.25-09.54.48--mupj#igc.org@list.ncccusa.org>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 8bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook CWS, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
Importance: Normal
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org>

Dear Peace Colleagues:
A new coalition of Peace Action Leaders is being formed.  Please see the
statement below.  For more information, please contact David Cortright,
David Cortright, President of Fourth Freedom Forum.  He can be reached at
574-534-3402 or dcortright@freedom.org.  Best wishes for a "peace filled"
Thanksgiving.
Peace,
Bob Edgar
General Secretary
National Council of Churches
www.ncccusa.org
*****

WAR WILL NOT KEEP AMERICA SAFE
National Committee Promotes Winning Without War

As the Bush Administration prepares for battle, religious, civil rights and
citizen organizations have banded together to promote disarming Iraq without
war.
        “Keep America Safe” is the name of the newly formed national leadership
committee speaking out against preemptive war.  It will give voice to
mainstream, patriotic Americans who share the belief that Saddam Hussein
cannot be allowed to possess weapons of mass destruction, but believe that a
preemptive military invasion of Iraq will harm American national interests.
        “Unprovoked war will increase human suffering, arouse animosity toward our
country, increase the likelihood of terrorist attacks, damage the economy,
and undermine our moral standing in the world,” proclaims the committee’s
statement.
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        The “Keep America Safe” campaign will be launched in Washington DC on
December 11.  Founding members include the National Council of Churches,
Business Leaders for Sensible Priorities, the Conference of Major Superiors
of Men, the Leadership Conference of Women Religious, Move On, the National
Organization for Women, Physicians for Social Responsibility, Rainbow Push
Coalition, Sojourners, Women’s Action for New Directions, and Working
Assets.
        Its formation comes at a time when the risk for war is high.  Every
indication from the Bush Administration is that they desire a military
confrontation.  Despite the resumption of UN weapon inspections, it is
anticipated that the Bush Administration will seize any opportunity as a
pretext for war.
“Keep America Safe” is responding to this crisis with a message that the
United States can disarm Iraq and enhance security by supporting the UN
weapons inspection process.  The campaign’s slogan is “Win Without War.” The
United States can counter the Iraqi weapons threat through peaceful
diplomatic means and rigorous UN inspections. There is no need for war. The
“Keep America Safe” campaign will also speak firmly against the Bush
Administration’s doctrine of military preemption.  “We reject the doctrine-a
reversal of long-held American tradition-that our country, alone, has the
right to launch first-strike attacks.  America is not that kind of country.”
        “Keep America Safe” plans to work closely with United for Peace -- the
leading grassroots coalition organizing against war. It will also engage
Hollywood entertainers, policy experts and members of Congress in the
campaign to prevent war and counter the doctrine of military preemption.
The goal is to mobilize a broad cross section of American society, joining
together in declaring together, there is no need for war.

---
You are currently subscribed to peace as: mupj@igc.org
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <david@fcnl.org>
Received: from local.fcnl.org ([65.207.12.2])
        by tyner.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18gmo57ni3Nl3rs0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:47:08 -0500 (EST)
Received: by local.fcnl.org with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
        id <XNK1HDGR>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:41:01 -0500
Message-ID: <E9BA445D76C0D21182F30090273DFAF6A85FB9@local.fcnl.org>
From: David Culp <david@fcnl.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: [interfaithnd] Meeting on Tuesday afternoon, December 10
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:40:52 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
        boundary="----_=_NextPart_001_01C294A1.6B34C0A0"

This message is in MIME format. Since your mail reader does not understand
this format, some or all of this message may not be legible.

------_=_NextPart_001_01C294A1.6B34C0A0
Content-Type: text/plain

I will be there.

 

David

 

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 11:35 am
To: ICND
Subject: [interfaithnd] Meeting on Tuesday afternoon, December 10

 

There will be a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
on Tuesday, December 10 from 1:30 to 3:00 p.m. in Conference Room 4,
Methodist Building, 100 Maryland Avenue, NE, Washington, D.C.

The agenda will include discussion of the following matters:
(1) Legislative outlook for nuclear disarmament issues in 2003.
(2) Proposal to develop and support a model deep cuts treaty
(3) Urgent Call

I've asked David Culp to provide his perspective on legislative outlook.
I'm trying to get Ken Myers from Senator Lugar's staff to join us, but I
don't have confirmation.

The board of directors of the Lawyers' Committee for World Security has
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agreed to help draft a model deep cuts treaty that we can use for advocacy.
Prior to the meeting I'll sent you a memo with more information.

Rich Killmer will lead the discussion on the Urgent Call.

Please let me know whether you will attend on December 10.

Shalom,
Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.

To unsubscribe from this group, send an email to:
interfaithnd-unsubscribe@yahoogroups.com

Your use of Yahoo! Groups is subject to the Yahoo!
<http://docs.yahoo.com/info/terms/>  Terms of Service. 
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
Received: from Church1.UMC-GBCS.ORG ([66.95.90.3])
        by tyner.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18gmzn3i83Nl3rs0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:58:49 -0500 (EST)
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.0.6249.0
content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Subject: RE: Room reservation
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 11:58:49 -0500
Message-ID: <D58A7AD53C7E224EBA04A42D0333330916B86C@church1.umc-gbcs.org>
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
Thread-Topic: Room reservation
Thread-Index: AcKUoWDM4/SKdFqET/KyLf9v/Ai3CAAAnXhQ
From: "Janet Horman" <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

I was walking in the door and Michelle informed me about it. So , it's =
all set.

Janet

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 11:40 AM
To: Janet Horman
Subject: Room reservation

Janet,

I arranged with Michelle for use of Conference Room 4 on Tuesday, =
December
10 from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. for a meeting of the Interfaith Committee for
Nuclear Disarmament.  Please provide her what she needs for paperwork.

Thanks,
Howard
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <SSidorak@aol.com>
Received: from imo-d03.mx.aol.com ([205.188.157.35])
        by strange.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18go3J52l3Nl3oW0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 13:34:15 -0500 (EST)
Received: from SSidorak@aol.com
        by imo-d03.mx.aol.com (mail_out_v34.13.) id q.ce.30764eeb (3874)
         for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 13:34:08 -0500 (EST)
From: SSidorak@aol.com
Message-ID: <ce.30764eeb.2b13c71f@aol.com>
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 13:34:07 EST
Subject: Re: Chautauqua Appeal
To: mupj@igc.org
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="part1_ce.30764eeb.2b13c71f_boundary"
X-Mailer: AOL 6.0 for Windows US sub 10577

--part1_ce.30764eeb.2b13c71f_boundary
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="US-ASCII"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit

Dear Howard,
Thank you very much for that good word.
I am most grateful to you for sharing word of the Chautauqua Appeal going up 
on the ICND website.
Peace,
Steve

The Rev. Dr. Stephen J. Sidorak, Jr.
Executive Director
Christian Conference of Connecticut
60 Lorraine Street
Hartford, Connecticut 06105-2241 U.S.A.
(860) 236-4281 (phone)
(860) 236-9977 (fax)
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Received: from web14503.mail.yahoo.com ([216.136.224.66])
        by wanamaker.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18gqva4Vh3Nl3oJ0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 16:10:43 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <20021125210659.58922.qmail@web14503.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [64.178.14.226] by web14503.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 13:06:59 PST
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 13:06:59 -0800 (PST)
From: marie kayser <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Second thoughts
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
In-Reply-To: <004001c29277$a82bc700$0656f7a5@default>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1380984668-1038258419=:58569"

--0-1380984668-1038258419=:58569
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Howard,
I agree.  Let's hold off on the others.  Let's see what happens to the Religious section page first and see if it makes 
sense for the other pages.
Thanks,
Marie
 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:Marie,

Regarding putting sections on separate pages, I'm having second thoughts.
Certainly it's the right thing to do for Religious Statements and How to Get
to Zero. Go ahead with that.

But what about Military Leaders. Maybe the page is not too unwieldy as it
is. Likewise for Arsenals and Treaties. I'm not sure about Civil Sector
Statements. I'll know more when I see it completed and on line.

What do you think?

Howard
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <jbennet@uark.edu>
Received: from mailhost.uark.edu ([130.184.5.66])
        by walker.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18grpb5Mp3Nl3s70
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 17:08:37 -0500 (EST)
Received: from x6w3b1 (pppgen55.uark.edu [130.184.14.155])
 by mailhost.uark.edu (iPlanet Messaging Server 5.2 HotFix 1.02 (built Sep 16
 2002)) with SMTP id <0H6500FTZK5XW2@mailhost.uark.edu> for mupj@igc.org; Mon,
 25 Nov 2002 16:08:22 -0600 (CST)
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 04:05:12 -0800
From: Dick Bennet <jbennet@uark.edu>
Subject: CONFERENCE ON PEACE TRADITIONS
To: mupj@igc.org
Message-id: <010101c2947a$e90c17c0$a60eb882@x6w3b1>
MIME-version: 1.0
X-MIMEOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.00.2615.200
Content-type: multipart/alternative;
 boundary="Boundary_(ID_IE/qBKFu7YZpdn4vwNApww)"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-priority: Normal

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

--Boundary_(ID_IE/qBKFu7YZpdn4vwNApww)
Content-type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT

Mr. Hallman, excuse me for my last message, I had forgotten you had sent that information.  But I would be glad to 
some pamphlets from MUPJ to distribute at our conference, and I would especially be glad to have anything written on 
the Methodist peace tradition/history.
Thanks, Dick Bennett
2582 Jimmie Ave., Fayetteville, AR 72703
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <Holson@umpublishing.org>
Received: from tweety.umpublishing.org ([208.161.156.2])
        by walker.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18gslP6tO3Nl3s70
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 18:09:13 -0500 (EST)
Received: from tweety.umpublishing.org by tweety.umpublishing.org
          via smtpd (for walker.mail.atl.earthlink.net [207.69.200.227]) with SMTP; 25 Nov 2002 22:56:33 UT
Received: by tweety.umpublishing.org with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
        id <WYVSJ40W>; Mon, 25 Nov 2002 17:08:41 -0600
Message-ID: <F304CCB28099FC4885E81A32064DB5A602A06DC7@tweety.umpublishing.org>
From: "Olson, Harriett" <Holson@umpublishing.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: In Defense of Creation
Date: Mon, 25 Nov 2002 17:08:40 -0600
Importance: high
X-Priority: 1
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2653.19)
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"

Dear Rev. Hallman:

Just a quick response--I'm checking in from out of the office.  We have
discovered that the only feasible way for us to offer this again is as a
reproduction of the original work.  The bad news is: no revisions will be
possible.  The good news is: it will be available as early as the second
week in December.  The Foundation Document will be in hard copy and the
study guide (in the 6 session format given as an option in the original
printing) will be available on-line.  I have asked Dave Sanders on our staff
to confirm dates, prices and web locations with you as those details are
worked out.

Thanks for your attention to this important resource!

Blessings!  

Harriett

Senior Vice President for Publishing 
UMC Book Editor/Editor Church School Publications
The United Methodist Publishing House

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2002 11:09 AM
To: holson@umpublishing.org
Subject: In Defense of Creation

Dear Ms. Olson:

Following up my phone conversation with you a couple of weeks ago, I hope
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that the UM Publishing House will decide to reprint In Defense of Creation.
It remains a valuable expression of the church's concern about nuclear
weapons.

In looking through it again, I find that its findings and teachings are
still relevant.  Only the section on "Toward a Nuclear-Free World", pp.
74-78 in Chapter 5, "Policies for  a Just Peace", is somewhat dated.
However, this could be remedied by adding the 2000 General Conference
resolution "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence" as an appendix.  This
resolution lays out a contemporary action agenda.

May I suggest, therefore, that for a new edition of In Defense of Creation,
you might ask Bishop Dale White or some one like him, to write a fresh
preface that describes, first, some of the changes that have occurred since
1986, and, second, the enduring relevance of the foundation document and
pastoral letter.   The 2000 resolution in the appendix would round it out.
For the latter I have pasted some suggested language below.

If you do decide to republish In Defense of Creation, please let me know so
that I can work out a plan on how we can help you market it.

Shalom,
Howard

###

APPENDIX
General Conference Affirmation of "In Defense of Creation"

"In Defense of Creation" came before the 1988 United Methodist General
Conference.  As part of a resolution on "Christian Faith and
Disarmament", the General Conference stated:

We especially affirm and support the statements of the Council of Bishops in
their 1986 pastoral letter, "In Defense of Creation", and the accompanying
foundation document. We urge our bishops to keep this concern before the
Church. We request that the General Board of Discipleship produce new and
updated educational materials for children, youth and adults to study the
issues of peace and justice and the effects of the nuclear weapons crisis.

Subsequently the 1992, 1996, and 2000 General Conferences adopted
resolutions containing public policy recommendations on how to achieve the
abolition of nuclear weapons.   Currently the 2000 resolution is the
official
policy of the United Methodist Church, as follows:

"Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence"

[From pp. 782-785 of The Book of Resolutions, 2000]

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
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1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2002 06:46:08 -0800 (PST) 
From: Christel Poelman cjpoelman@yahoo.com 
Subject: Minutes to Monday's meeting 
To: Bp Vicken Aykozion <avicken@aol.com>,  Simon Barrow <simon.barrow@ctbi.org.uk>, John Brisco 
<jbriscoe@ncccusa.org>,   Mark Brown <mark_brown@elca.org>, Patricia Burkhardt <pgbcwu@yahoo.com>,  
Daryl Byler <jdb@mcc.org>, Rob Cavenaugh <rcavenaugh@uua.org>,  "Miriam L. Chesslin" 
<mimi.chesslin@usdoj.gov>,  Clayton Childers <cchilders@umc-gbcs.org>,  Mary Elizabeth Clark 
<meclark@networklobby.org>,  "Rev. Jawanza Colvin" <ColvinJKC@aol.com>,  Mary Cooper 
<mcooper@ncccusa.org>, Robert Edgar <redgar@ncccusa.org>,  Joe Eldridge <eldridg@american.edu>, 
  "Bp. Christopher Epting" <cepting@episcopalchurch.org>,  Anne Ewing <acewing@post.harvard.edu>, Carol 
Fouke <cfouke@ncccusa.org>,  Dennis Frado <dfrado@earthlink.net>,  Marian Franz 
<marianfranz@peacetaxfund.org>,  Kathleen Gille <kgille@earthlink.net>,  Brenda Girton-Mitchell 
<bgirtonm@ncccusa.org>,  Catherine Gordon <cgordon@ctr.pcusa.org>,  Andrew Greenblatt 
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The following are the minutes from yesturday's meeting. 

Minutes from Iraq worship service planning meeting 
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Monday, November 25, 2002 

This morning a small group gathered to brainstorm ideas about a worship service to be held on December 12, 2002 
at 7:30 pm to raise another voice for peace.  This date for the worship service corresponds with the end of a silent 
retreat of 12 heads of communion of the National Council of Churches.  We want to capitalize on the power their 
presence symbolizes by asking these church leaders  to  break  their silence  in community at this service and by 
this make another statement against action in Iraq.   
 
We are exploring three possible locations: 

･       St Johns Episcopal Church – 1525 H St., NW  (202) 347-8766 (this location across from the White House, on 
Lafayette Park 

･       New York Avenue Presbyterian Church – 1313 New York Ave, NW  (202) 393-3700 (this location is about three 
blocks from the White House). 

･       First Baptist Church of Washington, DC – 1328 16th St, NW (202) 387-2206 (this location has significance as it is 
the church of former President Jimmy Carter.  He will be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize on December 10, 
2002.  His life-long efforts towards peacemaking could be incorporated into the message of this event)   

Our vision for this evening worship service is: 

･       To gather together in unity as faith communities focused on praying and worshiping for peace.  

o      ( there is a discussion underway as to whether this service should provide an intentionally 
Christian witness – rather than an interfaith message - because of the significance of the 
Christmas story; also the opportunity to challenge Christians to become more engaged for the 
interfaith effort on Jan 5th.  Your input is welcome.)  

･       To offer financial and spiritual support to the delegation that will be leaving the United States on December 27, 
2002 on a humanitarian visit to Iraq. 

･       To build momentum among the faith community for the service planned for January 5, 2003 at the National 
Cathedral.  That event will incorporate a candlelight march to ring the White House with candles and prayer. 

ACTION needed: Your input, ideas, contacts, commitment to build a congregation for the 12th, etc… 

We have a short time to organize this event but as the Christmas season draws near it is an appropriate time for 
this witness.  We must involve as many local congregations as possible.  We need your ideas and energy to bring 
this to reality in 17 days.      

Contact information: 

Rev. Richard Hamm – (317) 635-3100 
Bishop Christopher Epting – (212) 716-6220 



Roger Gench – Pastor of New York Presbyterian Church - (202) 393-3700 
Mary Weithers – Church Administrator of New York Presbyterian Church - (202) 393-3700 
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Minutes from Iraq worship service planning meeting 
Monday, November 25, 2002 

This morning a small group gathered to brainstorm ideas about a worship service to be held on 
December 12, 2002 at 7:30 pm to raise another voice for peace.  This date for the worship 
service corresponds with the end of a silent retreat of 12 heads of communion of the National 
Council of Churches.  We want to capitalize on the power their presence symbolizes by asking 
these church leaders  to  break  their silence  in community at this service and by this make 
another statement against action in Iraq.   

 
We are exploring three possible locations: 

･ St Johns Episcopal Church – 1525 H St., NW  (202) 347-8766 (this location across from the 
White House, on Lafayette Park) 

･ New York Avenue Presbyterian Church – 1313 New York Ave, NW  (202) 393-3700 (this 
location is about three blocks from the White House). 

･ First Baptist Church of Washington, DC – 1328 16th St, NW (202) 387-2206 (this location 
has significance as it is the church of former President Jimmy Carter.  He will be awarded the 
Nobel Peace Prize on December 10, 2002.  His life-long efforts towards peacemaking could 
be incorporated into the message of this event)   

Our vision for this evening worship service is: 
･ To gather together in unity as faith communities focused on praying and worshiping for 

peace.  
o ( there is a discussion underway as to whether this service should provide an 

intentionally Christian witness – rather than an interfaith message - because of the 
significance of the Christmas story; also the opportunity to challenge Christians to 
become more engaged for the interfaith effort on Jan 5th.  Your input is welcome.)  

･ To offer financial and spiritual support to the delegation that will be leaving the United States 
on December 27, 2002 on a humanitarian visit to Iraq. 

･ To build momentum among the faith community for the service planned for January 5, 2003 
at the National Cathedral.  That event will incorporate a candlelight march to ring the White 
House with candles and prayer. 

ACTION needed: Your input, ideas, contacts, commitment to build a congregation for the 12th, 
etc… 

We have a short time to organize this event but as the Christmas season draws near it is an 
appropriate time for this witness.  We must involve as many local congregations as possible.  We 
need your ideas and energy to bring this to reality in 17 days.      

Contact information: 
Rev. Richard Hamm – (317) 635-3100 
Bishop Christopher Epting – (212) 716-6220 
Roger Gench – Pastor of New York Presbyterian Church - (202) 393-3700 



Mary Weithers – Church Administrator of New York Presbyterian Church - (202) 393- 
3700 
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In working with several congressional offices to produce comments on the Modern Pit 
Facility, Congressman Markey’s office has come through with an outstanding letter. The 
press release is below and the letter is attached in pdf.  

  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Tannenbaum, Benn [mailto:Benn.Tannenbaum@mail.house.gov]  
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2002 10:22 AM 
Subject: Markey letter on Modern Pit Facility  

Here is the letter my boss wrote, as well as the press release. Share and enjoy. Note 
that it's not yet up on our website, but will be early next week. 

Benn Tannenbaum, Ph.D.                  Congressional Science Fellow  
2108 Rayburn Building                         The Honorable Edward Markey  
Washington, DC 20515                          US House Of Representatives  
202-225-2836                                        7th District, Massachusetts  

mailto:vze2vbyn@verizon.net
mailto:jcbridgman@earthlink.net
mailto:vze2vbyn@verizon.net
mailto:jcbridgman@earthlink.net


News from Ed Markey  

United States Congress          Massachusetts Seventh District  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                           CONTACT:        Benn 
Tannenbaum  
November 26, 2002                                                                                       or Israel Klein  
                                                                                                        (202) 225-2836  

MARKEY QUESTIONS NEED FOR  

NEW NUCLEAR BOMB FACTORY  
Facility is inconsistent with nuclear treaties, nonproliferation goals 

Washington, DC: Representative Edward J. Markey (D-MA), a senior Member of the House 
Energy and Commerce Committee and co-chairman of the Bipartisan Task Force on 
Nonproliferation, today released a letter to Spencer Abraham, Secretary of the Department of 
Energy (DOE), asking for information related to DOE's proposal to build the Modern Pit 
Facility, a new multi-billion dollar facility that would be used to manufacture plutonium pits for 
nuclear warheads.  

"The Bush Administration claims to be committed to nuclear non-proliferation, and has promised 
to reduce the number of nuclear weapons, yet it also wants to build a new bomb factory" said 
Rep. Markey. "This inconsistent policy can only undermine U.S. efforts to convince other 
nations to abide by their non-proliferation obligations. Further, DOE can't find anything wrong 
with the 10,000 warheads that are already deployed, or the 5,000 warheads that could easily be 
re-deployed, or the 7,000 pits left over from dismantled warheads. I just don't see a need for this 
costly new facility." 

Press releases from the Department of Energy claim that the United States does not have, but 
needs, a new facility to produce hundred of new pits per year. The facility would not come on-
line until 2018, a time when the Bush Administration projects 1,700 to 2,200 deployed warheads. 
However, a facility at Los Alamos National Laboratory has built 11 test pits and will be able to 
make certified pits by April 2003; this facility will be able to produce 20 pits per year. 

Rep. Markey's letter asked for the following information from the Department of Energy:  
•       How long does it take to replace the existing stockpile of nuclear warheads with 
existing, or soon to be completed, facilities? How often does the stockpile need to be replaced? 
Can either of these questions be answered, prior to the completion of the current experiments at 
Los Alamos? 

•       What affect will this facility have on the nonproliferation agreements signed by the 
United States?  



Copies of all correspondence can be found at <http://www.house.gov/markey/> #       #       
#  

<<25 Nov letter.pdf>>   

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Jim Bridgman 
Program Director 
Alliance for Nuclear Accountability 
1801 18th Street, Suite 9-2 
Washington, DC 20009 
202-833-4668 
202-234-9536 (fax) 
jcbridgman@earthlink.net 
www.ananuclear.org 
 
Human history becomes more and more a race between education and catastrophe. 
-- H.G. Wells 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
Received: from Church1.UMC-GBCS.ORG ([66.95.90.3])
        by osgood.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18gLh97nL3Nl3pt0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Tue, 26 Nov 2002 14:21:39 -0500 (EST)
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft Exchange V6.0.6249.0
content-class: urn:content-classes:message
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable
Subject: RE: In Defense of Creation
Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2002 14:21:39 -0500
Message-ID: <D58A7AD53C7E224EBA04A42D0333330916B874@church1.umc-gbcs.org>
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
Thread-Topic: In Defense of Creation
Thread-Index: AcKU3l/lV9YdI/TXS1K+riHYEcIzeAAop8wA
From: "Janet Horman" <JHorman@UMC-GBCS.ORG>
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>

That's great, howard!
Thanks,
Janet

-----Original Message-----
From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 6:57 PM
To: White, C. Dale; Janet Horman
Subject: Fw: In Defense of Creation
Importance: High

Dale, Janet,

Here's some good news about republishing In Defense of Creation.

When information about it gets on web sites, it can be linked to the =
2000
resolution, which is on our web site.

Howard

----- Original Message -----
From: "Olson, Harriett" <Holson@umpublishing.org>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2002 6:08 PM
Subject: RE: In Defense of Creation

> Dear Rev. Hallman:
>
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> Just a quick response--I'm checking in from out of the office.  We =
have
> discovered that the only feasible way for us to offer this again is as =
a
> reproduction of the original work.  The bad news is: no revisions will =
be
> possible.  The good news is: it will be available as early as the =
second
> week in December.  The Foundation Document will be in hard copy and =
the
> study guide (in the 6 session format given as an option in the =
original
> printing) will be available on-line.  I have asked Dave Sanders on our
staff
> to confirm dates, prices and web locations with you as those details =
are
> worked out.
>
> Thanks for your attention to this important resource!
>
> Blessings!
>
> Harriett
>
> Senior Vice President for Publishing
> UMC Book Editor/Editor Church School Publications
> The United Methodist Publishing House
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Howard W. Hallman [mailto:mupj@igc.org]
> Sent: Friday, November 22, 2002 11:09 AM
> To: holson@umpublishing.org
> Subject: In Defense of Creation
>
>
> Dear Ms. Olson:
>
> Following up my phone conversation with you a couple of weeks ago, I =
hope
> that the UM Publishing House will decide to reprint In Defense of
Creation.
> It remains a valuable expression of the church's concern about nuclear
> weapons.
>
> In looking through it again, I find that its findings and teachings =
are
> still relevant.  Only the section on "Toward a Nuclear-Free World", =
pp.
> 74-78 in Chapter 5, "Policies for  a Just Peace", is somewhat dated.
> However, this could be remedied by adding the 2000 General Conference
> resolution "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence" as an appendix.  This
> resolution lays out a contemporary action agenda.
>
> May I suggest, therefore, that for a new edition of In Defense of
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Creation,
> you might ask Bishop Dale White or some one like him, to write a fresh
> preface that describes, first, some of the changes that have occurred
since
> 1986, and, second, the enduring relevance of the foundation document =
and
> pastoral letter.   The 2000 resolution in the appendix would round it =
out.
> For the latter I have pasted some suggested language below.
>
> If you do decide to republish In Defense of Creation, please let me =
know
so
> that I can work out a plan on how we can help you market it.
>
> Shalom,
> Howard
>
> ###
>
> APPENDIX
> General Conference Affirmation of "In Defense of Creation"
>
> "In Defense of Creation" came before the 1988 United Methodist General
> Conference.  As part of a resolution on "Christian Faith and
> Disarmament", the General Conference stated:
>
> We especially affirm and support the statements of the Council of =
Bishops
in
> their 1986 pastoral letter, "In Defense of Creation", and the =
accompanying
> foundation document. We urge our bishops to keep this concern before =
the
> Church. We request that the General Board of Discipleship produce new =
and
> updated educational materials for children, youth and adults to study =
the
> issues of peace and justice and the effects of the nuclear weapons =
crisis.
>
> Subsequently the 1992, 1996, and 2000 General Conferences adopted
> resolutions containing public policy recommendations on how to achieve =
the
> abolition of nuclear weapons.   Currently the 2000 resolution is the
> official
> policy of the United Methodist Church, as follows:
>
> "Saying No to Nuclear Deterrence"
>
> [From pp. 782-785 of The Book of Resolutions, 2000]
>
>
>
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> Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice
> 1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
> Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org
>
> Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association =
of
> laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist =
denomination.
>
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Received: from web14502.mail.yahoo.com ([216.136.224.65])
        by kendall.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18gLZM60g3Nl3pM0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Tue, 26 Nov 2002 15:07:46 -0500 (EST)
Message-ID: <20021126200744.37541.qmail@web14502.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [64.178.14.226] by web14502.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Tue, 26 Nov 2002 12:07:44 PST
Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2002 12:07:44 -0800 (PST)
From: marie kayser <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Civil sector statements
To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
In-Reply-To: <004101c29277$a8f53180$0656f7a5@default>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0-1362680955-1038341264=:37047"

--0-1362680955-1038341264=:37047
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Howard,
The Civil Sector Page is now live.  
Thanks, Marie
 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:Marie,

What you put on line for Civil Sector Statements is not correct. You just
kept my instructions in brackets without implementing them. You didn't use
the peace sign and explanation at the top as I requested. I think it would
be better to remove it until you have it right. If you want to discuss this,
please call me at 301 896-0013.

Howard
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Howard,
I fixed the mistakes.  I still need to reorder the sections.  thanks, marie
 "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org> wrote:Marie,

On the Religious Statements page when you rearranged the order of entrees in
the index of "Interfaith and Ecumenical", you omitted the heading:
INTERFAITH AND ECUMENICAL Please restore it.

In the section where the text appears, can you rearrange the order of
presentation so that it matches the revised index?

The brown-box caption for Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament
should be "Interfaith and Ecumenical" rather than "Denominations".

Thanks.
Howard
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To:       "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj @ igc.org>
From:  J. Daryl Byler
Date:  11/26/2002  4:44:09 PM
Subj:   Re: [interfaithnd] Meeting on Tuesday afternoon, December 10

Hi Howard:

I'm planning to attend.  - Daryl

110 Maryland Ave. NE #502
Washington, DC  20002
(202) 544-6564
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Marie, 
 
As you revise the Religious Statements to create several subpages, I'm thinking that we 
might put quotes from leaders of major faiths on the initial page to set the flavor.   We 
should also drop the details under DENOMINATIONS and INTERFAITH AND 
ECUMENICAL and save them for the beginning of the respective sub-pages. 
 
Attached is my suggestion on how to do this, including the quotes.  Most of them pick 
up on statements presented under the respective denominations. Let me know if you 
have any problems with this approach before you start the revision. 
 
Thanks, 
Howard 
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Religious Statements --  initial page 
 
1. In introductory paragraph strike first four words so that it reads: 
"We present a collection of ......" 
 
2. Place the index on the right below the opening paragraph.  Abbreviate the index by omitting 
most details so that it reads: 
 
DENOMINATIONAL STATEMENTS 
 
INTERFAITH AND ECUMENICAL 
 
FAITH PERSPECTIVE ON NUCLEAR ISSUES 
* De-alerting 
* Moscow Treaty of 2002 
* Nuclear Posture Review (USA) 
 
New sub-pages for DENOMINATIONS, INTERFAITH AND ECUMENICAL, De-alerting, 
Moscow Treaty of 2002, and Nuclear Posture Review (USA). 
 
Index details go to sub-pages for DENOMINATIONAL STATEMENTS and INTERFAITH 
AND ECUMENICAL. 
 
3.  On the left side under the dove and "NUCLEAR WEAPONS -- A MORAL ISSUE" place the 
following quotations with linkages as underlined.   Box them like quotes on home page or like 
those on How to Get to Zero or as how else you want to try.   
 
"We believe that the time has come when the churches must unequivocally declare that the 
production and deployment as well as the use of nuclear weapons are a crime against humanity 
and that such activities must be condemned on ethical and theological grounds." -- World 
Council of Churches, [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#wcc] 1983. 
 
"There can be no moral acceptance of military doctrines that embody the permanence of nuclear 
weapons. That is why Pope John Paul II has called for the banishment of all nuclear weapons 
through "a workable system for negotiation, even of arbitration."  -- Monsignor Francis 
Chullikat, [http://www.zero-nukes.org/religiousstatements.html#holysee] Deputy Head of a Holy 
See delegation to the United Nations, April 2002. 
 
"We must work on the total abolishment of nuclear weapons and gradually work up to total de-
militarisation throughout the world."  -- Dalai Lama 
[http://www.angelfire.com/wv/geoall/Dalai.htm] in Millenial Message, December 31, 1999. 
 
"Genuine disarmament and true peace require that reliance upon nuclear deterrence end and that 
nuclear weapons be eliminated." -- Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 
[http://uahc.org/cgi-bin/resodisp.pl?file=nucleararms1&year=1989] 1989. 
 



"We in the United States must take lead to stop the nuclear arms race. . . . We must say to 
ourselves first and then to the world that we want a total and universal ban on the possession and 
production of nuclear weapons." -- Dr. Muzammi H. Siddiqi, 
[http://www.nrdi.org/nuclear/NuclearP02.html] president, The Islamic Society of North America, 
June 2000. 
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Reply-To: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
From: "Howard W. Hallman" <mupj@igc.org>
To: "marie kayser" <mariekayser88@yahoo.com>
References: <20021126200744.37541.qmail@web14502.mail.yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Civil sector statements
Date: Tue, 26 Nov 2002 17:46:28 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: multipart/alternative;
        boundary="----=_NextPart_000_004B_01C29573.BFB0AE00"
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

This is a multi-part message in MIME format.

------=_NextPart_000_004B_01C29573.BFB0AE00
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable

Marie,

The Civil Statements page is better but still needs some work.

1.(a) In the box with the peace sign where it says [drawing] I want =
actual drawings of a person using flags to give the semaphore signal for =
"N" and "D". You can find examples at:

http://inter.scoutnet.org/semaphore/semaphore.html

or=20

http://www.sacdelta.com/semaphore.htm

(b) The second time Nuclear Disarmament appears, use boldface for the =
"N" and "D" but not the entire words.

2. (a) Under Abolition 2000 in the second paragraph extend the =
underlining to include Abolition 2000.

(b) In the paragraph that begins "At its 1999 meeting" a space is needed =
between "its" and "1999". Extend the underling to include Hague =
Declaration. "Millennium" has two "nn's". I must have provided the wrong =
URL. The correct one is: =
http://www.lcnp.org/ab2000/hague%20statement.htm

(c) The URL supplied actually applies to another statement, which needs =
a new paragraph as follows in italic:

The next year Abolition 2000 offered its views in a [underline] =
Statement to the Millennium Forum". [end underlining] =
[http://www.lcnp.org/ab2000/Mill%20Statement.htm]
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(d) Let's add some visual interest to the paragraph about the U.S. =
Campaign to Abolish Nuclear Weapons by using their sunflower as a =
paragraph inset. It is found at =
http://www.wslfweb.org/abolition/uscamp.htm. In that paragraph =
capitalize "Coordinating Committee".

3. In the paragraph on International Statement of Civilian Leaders you =
should underline those words and link them by using the URL rather than =
listing it.

4. The first paragraph under Statement of Nobel Peace Laureates should =
be in italic.

5. Multi-national organizations.

(a) British American Security Information Council has a superfluous =
"www.zero-nukes.org" in the URL.

6. National organizations

(a) Put in boldface: New Zealand (Aoteara)

(b) United States. There is a superfluous "www.zero-nukes.org" in the =
URL of:

Alliance for Nuclear Accountability

Arms Control Association

Back from the Brink

Center for Arms Control and Non-Proliferation

Center for Defense Information

Federation of American Scientists

Fourth Freedom Forum

Global Security Institute

Nuclear Age Peace Foundation

Nuclear Threat Reduction Campaign

Peace Action

Physicians for Social Responsibility

Henry L. Stimson Center

20/20 Vision
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Union of Concerned Scientists

Women's Action for New Directions

Women Legislators Lobby

(c) Proposition One Committee has wrong URL (my error). Correct one is =
http://prop1.org/prop1/prop1.htm

6. Journals

(a) extra www.zero-nukes.org in

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

(b) Disarmament Diplomacy (my errors)

(i) Omit second "Disarmament"

(ii) Change URL to http://www.acronym.org.uk/dd/index.htm

That's all. With all the URL's it was a tough assignment.

Thanks,

Howard
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        "Edwards, Bruce K." <b3ruce@socket.net>,
        "Harris, Sherman W." <shermanharris@comcast.net>,
        "Hipkins, James & Char" <debate44646@yahoo.com>,
        "Miller, Phillip H." <millerph@att.net>,
        "Hudson, James C" <Jch1928@aol.com>
Subject: Progress report
Date: Wed, 27 Nov 2002 10:42:35 -0500
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook Express 5.50.4807.1700
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.50.4807.1700

To: Board of Directors

I want to report progress to you on several items and ask your advice on a
couple of matters.

MEMBERSHIP

At our October board meeting we agreed to renew our efforts of membership
recruitment. Here is a schedule for follow through.

December
1. Develop new membership brochure.  Camille Anders will assist me.

2. Add members to National Advisory Committee.  From United Methodist
bishops I intend to invite Bishop Whitaker (Florida), Bishop Rader
(Wisconsin), Bishop Martinez (Texas), and Bishop Shamana (California).  I am
open to suggestions for other prominent Methodists.

3. Print a new letterhead with these additions.

4. Reorganize our membership data base.

January
1. Send membership renewal requests to existing members with increased
minimum.

2. Have the three conference peace with justice coordinators on our board
write to their
counterparts, inviting group membership and conference contributions.

3. Reach out to churches in D.C., Maryland, and Northern Virginia to provide
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financial support and prospective volunteers.

4. Encourage all our directors to recruit members in their area and reach
out to local churches for support.

ELECTRONIC

1. Create a web site.  We now have enough cash reserve to get this started.
I have experience with a web designer in creating www.zero-nukes.org for the
Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament.  I need your advice on a
domain name.   "mupj.org" is already taken by Maryland United for Peace and
Justice.  I have considered the following and would like your feedback.
 mupwj.org
 methodistsupj.org
 methodistspj.org
I haven't checked availability.  I am open to other suggestions.

2. Create an e-alert system that would include our members, UM bishops, key
conference officers, local churches, and others.   Have a supplemental
"snail mail" system.

3. Send Peace Leaf via e-mail as well as print addition; post it on our web
site.

MODEL DEEP CUTS TREATY

The Interfaith Committee for Nuclear Disarmament, which I chair, has asked
Lawyers Alliance for World Security, to draft a model deep cuts treaty that
would reduce strategic warheads of all nuclear weapon states to the 100 to
200 range.  This would give us something to advocate rather than merely
deploring the inadequacies of the Moscow Treaty of 2002.   You'll hear more
about this after the first of the year.

GATHERING OF THE METHODIST FAMILY

Sherman Harris and I are exploring with UM Bishop Felton May the possibility
of Methodists United for Peace with Justice helping to organize a Gathering
of the Methodist Family to deal with specific justice and peace issues.   We
did this in 1993 and drew participants from AME, AMEZ, CME, Free, UM, and
Wesleyan churches.  This could fit in with the process underway with the
Commission on Pan-Methodist Cooperation and Union.  One possibility would be
to bring Pan-Methodists to Washington, D.C. to lobby together on children's
issues.   We'll keep you posted.

IRAQ

I am involved with interfaith groups working to stop the rush to war with
Iraq.   We feel that the UN resolution is a vindication of our position to
try inspections and diplomacy first.  One of my contributions is to maintain
a listing of religious statements on the issue at
http://www.zero-nukes.org/howtogettozero.html#stmtsrelorgs.   However, most
of my substantive work focuses on longer range nuclear disarmament issues.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
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On the board of directors list there is a change of address for Rev. John
Mecartney to 801 West Middle Street, Apt. DH 175, Chelsea, MI 48118.

Best wishes to you all during the Advent season.   We keep hoping for the
advent of peace and justice.

Howard

Howard W. Hallman is Chair of
Methodists United for Peace with Justice
1500 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036
Phone/fax: 301 896-0013; e-mail: mupj@igc.org

Methodists United for Peace with Justice is a membership association of
laity and clergy.  It has no affiliation with any Methodist denomination.
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Status:  U
Return-Path: <debate44646@yahoo.com>
Received: from master.igc.org ([208.40.195.4])
        by wanamaker.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with SMTP id 18h70Z1x83Nl3oJ0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Wed, 27 Nov 2002 13:34:25 -0500 (EST)
Received: (qmail 32195 invoked by uid 110); 27 Nov 2002 18:37:22 -0000
Delivered-To: 205-mupj@igc.apc.org
Received: (qmail 32192 invoked from network); 27 Nov 2002 18:37:22 -0000
Received: from web40908.mail.yahoo.com (66.218.78.205)
  by cd.igc.org with SMTP; 27 Nov 2002 18:37:22 -0000
Message-ID: <20021127183354.24289.qmail@web40908.mail.yahoo.com>
Received: from [24.140.23.16] by web40908.mail.yahoo.com via HTTP; Wed, 27 Nov 2002 10:33:54 PST
Date: Wed, 27 Nov 2002 10:33:54 -0800 (PST)
From: hipkins james <debate44646@yahoo.com>
Subject: Peace Leaf
To: Howard Hallman <mupj@igc.apc.org>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=us-ascii

Howard:

Any ideas for material for the peace leaf? Let me
know.

Jim

__________________________________________________
Do you Yahoo!?
Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
http://mailplus.yahoo.com
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Status:  U
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Received: from 205.187.116.20 ([205.187.116.20])
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        <retreat@list.ncccusa.org>
Subject: Peace Prayers and Litanies
Date: Wed, 27 Nov 2002 14:14:56 -0500
Message-ID: <LYRIS-2536-2929-2002.11.27-15.23.33--mupj#igc.org@list.ncccusa.org>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="iso-8859-1"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook CWS, Build 9.0.2416 (9.0.2910.0)
Importance: Normal
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2615.200
List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org>

Dear Peace Colleagues:
As we approach the holiday seasons for all faith traditions, the National
Council of Churches would welcome your help in building a section of our Web
site devoted to prayers, litanies and worship aids for those participating
in the Seasons of Peacemaking project.  Please find below two worship
resources: a prayer from Walter Rauschenbusch and a Litany of Peace by Rev.
Eugene Winkler.  I hope these prove helpful to you.  Please help us build
our Peace Resource File.  Thank you for your leadership for peace and
helping us slow the rush to war in Iraq.  Best wishes for a very happy
Thanksgiving.
Peace, Bob Edgar
*****
A PRAYER AGAINST WAR FROM WALTER RAUSCHENBUSCH:
O Lord, since first the blood of Abel cried to thee from the ground that
drank it, this earth of thine has been defiled with the blood of humanity
shed by the hands of sisters and brothers, and the centuries sob with the
ceaseless horror of war. Ever the pride of kings and the covetousness of the
strong has driven peaceful nations to slaughter. Ever the songs of the past
and the pomp of armies have been used to inflame the passions of the people.
Our spirit cries out to thee in revolt against it, and we know that our
righteous anger is answered by thy holy wrath.
Break thou the spell of the enchantments that make the nations drunk with
the lust of battle and draw them on as willing tools of death. Grant us a
quiet and steadfast mind when our own nation clamors for vengeance or
aggression. Strengthen our sense of justice and our regard for the equal
worth of other peoples and races. Grant to the rulers of nations faith in
the possibilities of peace through justice, and grant to the common people a
new and stern enthusiasm for the cause of peace. Bless our soldiers and
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sailors for their swift obedience and their willingness to answer to the
call of duty, but inspire them none the less with a hatred of war, and may
they never for love of private glory or advancement provoke its coming. May
our young men and women still rejoice to die for their country with the
valor of their fathers and mothers, but teach our age nobler methods of
matching our strength and more effective ways of giving our life for the
flag.
O thou strong God of all the nations, draw all thy great family together
with an increasing sense of our common blood and destiny, that peace may
come on earth at last, and thy sun may shed its light rejoicing on a holy
unity of all people. Amen.
*****
A PRAYER OF CONFESSION (in unison) -- by Rev. Eugene Winkler
Hold us before thee in judgment as well as grace, O God,
until we are willing to serve instead of being served;
until we are more concerned for justice than our comfort;
until we walk the second mile and turn the other cheek;
until we make right our wronged relationships.
We confess how we run from the demands of the Gospel
while expecting our demands to be met.
Forgive, O God, our cowardice in the face of injustice,
our posturing on the issues instead of acting in faith,
our endorsement of pettiness and false patriotism.
Please forgive us for all that is past and renew our discipleship
that we may serve thee in these dark and perilous days.
A LITANY FOR PEACE
Let us call forth the name of the One who calls us by name.
We pray to Thee, O God, the One who calls forth the dead into new life.
Make our sleeping spirits rise from the death of injustice, acquiescence to
false patriotism and needless war,
And in the midst of the decaying and rotten stench of evil in our world,
grant our tongues to speak the truth, our lives to be spent for justice and
our hands to lift up the needy.
O God, endow us with the insight to know the truth, the courage to stand for
right and the boldness to be counted among the peacemakers,
That freedom may be spoken, true liberty may come and justice will triumph
over evil.
We love our country, O God, but we acknowledge that our good intentions are
always infused with self-interest and self-deception,
So we pray for those who would lead us down false and destructive paths, and
we ask for thy grace and wisdom to change their minds and give them a
passion for peace.
You have called us to greatness, and we have chosen mediocrity, You place
your trust in us, and we mistrust each other, ourselves and You.
So we turn back to You now, O God, and ask for forgiveness and renewal of
heart.
You bid us spread peace instead of division; You call us to build up and not
tear down; you call us to spread the message of life instead of stockpiling
destruction,
So we turn back to You and ask for true love to empower us.

---
You are currently subscribed to peace as: mupj@igc.org
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To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org
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X-Mailer: AOL 7.0 for Windows US sub 10637

Greetings Howard:

Just to let you know that I concur with your progress report.  I would 
recommend Bishop Richard Looney to be added as a member on the National 
Advisory Committee.  He is a retired Bishop from  the United Methodist 
Church, retiring from the South Georgia Conference, and I believe that he is 
now living in the Lake Junaluska, N.C. area.

Further, I recommend mupwj.org as a web site, if it is available.  May God 
bless and keep you and yours, and hope you are successful in all of your 
future endeavors.

Peace,

Jim Hudson
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SEASONS OF PEACEMAKING 
 
Next Steps in Slowing the Rush to War 
As of Friday, November 29, 2002 
 
(Please check the following Web site for daily updates: www.ncccusa.org) 
 
SPECIAL NOTICE: The Worship Service planned for December 12th in Washington, 
DC, has been postponed until January 2003.  It will be held at the Washington National 
Cathedral.  All other events for the week of December 9th will be held as scheduled. 
 
This document is divided into sections for your convenience. 
 
A. VISIONS for Peacemaking prepared by an ad hoc committee of religious 
leaders.  It indicates broad guidelines for choosing actions. 
 
B. Listing of EVENTS AND ACTIONS that you can join or create locally. 
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http://www.ncccusa.org/


C. Other important longer-term and ongoing projects that could contribute to the 
urgent need to stand forth as peacemakers, understanding that justice is essential to 
peace. 
 
You, your friends, family members and colleagues are invited to review all sections and 
join in as many events and opportunities as possible…people of faith, making voices for 
Peace loud and clear. 
 
SECTION A:  VISIONS for Peacemaking 
 
Guidelines: 
·  portray the concerns of religious groups, peace advocates and 
concerned  citizens; 
· be a voice of reason urging practical alternatives to war; 
· encompass the community level; 
· be visual 
· be relevant 
 
Vision Statement: 
 
We oppose War against Iraq for two basic reasons: 1) In the short run, it will be an act 
of death and destruction. We choose to follow those tenets in our religious tradition that 
forbid violence as a way to usher in God's kingdom. 2)  In the longer run, it will make far 
harder the building and healing of the planetary community, which our religious 
traditions teach. 
 
We are called by our various faiths to be peacemakers, a difficult choice but the right 
one.  Our opposition to preemptive, unilateral war against Iraq is grounded in a broader 
vision of national security-one that recognizes that the true threats are more economic, 
environmental, and social than military. We call on the United States to live up to its own 
principles and set an example for the rest of the world by: 
 
· Honoring international treaties and conventions. 
 
· Cooperating with (rather than manipulating) the UN and international 
institutions to resolve conflicts. 
 
· Using diplomacy rather than military might as a tool of foreign policy. 
 
· Working for peace through arms reduction, not arms production. 
 
· Setting quality healthcare and education for all people as a priority on our 
government’s agenda. 
 
· Working proactively to achieve harmony among racial, ethnic, and religious 
groups. 



 
· Promoting sustainable consumption of natural resources. 
 
All of this is in recognition that to do otherwise only breeds anger and contempt--and the 
very threat to our security that we wish to end.  We affirm Albert Einstein’s idea that 
“Peace cannot be achieved through force, it can only be achieved through 
understanding.” 
 
 
SECTION B: CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND ACTIONS 
 
Note: TO INSURE BETTER COMMUNICATION AND BUILD THE MOVEMENT-- at 
every event we will have people with clipboards to gather contact information, including 
emails and addresses, so that continuing contact can be established.  Andrew 
Greenblatt, Religious Leaders for Sensible Priorities, will coordinate this project.  He can 
be reached at: agreenblat@ncccusa.org or 212-870-2155 or 
kimandandrew@mindspring.com. 
 
 
• VISITS TO EDITORIAL BOARDS: Everyone who signed onto Religious  
Leaders’ Letters and/or Statements will be asked to contact their local media’s editorial 
boards, either by letter or in person, to demonstrate their continued concern about the 
rush to war. Ben Cohen suggests that we take a religious person, a businessperson and 
a military person to each meeting with an editorial board. 
 
 Judy Wicks, White Dog Café, Philadelphia (215-386-9224, ext. 101 or 
judy@whitedog.com) and Gary Ferdman, Executive Director of Business Leaders for 
Sensible Priorities (212-563-9245 or garyblsp@aol.com) could help find the business 
leaders.  Business Leaders for Sensible Priorities can also help find the military leaders. 
 
 Jim Winkler (1-202-488-5620 or jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org) will coordinate for the 
United Methodist Bishops.  Chris Epting (212-716-6220 or 
cepting@episcopalchurch.org) will coordinate for the Episcopal Bishops. Bob Edgar will 
coordinate for all other member communions of the National Council of Churches.  
(Please see December 10, 2002.)  This action is ongoing and should continue as 
needed. 
 
Every TUESDAY in November and December (Washington, DC) - SILENT VIGILS 
(FIRM) 
 
•5:30-6:30 p.m. Every Tuesday on the U.S. Capitol West Lawn – Peacemakers are 
invited to come and join in a silent vigil worship to ask our leaders to “seek justice and 
pursue it” (Psalm 34:14) in regard to Iraq. Candles are optional.  No civil disobedience, 
no anti-U.S. or aggressive banners, posters, or literature please. 
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•7:00-9:00 p.m. The William Penn House (515 East Capitol Street) is offering 
refreshments, speakers on alternatives to violence, and discussion following the vigil.  
For more information, call 202-543-5560.  Sponsored by the Peace Committee, Langley 
Hill Meeting of the Religious Society of Friends. 
 
•Noon to12:30 p.m.  Every Tuesday in November and December, groups around the 
country are encouraged to do silent vigils in front of town halls, state capitols, or local 
post offices, etc., 
 
December 6 to 8 (Friday to Sunday) - PRAYERS FOR PEACE IN IRAQ (FIRM) 
 
· Saturday, December 7 -- NONVIOLENCE TRAINING: The Peace Abbey of 
Sherborn Massachusetts has scheduled Nonviolence Training for Saturday, December 
7, from 10 am-4pm.  Joanne Sheehan of the War Resister's League will be leading the 
training. The focus of the training is on empowering the antiwar voice within the 
community and creating affinity groups for those wishing to participate in direct action. 
The "Handbook for Nonviolent Action" will be used. It can be ordered from the War 
Resisters League, 339 Lafayette Street, New York, NY 10012, 212 228-0450 or email: 
wrl@igc.apc.org <mailto:wrl@igc.apc.org>.  For further information check out 
www.peaceabbey.org <http://www.peaceabbey.org>. 
 
· Sunday, December 8 -- The Rev. Peg Chemberlin, prominent female 
clergyperson from Minnesota and an active participant in our Religious Leaders Action 
Days, will be preaching at the Washington National Cathedral. Contact her for details of 
time of service: pegchemberlin@mnchurches.org 
<mailto:pegchemberlin@mnchurches.org>. 
 
· Create a prayer service or join with other peoples of faith to pray for peace in 
Iraq for one hour starting at 6:00 pm on December 6th and 8:00 pm on December 8th. 
 
· Create a day or 50 hours of prayer for peace in Iraq in your particular religious 
tradition. 
 
· Create an inter-faith prayer service specifically to Call and Pray for 
Peace in Iraq. 
 
· Describe your prayer event on a computer email page (who, what, when and 
where).  Then send with a note about your location (city and state) to 
contact@peaceprayer.org for posting to the Interfaith Prayer for Peace (IPFP) website: 
www.peaceprayer.org.  Groups are also invited to submit non-copyrighted prayers and 
prayer resources to IPFP as resources for others and to make use of prayers and peace 
resources that are posted. December 9 to 10 (Mon. and Tues.) - New York City 
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY and Jimmy Carter Nobel Peace Prize 
Celebration Religious leaders in New York and from across the nation are strongly 
urged to join in this united interfaith effort to embody the conviction that the proposed 
Iraq war shows contempt for human rights and human dignity while also reflecting a 
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tragically misguided conception of America's proper role in the world. All who oppose 
this unjust war and what it represents are invited to participate. Together we will 
celebrate life and hope. Together we will stand in solidarity with the women and children 
of Iraq, already suffering terribly as a result of 12 years of U.S. sanctions and now  
facing catastrophe if the new war proceeds. 
 
Former President Jimmy Carter to receive Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo, Norway. 
This is designated as a day for local action all around the nation. 
 
December 9 (Monday), 7:00 p.m., CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE TRAINING Rev. James 
Lawson, civil rights leader and trainer for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. is confirmed to lead 
the rally and civil disobedience training at the Church Center for the United Nations, 777 
UN Plaza. Many new groups, including the New York Nonviolence Network, which 
includes some 1,400 faith-based peace activists who are all willing to do civil 
disobedience, have endorsed the action.  United for Peace is supporting our events and 
is featuring them in their publicity.  The evening program will include an opportunity to 
be fully briefed and trained on the civil disobedience dimension of the event on the 
morning of the 10th (see below). December 10 (Tuesday), 10:00 a.m. PROJECT A.: -- 
INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS DAY ACTION - Dag Hammarskjold Plaza - New 
York City 
 
• WHAT: A gathering with music, an interfaith ritual, and inspiring words, followed 
by optional nonviolent civil disobedience led by religious leaders. 
 
• WHEN: Tuesday, Dec. 10, at 10 a.m., Dag Hammarskjold Plaza, First Avenue 
and 47th St. 
 
• HOW TO PREPARE and PARTICIPATE: Come to the evening Civil 
Disobedience Training the night before, Dec. 9, at 7 p.m. at the Church Center for the 
United Nations, 777 UN Plaza. 
 
 Re: Civil Disobedience.  Arrangements have been made with the NYPD to 
secure everyone’s release from the nearby precinct house on E. 51st Street within 3-4 
hours.  If you plan to submit to arrest you should bring two pieces of ID and you should 
not have an outstanding warrant or charge in New York State. 
 
• WHAT TO BRING: 
-Wear comfortable, weather-appropriate clothing and a daypack containing drinking 
water and a light snack.  
-A non-perishable food item--emblematic of what we should be sending to Iraq instead 
of bombs and missiles. 
-If you can, bring a small amount of cash or a check made out to "Jubilee Partners" the 
memo section should say “medicine for Iraqi children”. Contributions will be used to 
purchase food and medicine for shipment to  Iraq in violation of the embargo (see 
above). 
 



Note:  This action has received (or expects to receive) endorsement from the National 
Council of Churches, Church World Service, the Progressive Religious Partnership, 
Rabbi Arthur Waskow of the Shalom Center, NETWORK, the Intercommunity Center for 
Justice and Peace, Pax Christi USA, Churches for Middle East Peace, the Methodist 
Federation of Social Action, the People of Faith Network, the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, the New York Nonviolence Network, and many other individual 
congregations, religious orders, and clergy coalitions. 
 
• For more information or to volunteer your assistance locally: 
Sr. Arlene Flaherty - 212-475-6677, arflah@aol.com 
 Rev. Peter Laarman - 212-477-6677, plaarman@judson.org 
Ranjit Mathews - 212-749-2215, mistterranjit@hotmail.com 
<mailto:mistterranjit@hotmail.com> 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) All Day Actions 
 
PROJECT B.: TAKE ACTION NOW TO STOP THE WAR ON IRAQ! 
 
· Call for local, decentralized actions on December 10th! 
 
· United For Peace, an emerging national campaign working to stop the war on 
Iraq, is coordinating a day of local actions on Tuesday, December 10th, International 
Human Rights Day. Hundreds of communities around the country will organize events 
on this day and United For Peace will publicize them as a national day of action. 
 
We want you to be involved in this effort! UNITE FOR PEACE AND SAY NO TO 
WAR!!! 
 
Read on for suggestions about what you can do in your community. For more 
Information about the United For Peace Campaign contact 202-862-9740 x3038 
or 415-255-7296 x311.  Please post your events to www.unitedforpeace.org 
<http://www.unitedforpeace.org>. 
 
· HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR WHAT YOU CAN DO: 
 
TALK to friends, neighbors and colleagues about what war will mean for people in both 
the United States and Iraq. 
 
  ORGANIZE anti-war rallies at the offices of Congress members who 
supported the war resolution, military bases, or military recruitment centers. 
 
BUILD a campaign to get your local city council, student government, union, or other 
civic body to pass a resolution against the war. To find out more about this kind of 
community organizing effort go to www.citiesforpeace.org 
<http://www.citiesforpeace.org>. 
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EDUCATE your community by holding teach-ins at high schools and colleges on 
U.S. - Iraq relations or on the realities of war. 
 
DEMONSTRATE your opposition to war by wearing a blue and white ribbon or 
arm band. 
 
TAKE ACTION by joining a nationally coordinated campaign of non-violent civil 
disobedience with the Iraq Pledge of Resistance. For more information contact 301-589-
2355 or pledgecoordinator@starpower.net  or see www.peacepledge.org/resist. 
 
GIVE out information and anti-war flyers. A downloadable anti-war flyer (Top Ten 
Reasons Not to Invade Iraq) will soon be available at www.unitedforpeace.org 
<http://www.unitedforpeace.org>. 
 
COMMIT yourself to overnight peace vigils or peace encampments in front of local 
federal office buildings. 
 
CHALLENGE war propaganda by putting a sign in your window or on your door. 
 
CREATE actions that highlight the role of U.S. oil companies and the U.S. oil addiction 
as driving forces behind the proposed war on Iraq. To join with students who plan to 
protest at gas stations contact STARC at nknewkirk@yahoo.com 
<mailto:nknewkirk@yahoo.com> . 
 
MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD! Phone or fax blast the White House and tell them NO 
WAR ON IRAQ!!!  Together we can stop this war before it starts - seize the moment! 
 
United For Peace is open to any and all organizations that agree with their goal and 
want to help build a more coordinated anti-war movement.  Please contact either Leslie 
Cagan (lesliecagan@igc.org) and/or Andrea Buffa (andrealbuffa@yahoo.com) for more 
details. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) All Day Actions (Continued) 
 
PROJECT C.: NATIONAL PRAYER AND FAXING DAY 
 
· Everyone is asked to pray for peace and Fax to your elected officials your 
personal concerns about War in Iraq.  Andrew Greenblatt, Religious Leaders for 
Sensible Priorities, will coordinate this project.  He can be reached at: 
agreenblat@ncccusa.org or 212-870-2155 or kimandandrew@mindspring.com. 
 
December 10 (Tuesday) 12:00 Noon March for Peace 
 
PROJECT D.: MARYLAND-DC-VIRGINIA FAITH COMMUNITY DAY 
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· Join Seniors and activists from the Maryland-DC-Virginia faith community for a 
NOON, DECEMBER 10TH MARCH FOR PEACE on International Human Rights Day.  
Current plans call for a peace vigil and anti-war demonstration at Farragut Park, 
followed by a march to the White House. 
 
Current plans call for folks to come together at Farragut Square (Farragut Square North 
Metro.) for a half hour demonstration against war in Iraq.  We will then march along the 
sidewalk east on K St, south on 16th St., west on H St., north on 17th St and back to 
Farragut. 
 
We have applied for a permit with the U.S. Park Police for use of Farragut. The D.C. 
Special Operation's Division of the DC Metropolitan Police have been informed of our 
plans. We do not need a permit from DC police if we stay on the sidewalk. 
 
We are hoping to attract large numbers from the DC faith community as well as folks 
who can take an hour to demonstrate during their lunch break. 
 
A second organizing meeting will be held at Bethesda Friends Meetinghouse on 
Monday, December 2, at 8pm.  The Washington Post will be sending a reporter and 
photographer to cover our meeting. 
 
Directions: From Wisconsin Ave. Left on Bradley; right on Arlington; left on Edgemoor; 
left on Beverly. 
 
For more information, contact Jane Coe 301-320-5083 or Pat Elder 202-302-5548 
 
December 11th (Wednesday) - PEACE LEADERS PRESS CONFERENCE. 
 
§ Press Conference Event - 11:00 a.m. -- Launching of a Peacemaking 
Coordinating Committee.  Jim Wallis and David Cortright are coordinating. 
Jim can be reached as follows: jwallis@sojo.net <mailto:jwallis@sojo.net> and/or 202-
328-8842.  David can be reached as follows: infor@fourthfreedom.o 
rg <mailto:infor@fourthfreedom.org> or 574-534-3402 or 202-393-5201.  The following 
statement will guide this new effort: 
 
Keep America Safe: Win Without War -- 
 
We are patriotic Americans who share the belief that Saddam Hussein cannot be 
allowed to possess weapons of mass destruction. We support rigorous UN weapons 
inspections to assure Iraq’s effective disarmament. 
 
We believe that a preemptive military invasion of Iraq will harm American national 
interests. Unprovoked war will increase human suffering, arouse animosity toward our 
country, increase the likelihood of terrorist attacks, damage the economy, and 
undermine our moral standing in the world. It will make us less, not more, secure. 
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We reject the doctrine-a reversal of long-held American tradition-that our country, alone, 
has the right to launch first-strike attacks. America is not that kind of country. 
 
We can achieve the valid U.S. and UN objective of disarming Saddam Hussein through 
legal diplomatic means. There is no need for war. Let us instead devote our resources 
to improving the security and well-being of people here at home and around the world. 
 
December 11th (Wednesday) - PROGRESSIVE RELIGIOUS PARTNERSHIP 
MEETING, 1:30 TO 6:30 P.M. 
 
§ The Progressive Religious Partnership (PRP) would like to gather leaders from 
a number of religious organizations that are capable of collaboration in ideas, strategy 
and actions in stopping the Iraq War.  They are meeting in Washington DC on 
December 11, 2002 from 1:30 to 6:30 pm at Metropolitan AME Church, 1518 M Street 
NW.  These are the organizations being asking to attend: 
 
Interfaith Alliance - Welton Gaddy 
People for American Way/African American Churches - Ralph Neas & TimMcDonald 
  Sojourners - Jim Wallis 
Religious Coalition for Reproductive Rights - Carlton Veazey 
Islamic Society of North America - Nazir Khaja 
Muslim Public Affairs Council - Maher Hathout 
Pax Christi - Jean Stokan 
National Council of Churches - Brenda Girton-Mitchell for Bob Edgar 
Americans United for Separation of Church and State - Barry Lynn 
National Catholic Bishops - Tom Gumbleton 
Catholics Speak Out - Maureen Fiedler 
Women's Alliance for Theology, Ethics and Ritual - Mary Hunt 
International Network for the Rights of Female Victims - Riffat Hassan 
Shalom Center - Arthur Waskow 
Tikkun - Michael Lerner 
Central Committee for American Rabbis - Paul Menitoff 
Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism - David Saperstein 
 
For more information, please contact Rev. George Regas at regas@pacbell.net 
<mailto:regas@pacbell.net> or 626-683-9400. 
 
 
December 12 (Thursday) - WASHINGTON PEACE WORSHIP SERVICE --
(POSTPONED UNTIL 
JANUARY 2003) 
 
December 13 - 15 (Friday to Sunday)- WEEKEND OF PEACE AND RECONCILIATION 
(FIRM) 
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• Weekend of Peace Vigils and Worship Services focused on slowing the rush 
to war. DRAFT worship services, prayers and litanies to be placed on web sites of all  
major religious partners. 
 
December 27, 2002 to January 3, 2003 - NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 
AND CHURCH WORLD SERVICE RELIGIOUS LEADERS DELEGATION TO IRAQ 
 
Religious Leaders Delegation Trip to Iraq -- led by Bob Edgar and His Eminence 
Archbishop Mor Cyril Aphrem Karim of the Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch in 
collaboration with Middle East Council of Churches and focused on the needs of 
children in Iraq. 
 
§ For more information, please contact Bob Edgar, General Secretary, National 
Council of Churches at 212-870-3398 or redgar@ncccusa.org. 
 
January 5, 2003 (Sunday) - WASHINGTON NATIONAL CATHEDRAL PEACE  
SERVICE 
(Tentative) This may be the next week… 
 
· Evening Peace Prayer Service at the Washington National Cathedral and 
others the country.  Jim Wallis, Call to Renewal/Sojourners is a key organizer for this 
event (http://www.sojo.net or jwallis@sojo.net or 202-328-8842).  Following the service 
in Washington there will be a candlelight prayer march from the place of worship to the 
White House. Participants will surround the White House with prayers and candles 
(battery powered only). 
 
March 8, 2003 (Saturday) WOMEN'S MARCH FOR PEACE. 
 
· In Washington DC -- For more information, please contact Kristi Laughlin for 
more information.  She can be reached at: Global Exchange -- 415/255-7291. 
 
 
SECTION C:  OTHER IMPORTANT ACTIONS 
 
· A suggestion has been made to have a 2-3 Day Gathering of Christians, 
Muslims and Jews in Indianapolis to highlight various cooperative and collaborative 
programs for peace; 3-4 worship services for all faiths (Protestant, Roman Catholic, 
Orthodox, Evangelical, Jewish, Muslim, in churches, mosques and synagogues).  We 
should start working on a resource guide to facilitate more collaborative efforts and 
networking for peace everywhere.  Why Indianapolis?  Strong Muslim, Christian and 
Jewish communities (strong Mennonite area, too) Mid-America location with easy travel 
access. 
 
· The American Friends Service Committee has useful tips on how to be a better 
activist for peace, and you can assist them in bringing humanitarian aid to the suffering 
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people of Iraq.  www.afsc.org/iraq/activism.shtm 
<http://www.afsc.org/iraq/activism.shtm> 
 
· Resources sought for new National Dialogue Project focusing on Iraq – One of 
the action groups that came out of the National Conference on Dialogue and 
Deliberation this October is the National Dialogue Project, which was created to enable 
citizen Dialogue and Deliberation efforts of all sizes to have a greater impact and build 
towards a collective voice.  The group is beginning its work with an issue of great 
relevance and prime importance in our country - the United States’ relations with Iraq. 
 
The National Dialogue Project’s website will soon house information that will help 
people run dialogues on this topic, tips on how to gain media attention and influence 
decision-makers on a local level, and a feedback form that will allow us to collect data 
from people who have run dialogues on Iraq. 
 
We would love your suggestions for resources that can be put on the website, such as: 
- dialogue guides on Iraq 
- unbiased info on the subject 
- summaries of different viewpoints 
- tips/resources for gaining media attention 
- tips/resources for involving and informing decision-makers 
 
We would also love to know if you are interested in joining this Project, in sharing the 
results of your Iraq dialogues (past, present or future) with us, in helping us spread the 
word to other Dialogue and Deliberation practitioners, or in helping us compile the 
results of the dialogues. 
 
Please email Pam Garfield of Demos with your resource suggestions ASAP, at 
pgarfield@demos-usa.org <mailto:pgarfield@demos-usa.org>. If you have other 
questions or want to get involved, contact Aliah MaJon of Days of Dialogue and the 
Shamballa Group, at shamballa@adelphia.net or 213-439-9640 x26. Also, feel free to 
contact Sandy Heierbacher, Director, Dialogue to Action Initiative, 2002 National 
Conference on Dialogue & Deliberation, 802-254-7341 and/or sandy@thataway.org 
<mailto:sandy@thataway.org>. 
 
§ The Interfaith Communities United for Justice and Peace (ICUJP) has been 
meeting since 9/11/01 with strong participation by Muslim and Jewish leaders.  They 
have a significant credibility in Southern California for peacemaking.  It's one of the best 
efforts of trying to get faith communities actively involved in the work of peace and 
justice.  For more information, please contact Rev. George Regas at regas@pacbell.net 
<mailto:regas@pacbell.net> or 626-683-9400. 
 
 
· Only a handful of North American non-governmental organizations currently 
work in Iraq. Consequently, a number of North American faith-based agencies have 
expressed interest in coordinating their efforts to alleviate the suffering of the Iraqi 
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people, should there be a war. Several faith-based non-governmental organizations, 
including Church World Service (CWS), are involved in regular planning for a response 
to a humanitarian crisis.  CWS is being joined by Lutheran World Relief, Mennonite 
Central Committee, American Friends Service Committee, Catholic Relief Services and 
International Orthodox Christian Charities in the contingency planning process. 
Agencies are mobilizing resources in Amman, Jordan as part of a contingency effort to 
assist vulnerable civilians in Iraq in case of a U.S. strike against Iraq. For more 
information, please contact Rick Augsburger, Director, Emergency Response Program, 
Church World Service.  He can be reached at: 212-870-2236 and/or raugs@aol.com.  
Church Word Service's web address is www.churchworldservice.org. 
 
· The NCC is in partnership with True Majority, which has been able to send out 
thousands of faxes from its membership of 60,000 people.  In the two weeks leading up 
to the votes in the House and Senate, 110,000 faxes were sent to congressional offices.  
They have now launched a faxing campaign to permanent members of the United 
Nations Security Council (France, England, Russia and China) asking them to make 
sure that the inspectors have a real chance to do their job before President Bush is 
given approval to invade. The link to the True Majority website is, 
http://www.truemajority.com.  True Majority will use this base of supporters to continue 
action on other issues and perhaps set up discussion groups in the future. 
 
· International A.N.S.W.E.R. has all the permits for events surrounding key 
dates in the near future, including Martin Luther King Jr. Day. 
http://www.internationalanswer.org 
 
Local congregations need specifics (days, times, places) and time to repeat the 
message several times.  Create opportunities to begin educating local churches and to 
direct them to events that are being planned.  Send a Pastoral letter to congregations in 
the United States. 
 
· Don Mosley of Jubilee Partners (Comer, Georgia) would like to send $1 million 
in humanitarian aid (roughly 100 small truckloads) to Iraq before January 4. Jubilee has 
just finished sending its FOURTH delegation to Iraq. This action does not have explicitly 
political implications but it seems like no one can misunderstand this action on behalf of 
the Iraqi children. Jubilee Partners - jubileep@igc.org <mailto:jubileep@igc.org> 
 
Season Of Peace Contact Information: 
 
• Bob Edgar, General Secretary 
National Council of Churches 
redgar@ncccusa.org 
1-212-870-3398 (w) 
1-917-821-9852 (cell) 
 
• Jim Winkler, General Secretary 
General Board of Church and Society 
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United Methodist Church 
jwinkler@umc-gbcs.org 
1-202-488-5620 (w) 
 
• Brenda Girton-Mitchell, Associate General Secretary 
National Council of Churches 
Washington Office 
bgirtonm@ncccusa.org 
1-202-544-2350 (w) 
 1-202-841-1162 (cell) 
 
 

--- 
You are currently subscribed to peace as: mupj@igc.org 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-peace-2536A@list.ncccusa.org 
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file:///Z|/STAFF/Tiago/MJP/MU%20Email/MU%20Email%20PDF/21119-02%20to%2021202-04/21201.01.txt[6/7/2017 4:12:59 PM]

Status:  U
Return-Path: <semwal@vsnl.net>
Received: from smtp01.vsnl.net ([203.197.12.7])
        by hazard.mail.atl.earthlink.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18itGKrT3Nl3qG0
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Sun, 1 Dec 2002 07:59:10 -0500 (EST)
Received: from ALYN2JHDEXQUZ5 ([203.197.12.7]) by
          smtp01.vsnl.net (Netscape Messaging Server 4.15) with ESMTP id
          H6FYQI03.8VO for <mupj@igc.org>; Sun, 1 Dec 2002 18:29:06 +0530 
Received: from ([219.65.225.34]) by smtp01
        (InterScan E-Mail VirusWall Unix); Sun, 01 Dec 2002 18:29:06 +0530 (IST)
From: <semwal@vsnl.net>
To: "'Howard W. Hallman'" <mupj@igc.org>
Subject: RE: Request for your ideas
Date: Mon, 2 Dec 2002 01:58:39 +1300
Message-ID: <001201c29939$66cea700$22e141db@ALYN2JHDEXQUZ5>
MIME-Version: 1.0
Content-Type: text/plain;
        charset="us-ascii"
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
X-Priority: 3 (Normal)
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
X-Mailer: Microsoft Outlook, Build 10.0.2627
Importance: Normal
In-Reply-To: <002c01c285ac$69006d60$765ff7a5@default>
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V6.00.2800.1106

Dear Howard,

Thank you for your invitation. I am traveling and very busy but may find
some time over Christmas break to do it.

All the best
alyn



file:///Z|/STAFF/Tiago/MJP/MU%20Email/MU%20Email%20PDF/21119-02%20to%2021202-04/21201.02.txt[6/7/2017 4:12:59 PM]

Status:  U
Return-Path: <millerph@att.net>
Received: from mtiwmhc11.worldnet.att.net ([204.127.131.115])
        by pickering.mail.mindspring.net (Earthlink Mail Service) with ESMTP id 18iGsg25G3Nl3p20
        for <mupj@igc.org>; Sun, 1 Dec 2002 21:37:04 -0500 (EST)
Received: from mtiwebc16 ([204.127.135.42]) by mtiwmhc11.worldnet.att.net
          (InterMail vM.5.01.05.12 201-253-122-126-112-20020820) with SMTP
          id <20021202023703.AYT20682.mtiwmhc11.worldnet.att.net@mtiwebc16>;
          Mon, 2 Dec 2002 02:37:03 +0000
Received: from [12.91.139.133] by mtiwebc16;
        Mon, 02 Dec 2002 02:37:02 +0000
From: millerph@att.net
To: hipkins james <debate44646@yahoo.com>
Cc: mupj@igc.org (Howard Hallman)
Subject: Re: East Ohio
Date: Mon, 02 Dec 2002 02:37:02 +0000
X-Mailer: AT&T Message Center Version 1 (Nov 25 2002)
X-Authenticated-Sender: bWlsbGVycGhAYXR0Lm5ldA==
Message-Id: <20021202023703.AYT20682.mtiwmhc11.worldnet.att.net@mtiwebc16>

Jim,
The last bill (long delayed)seemed to be correct for payment.  I've sent a 
check through Howard.
Phil
> Have you had any luck withe the East Ohio Conf.
> office.
> It sounded like the same bill you settled with them
> some time ago. Let me know how it works out.  I think
> they have some problems, but am not sure with whom.
> 
> Jim
> 
> __________________________________________________
> Do you Yahoo!?
> Yahoo! Mail Plus - Powerful. Affordable. Sign up now.
> http://mailplus.yahoo.com
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Howard,

My name is Bryan Hissong and I'm a legislative associate with the Church
of the Brethren Washington Office.  This is just a quick note to say
that I will be attending the December 10th Interfaith Committee for
Nuclear Disarmorment meeting.  Thanks.

Bryan

<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>
Bryan Thomas Hissong
Legislative Associate
Church of the Brethren Washington Office
337 North Carolina Avenue, SE
Washington, D.C. 20003
(202) 546-3202
bhissong_gb@brethren.org
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****************************************************************************
******
To:          Social Equity Panel Members

From:      Veronica Lenegan & Elaine Orr

Subject: October 11th Meeting Minutes

Included below are the meeting notes from the October 11th meeting focusing
on the "Affordable Housing Crisis: Issues and Some Solutions."  

Notes of October 11, 2002 Social Equity Panel Meeting

Participants included:

(In the room)  Bill Hansell, Dan Skoler, Suellen Keiner, Ann Goode, Ken
Ryder, Costis Toregas, Mary Hamilton, Blue Hamilton, Blue Wooldridge, Enid
Beaumont, Feather Houstoun, Ton Stanton, Mike Springen, Beryl Radin, Samuel
Myers, Joe Mitchell, Harry Finger, Albert Kilman, Herb Jasper, Emerson
Markham, Adrian Gardner, Bruce McDowell, Bill Dodge

(On the phone) B.J. Reed, Phil Rutledge, Nick Retsinas, Elaine Orr

"Affordable Housing Crisis: Issues and Some Solutions."

--28 million households have housing affordability problems.
--11.3 have severe problems, they spend more than 50% of their income on
housing.  

Major bipartisan congressional commission reported on this. Millennium
Housing Commission. Reports available at the meeting.  Started under the
shadow of 9-11 and ended with this issue pending as well as the economic
turndown.  This forum will not merely confirm the crisis but discuss
solutions and the many complexities.  Decent housing for every American -
the goal of more than a generation ago, but yet to be obtained.
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Conrad Egan, former executive director of Millennium Housing Commission, now
policy director of National Housing Conference in D.C., has been involved in
housing at all levels of government. 

NAPA has several housing experts:  Feather O'Connor Houstoun, Nicholas
Retsinas, Tom Stanton, chair of EOM panel.

Conrad:  Want to thank Phil Rutledge for his leadership of this panel and he
and Dan Skolar especially for selecting the topic and spent so much time
preparing the panelists for the session.  On a positive note, the article by
Chester Hartman called "Millennial Misfire."  Secondly, the publication,
"Housing America's Working Families," issued in Century Housing Series.
Also, a package of materials for me.  HerBlock cartoon on the top.  It has a
congressional investigation staffer looking into a wooden box, having rolled
up canvas door. Inside is a family.  The staffer says, "You folks hear any
talk about a housing shortage?"  It's dated August 1947.  How many
commissions have there been since then, and we still talk about a housing
shortage.

I will discuss:  challenge and response, trends (some backwards and some how
far we've come and where we might go), some issues.  For the latter, will
ask questions to trigger discussion of SE as relates to housing.  At the end
of each section, would welcome participation of the other panelists.  

Challenges the Nation Faces re Affordable Housing

Materials from Millennium Housing Commission Report, Figure 4. Commission
attempted to vividly describe the problems of renters and owners from a
housing affordability standpoint (p. 14 or 15 in book).  The chart shows
that when you look at the challenge across income categories from low income
to high (more than 120% of area median income), the picture changes as to
how those experiences severe affordability problems (more than 50% of income
for housing).  Shows renters and owners face similar problems.  Also shows
that the extremely low-income housing (30% of area median income) are in the
severely burdened category.  The other 19% pay 30-50% of income for housing.
That shifts rapidly even as you get into the very low-income category, and
they have less problems.  Why is that?  Figure 6 relates these two groups
and the units of housing units available in an affordable range for these
two groups.  There are 8.5 million households in the extremely low category.
(1999 HUD data from Housing Survey) , about 20 million people.  How many
units are available within their range (not more than 30% of income).  6.7
million units are affordable to that income category - a 2 million gap.  As
you get to the top of the income ladder, there are more households in the
80-120% range than there are units available to them.  Thus, upper income
households "buy down" into lower cost units, thus further restricting units
available to moderate and lower-income households.

Look at Figure 7.  Shows over time the change in affordable units from
1985-99.  Where small increases (2-3%) in units available to very
low-income, but decreases in those at moderate income level. 

What's been the response to this?  The pie charts on figure 10 and 11 lay
out what the direct assistance has been from government.  Almost all from
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HUD.  A little over $5 million units of direct rental assistance.  We have a
problem 14 million households big, and meet about one-third from government.

Dan:  working families

"Housing America's Working Families" - p. 4 (using 1999 data) shows number
of American families facing critical housing needs (50% more for shelter and
living in substandard housing) - the number went down from 1997-99, but has
gone back up in 2001 data.  What this shows in pie charts are the number of
the 13-14 million families who are elderly not working (28%), non-elderly
(25%), marginally employed (22%) and non-working families (28%).  Thus, many
working families.  Most of the problem is a lack of affordable housing
supply.

September 30 edition of "Housing and Development Reporter" features National
Low-Income Housing report.  See at nlihc.org.  Shows how many jobs do you
have to have to live in various locations?  Average national housing wage is
almost $15 an hour.  Roughly three times federal minimum wage.  Escalates in
high-cost areas.  $25 in San Francisco area-to afford a unit at 30% of your
income.  In SF, you have to work five minimum wage jobs.

Nick:  The Center I direct at Harvard reviews housing markets and trends.
Another way to look at this.  In our last annual report, we came up with
insight-poor people have the most problems. Look at who needs federal
housing.  We broke up the US population into quintiles.  Focused on the
lowest 20% of population.  There is a stereotype-inner-city family,
minority, living in high-rise ghetto.  In fact, the numbers show most
low-income households are white, a large proportion work or are retired,
half are homeowners.  It's not a niche issues-affects families all across
the country.

Question:  Does analysis look at immigrant population, how it changes over
time?

Nick: Spent a lot of time on this. Big issues, especially last decade.  The
critical challenge elderly face is sustaining their housing.  1.2 million
households who don't have a mortgage pay more than 50%.  Immigrants are much
younger, takes 10-11 years to become homeowners.  Ladder is steeper than in
the past because of housing problems.

Gail Christopher:  Is logical white is most, as it's the majority
population.  But do you have research that relates to the disparity among
higher levels of burden for minorities.

Nick:  It is the age of the white population that puts them in this
proportion.  Intractable problems are making a dent in the disparities.
Classic example is we celebrate increase in home ownership and large
increase of minority homeowners.  But we've reduced the differential by only
1% in the best eight years in US history (economically). So disparities
persist.  As minority families age, they are more likely to be homeowners.

www.jchs.harvard.edu.  Much research posted there.  "The State of the
Nation's Housing" has widest distribution.
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Conrad:  Call your attention to the draft report of the National Housing
Conference.  This is the 2001 analysis.  Between 1999 and 2001, the number
of families with critical housing needs went up 10%.  Now it's 14.4 million
households.  The number of working families paying more than half or living
in dilapidated housing was 3 million in 1997 and rose to 4.8 million in
2001.  That's a 60%+ increase. You have to be careful in looking at this.
We are trying to parse - did it go from 3 to 4.8 million because having
harder time or because in part more people are now working?  We will further
investigate this.

Just looking at Figures 10 and 11, HUD resources, there's a mismatch between
need and federal effort.   Figure 9, shows how many millions are spent in
budget authority and outlays.  They hardly appear on the chart. The larger
portion is the tax expenditures.  Up to $130 billion (or million????) per
annum.  About half go to mortgage interest deduction.  This is what Feds
decide they will not collect tax to achieve something.  Treasury forgoes
revenue to do good things.  This does not include other federal types of
support-USDA puts into housing, military housing, state and local efforts.
Metro COG setting up a housing fund.  CA has a $2 billion bond issue on the
ballot in November re housing.  Pennsylvania is creative with TANF funds in
this area. Earned income tax credit is at $32 billion annually and one-third
goes into housing.  

Beryl Radin:  What was the impetus for your report?  There is a lot of data.

Conrad:  Briefly, Millennium Housing Commission arose from Congress rather
than as a presidential commission.  It was not a strong show of
congressional leadership.  It was a staff director to House Appropriations
subcommittee chairman who said isn't it time for the nation to do more about
housing?  She got the legislation proposed and got 16 members of Congress to
appoint 22 commissioners who worked for two years.  Then, as David Broder
said, it fell like a dud. 

Feather and Tom? 

Dan:  one more question:  This is a white mc family after WWII.  

Feather:  Levitt 

Skolar:  and FHA tax support.  We are in the intractable part now. 

Feather:  80% of the problem is a cost burden, thus lack of affordable
housing.  That translates into vouchers and Section 8.  More than ever the
efficacy of simply providing wherewithal is not enough, because of series of
other things.  Vouchers are cumbersome and there is housing pressure, so
landlords are disinterested in subsidized clients.  There was a debate
around smart growth and whether that meant exclusionary housing.  Or does it
mean mixed communities?  These issues played out in an unsatisfactory way in
the Commission.  As much a question of a unit in cost range for a family as
well as having the funds.  So much rests with production and preservation of
Section 8 units.
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Question re vouchers:

Feather:  Lots of research. Depends on market.  Even good housing
authorities successful in the past are having difficulty now.  Market
obstacle trends are poor.  

Egan:  Program needs to be more landlord friendly.  Even if it were, in hot
markets rent would be way above program's typical limit.  Commission has
recommendations on this.

Harry:  You don't hear about building the supply now. Key element.  

Bill:  This interest in SE panel is racial component, reverse subsidy
question. We subsidize the rich.  Then there are governance questions.
Emphasis moved from number of units to encouraging private sector.  Sky is
falling more quickly.

How Far have we Come, Where are We, Where We Need to Go from Program
delivery or Production Standpoint

"Housing in the USA:  Timeline and Glossary."  UK author.  Starts in 1800s.
Accurate and good observations in beginning.

Conrad:  We have chosen to devolve a lot of decisions to S/L governments.
In response to recognition that S/L are learning how to do this better and
their decisions should be made at that level and not at a central level.
HUD used to decide how many units go where, now it is locally decided.
Other edge of coin could be equity issue.  How equitably are these resources
allocated by the S/L decision makers re dollars?  Home money, CDBG, private
activity bonds, vouchers --  where do they go?  Other point is the financial
system in US has grown and matured.  We used to have only FHA and Fannie
Mae, then Freddie Mac.  Now relative role of FHA has diminished.  That's why
MHC recommended setting up FHA as a corporation.  HUD is shrinking.
Community Reinvestment Act has channeled hundreds of millions of dollars
into affordable housing and CD activities.  Also growth of secondary marked.
FHLB system, Fannie and Freddie.  Equity of those institutional operations.
10 years ago, government set goals for Fannie and Freddie-these GSEs must
achieve these.  Look at these goals and the extent they are effectively
guiding the activities of those big institutions that dwarf what FHA and HUD
can think about doing.

Strength at S/L.  Feather headed NJ Housing Finance Agency.  FHAs over time
have grown and matured in part because of opportunity (mortgage rev bonds,
etc.) and how they and supporters in DC decided to govern themselves.  You
could argue that PHAs have fallen off the wagon, but are not getting back
on.  HOPE VI program, and Commission's recommendations in this area. 

Also learned importance of more mixed-income approaches rather than such as
Robert Taylor Homes--concentrated low-income people.  Commission endorses
mixed-income approach.  Increasing importance of home ownership.  Increased
use of tax mechanisms in contrast to appropriations.  Latter is more
difficult and constricting.

Look at the email:  HDR Headlines.  It is a summary of House Appropriations
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Committee markup of FY 2003 HUD bill.  Virtually all is locked into
preexisting obligations.  Some is new money, but not new initiatives.
Little flexibility in the HUD budget, more difficult by the practice of
budget authorities.  Used to have 20 year Section 8 contract and not cost
out full cost.  Now you have to cost out.  Harder to appropriate funds for
long-term obligations.

Nick:  Put in perspective.  USG has had the most successful housing policy
in the world.  Crisis may be my pension fund is down, but my home is great.
High home ownership rate.  Pro-market and pro-mobility and pro-middle income
policies.  If that's a measure of successful.  People left behind, simple
story.  1976 Ford last budget-recommended 500,000 new affordable housing to
inventory.  Last year Congress advocated 39,000.  Had we stayed at 500,000
since 1975, think what that would have done to our numbers.  What is the
equitable way to allocate resources?  I think it's not an accidental
decision to have fewer resources. 

Conrad:  Additional equity issues.  Trend standpoint.  Look at two other
headlines.  One re Section 8 says:  "Chicago Initiative to Provide
Project-Based Rental Vouchers for Housing near Jobs, Transit."  That
summarizes a lot of good things.  "NYS Announces Housing Preservation
Program."

Conrad:  How equitable are BG resources allocated?  Should there be more
federal guidance about planning process at S/L level that results in
allocation of resources.  Plan should be based on problem analysis, sound
strategy, public input.  Maybe role of feds is not to dictate output but
that money should be allocated according to a plan that meets these
criteria.  Maybe NAPA can organize this effort to ask that question and
develop possibly better ways to answer it.

We have also made an assumption re subsidy assistance that once you have it
you can keep it.  Maybe we should raise questions about the limited
resources serving a given family forever.  As one family moves up the
economic ladder, benefit goes to other families.  Vouchers or other forms of
deep-rental assistance-it's like a lottery.  We have assumed families should
not pay more than 30% for rent in federal programs.  If allowed to pay more,
might be more equitable distribution.  Also question of whether families
should pay operating costs.  Maybe they should have a chance to move to a
better home and pay 50% to rent.

Other issue is targeting.  Target resources to certain income levels to
achieve outcomes.  Early 1980s Congress established preferences, which
pushed resources to most low-income.  That left other families without the
chance to receive assistance.  Also concentrated extremely low-income
families in certain properties.  Mixed-income now seen as more applicable to
healthy communities.

Emphasis on home ownership is laudable, but we should look at it.  Is this
an equitable distribution of federal resources.

Tom Stanton

Social equity in two dimensions.  Amount of resources we allocate.
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Distributional question.  Delivery systems.  Latter has SE issues in
administration of housing programs.  There are many "graduates" of HUD here.
When I started looking at HUD in 1975, there were in-depth layers of
phenomenal people.  Not so now.  Lost invaluable resource in wave of
retirements.  Administrative infrastructure.  When I talk about HUD, I'm not
talking about people here.  Cuomo was last straw.  This is all off the
record, right?

Administrability of housing programs.  HUD has a merciless political
context.  Weak beneficiary group-low and moderate-income people, often
minorities.  Powerful intermediaries-HUD's partners:  developers, mortgage
lenders.  All make it hard to design a program that works.  My sense is they
are almost handed players that don't close around the problem.  Sept 20
Inside Mortgage Finance.  MBA is discussing alternatives with Congress re
not holding lenders responsible for appraisal and underwriting.  If they
aren't who is?!  "Charities Exploit Down-payment Loophole."  But the grants
drive up home prices of homes, and make loans riskier.  Giving home buyers
downpayment is against FHA rule-default rate higher if not at all at risk.
Home buyer moves in.  Lender collects $10,000 and gives back to charity.
Neighborhoods will not be improved.

Some day I want to do PAR "Constituency for Dumb Government: -- not HUD
people, but programs.  HUD SF programs.  Delinquencies are running at 12%
after good economic years.  Then think of these two stories cited.  HUD is
still working themselves out of multibillion worth of losses in MF housing.
Nick wanted to turn over workouts to private partners.  I did a project for
Helen Dunlop back then.  We gave authority to close out projects to GE.  Who
can we complain to?  GE guy said "go to my board."  Could not go to
Congress.  Industry didn't like it.  So said only nonprofits can do it.  Now
program is floundering.  No economic incentive present, which was present
when GE handled it.

Proposal to create Federal Housing Corporation.  Nick had an idea for this
in mid-1990s.  We designed for him (Alan, Harold, Tom).  I ran into a
lobbyist friend.  I told him FHC.  "Senator Bond will give that 10 minutes."
Do you think our tax money will help those guys compete more with
us-mortgage insurance industry.  (Off record.)  I think recommendations in
MHC will go same way.

We need to focus not on glowing recommendations.  Policy types all over town
do this.  We need to focus on recommendations for new and better programs to
be administrable.  Be active in persuading Congress to make administrability
more of a consideration.  30-year mortgage is maybe not what government
should be in.  Mortgage industry does, and FHA is left with adverse
selection.  FHA will crater on that problem.  

I think we have to be a constant voice on issue of administration.  Close by
saying this will not be easy.  There is remarkable inertia in HUD and
housing programs.  Noted 1994 report - "The department should be preserved
only if it can demonstrate capacity to manage its resources responsibility.
If the admin, Congress, and HUD can put aside the past... If after 5 years
HUD is not operating under good legislative mandate... the president should
seriously consider dismantling..."  We have neither improved HUD nor
dismantled.  [NEED TO LOOK AT REPORT FOR EXACT QUOTE.]
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Feather O'Connor Houstoun

Report implicitly addressed administrative able-ness.  FHA quality programs.
Tax credits at state level. Entrepreneurial quality over time.   Immediate
reaction on Hill when talked about HUD and states. Urban areas react against
states doing it. Want a direct relationship.   Most of state FHAs have
figured out the political combination they need to make.  Focus is not so
much on creating workable programs. Unintended consequences are so great
when constructing through the necessary legislative and regulatory
processes.  

Briefly about Millennial Misfire article.  Work requirements.  I was on
commission because of two NAPA panels on HUD that I chaired.  Social
services welfare issues were also woven into the commission. Started because
Heritage Foundation representative thinks assistance is the source of family
disintegration.  As we steped back from issue, several of us tried to say
that social welfare environment expectations have changed over 20 yrs and
last 5-7.  Housing people didn't want to talk about it, but PHA directors
and I did.  We must deal with self-sufficiency.  Talked about disincentives
of rent to income ratio.  Reasonable policy needs include that work and
movement to self suffice support day care, links to transportation are
appropriate.  

My reaction to commission was that housing is still isolated constituency.
Needs broader strategy than seems to have.  Same issues as 20 years ago
without any sense of horizontal coalitions needed to get things done, and
used routinely at S/L level.  In welfare business, as we have looked to help
families to move to self sufficiency, we taken welfare money and followed
problem-day care, training, subsidized transit.  PA and other states testing
TANF for housing.  Have funds because of drop in caseload?  Dolbert's remark
re bipartisan group looking for consensus where there has been none, and was
probably unrealistic to expect to find it.

Should housing assistance count on lifetime clock on TANF? WH has decided to
assist a family with TANF money in a housing unit is to circumvent the
5-year rule.  For all the talk about flexibility, it's not there.  Logic is
clear, should do it.

Ryder:  What is helpful is look at problems of why landlords are not willing
to accept vouchers from tenants.  I submit this 30-year problem is one of
housing discrimination.  Fair housing.  People who have the income (voucher)
need to be able to find housing.  This country refuses to address that kind
of an issue.  Not so much a problem of inadequate housing stock.  Look at
two of Conrad's charts. Have an excess of units.  Not distribution but
housing discrimination. If we cashed out HUD programs and distributed income
would solve problem, but only if we solve discrimination problem.  No one
has addressed what we can do about this.  

Stanton:  Moynihan had it right in 1971. Poor people have no money, should
give negative tax.  When you have voucher income that's pure cash, no
political support.

Ryder:  You create disincentives because you tie value of voucher to income
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levels.  Why 30% of income is magic boundary?  

Costis:  Concerned because it sounds as if not sure how to measure and not
close to solving.  Is the housing problem a no-starter because spread is
small.  If we broaden to include health and transportation, maybe problem
would be more tractable to solve.  Can't make business case from this
report.  If have people in a house, health costs down.  Could reduce
housing, welfare, transportation.  Thus problem is still administrative.
NAPA could say how to change.

Egan:  That was some of the major points in the recent conference.
"Housers" are too isolated from other constituencies, some of which have
more political attention paid to them. Look at people on commission, in
report.  There were a lot of housing people.  Not enough of others. Feather
in both worlds.  Original concept of this Commission.  If have broad
commission, you need people who understand health, fair access, economic
development jobs, transportation and education.  Original intent.  Congress
enacted legislation. Year goes by. Congress picked a bunch of housing
people.

Bill:  In mid-1970s, not one of CDBG groups I dealt with had housing as a
priority.  There were some supply distribution questions.  NIMBY at local
level was broadly defined to even include next town.

Gail:  Endorse Costis' view of more integrated approach.  Too bad did not
happen with commission. How do we figure out a way to deal with this
complete paradigm?  To really facilitate change, we have to affect how
people perceive the issue.  Discrimination is major issue, just returned
from South Africa.  How can we intervene at a level that changes what drives
people's behavior?  Need a more holistic view.

Man:  Hear story of failed top-down approach.  I have been in battle for
last year in MC re fair housing.  MC gets a lot of credit.  Developer fought
building moderately priced dwellings. They tried not to combine.  Then when
the pressure was put on, went to HOC to see if/how to buy way out.  Then
went to the county and said they ccouldn't afford, and needed a tax credit
of $100K to build.  Housing people decry.  20 units in downtown Bethesda.
How do we change this dynamic?  Discouraged about top-down approaches
working.  We tried to talk about how to provide some moderate housing in
downtown Bethesda.  Hard to engage larger community in collective decisions
on how to provide housing in the larger community.  Can we change this
dynamic.

Conrad:  What the commission struggles with and was unsuccessful in
resolving is what is the federal role?  I chair FFX County Redevelopment
housing authority. Same challenges.  We tried to get at the question of what
the federal role must do to not intrusively/mandate a way to influence good
behavior at S/L level?  Are there incentives?  Won't force outcome, would
get people at the table.  Transportation money-gets to table because don't
want to lose.

Harry Finger:  Are there too many programs?  When I was at HUD, we started
out with housing to allow experimental programs, which became/led to Sec 8.
I said, let's quit building and let people go where they want.  People
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didn't go to new places.  Didn't help with concentration.  It's a really
complex issue.  Need to increase production in some way.  Bring together the
other functions that are other parts of the issue.  Criticism of HHS.  Have
to deal with housing.  Not sure if any of the reports have it right.

Conrad:  That's what this panel will deal with.

Tom:  Re S/L governments, I'm not sure politics are better at that level.
Process to require them to bring people to the table if they want money.
Old CDBG had this requirement, local governments said "get out of our lives,
we know what to do."  Only time HUD hears from low-income people is when
owners of large properties parade them to say, "don't cut this building out
of the program."  Costis is right, but observe the structure of the
congressional committee system.  Housing subcommittees like the way it is.

Conrad:  NAPA did report for commission.  Thanks.  We gave them an
impossible task. We said, based on assumptions that there is continual
devolution we want you to describe the future shape of HUD.  They said what
they could do is set out thresholds, criteria, issues, benchmarks that
anyone addressing issue could pay attention to.  Secondly, hope NAPA can put
to use some of the reports he brought.  Have a new CD that takes all of our
consultant products and reports.  Thank the SE Panel.  Point to challenge
Gail presented.   Is there a way for SE Panel to ask itself the next
question, how could we think about pulling these issues together in a
holistic approach? Thanks to Dan.

Hansell:  We began by saying we would tape the sessions.  Stove hsg, en, CJ,
education, employment.  Now that we've looked at pieces, should panel
(through NAPA projects) frame research agenda for academic colleagues that
we could take further.  Administratability.  What works and can be
administered well?  Gail's point of discrimination cuts through all.
Confront racism.  I think shrinking middle class needs to be folded into all
of this.  What does this mean for addressing issues of the future?  We've
defined some problems, now let's look at solutions.  Congressional
stovepipes.  Roles of different levels of government, private, nonprofit,
faith-based - all make up governance.

Rutledge:  SE Panel has looked anew re framing questions in coherent manner
that lends itself to  projects we, or colleagues could undertake.  Defining
and measuring problems - Bill Hansell's point in Dallas.  If can't measure
don't know much.  As a result of all dialogues, can we find a way to get
funds/support to develop a state of SE in the U.S., using SE indicators and
benchmarks that one of our working groups is tackling.  We don't know where
we are going, but each discussion drives the panel and NAPA further.   Hope
concrete steps will come out to move agenda to another level. Thanks to all.
Tom Stanton originated idea of cooperation between our Standing Panels.

****************************************************************************
******
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This article may be of interest to you.

Howard

----- Original Message -----
From: "John Isaacs" <jdi@clw.org>
To: <jdi@clw.org>
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2002 9:08 AM
Subject: Missile defense: 1 items

> 1. "Officials Say Space Programs Face Delays, Are 'In Trouble'" - W.S.
Journal
> > ===============================
> 1. "Officials Say Space Programs Face Delays, Are 'In Trouble'"
> Wall Street Journal - December 2, 2002 - By Anne Marie Squeo, Staff
> Reporter Of The Wall Street Journal
>
> Senior military and defense-industry officials are acknowledging that most
> of the nation's largest military-space programs -- including the
satellites
> needed to construct an elaborate missile-defense shield over the U.S. --
> are behind schedule and over budget.
>
> As the Bush administration continues its war on terrorism and prepares for
> possible combat against Iraq, Pentagon, Air Force and defense-industry
> officials share a heightened sense of concern about the state of these
> high-tech programs, which also include a surveillance system designed to
> keep tabs on America's enemies. They also worry about the long-term
> capability of contractors designing the cutting-edge technology central to
> the projects.
>
> Some of the nation's biggest defense companies are involved, including
> Lockheed Martin Corp., Boeing Co., TRW Inc. and Raytheon Co.
>
> The fear is that the delays could compromise the White House's agenda at a
> time when it faces a particularly complex set of threats and is counting
on
> technology for a decisive edge. Even before the Sept. 11 terrorist
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attacks,
> the Bush administration stressed missile defense as essential to homeland
> security, setting an aggressive goal of fielding a rudimentary
ground-based
> system as early as 2004.
>
> Government and industry officials alike attribute the problems to
> inconsistent funding during the 1990s, a shortage of talent at defense
> companies and the technical challenges involved in building such systems.
> "Almost all of the space programs are in trouble and that costs billions
of
> dollars more than expected," Air Force Secretary James Roche said. "With
> these complex systems, if you make a mistake going in, it's permanent."
>
> Among the space programs experiencing problems are the two satellite
> systems needed to deploy a ground-based missile-defense system: both have
> been restructured this year after delays related to design and integration
> issues. The National Reconnaissance Office's next-generation spy
> satellites, known as Future Imagery Architecture, are more than a year
> delayed and almost $3 billion over cost, spurring an internal Pentagon
> debate about whether to proceed with the program at all, say people
> familiar with the discussions.
>
> The deployment of a new generation of Global Positioning Satellites has
> been delayed because of changes required by the government, technical
> issues and money constraints, leaving in place aging spacecraft highly
> susceptible to interference. And the Advanced Extremely High Frequency
> satellite program, integral to the Pentagon's effort to craft a high-speed
> network for transmission of video and data among war fighters, was
> restructured last year when costs on its fixed-price contract ran over
amid
> schedule slippages. Now the first of two planned satellites won't be
> launched until 2007 at the earliest.
>
> Both the Space Based Infrared satellites, known as SBIRS High and Low
> depending on where the satellites sit in orbit, are essential to such a
> missile-defense system. While the Pentagon has used its existing
satellites
> for missile-defense tests, only SBIRS-High can detect smaller,
slow-burning
> rockets that might be used in an attack, Pentagon officials said. The
older
> system was devised to spot enormous Soviet intercontinental ballistic
> missiles during the Cold War.
>
> 'Reasonably Confident'
>
> But the first high-orbiting satellite isn't expected to launch until 2006,
> having already slipped four years from its initial target. The Air Force
> restructured this program earlier this year to cover $2.15 billion in
> unexpected costs by Lockheed, the prime contractor. Undersecretary of the
> Air Force Peter Teets said he is now "reasonably confident" that this
> program can succeed the way it is currently structured. Lockheed officials
> have said that the current schedule and price are more manageable, and the
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> company plans to deliver the first sensor for this satellite early next
year.
>
> No current system exists capable of carrying out SBIRS-Low's mission of
> tracking an enemy missile throughout its trajectory so the weapon can be
> intercepted and fired upon. That program also was restructured this year,
> with TRW and Spectrum Astro Inc. now looking to launch the first satellite
> in 2006 -- two years later than the Bush administration hoped to have a
> missile-defense shield in place.
>
> Boeing continues to struggle with the National Reconnaissance Office's spy
> satellites, intended to greatly increase the amount of imagery collected.
> The satellite Boeing has developed is roughly double the weight of the
> original design, making it more costly and difficult to launch and power
in
> space, people familiar with the program say. Boeing and NRO officials
> concede the program has experienced problems and changes have been made,
> but they declined to discuss specifics because of its classified nature.
> "We believe we're on the correct path to produce what this nation needs,"
> an NRO spokesman said.
>
> These problems also are affecting longer-term programs, especially
> Space-Based Radar, intended to provide round-the-clock surveillance of
> earth from space. Currently, the military uses aircraft such as unmanned
> reconnaissance planes. Having satellites do this task was a key
> recommendation of the Space Commission, headed by Donald Rumsfeld in 2000
> just before he became defense secretary. But senior government and
industry
> officials now say the effort has been slowed because of concerns about the
> ability of contractors to handle this program on top of existing
> challenges. The rising costs of current programs also are eating up
> essential funds, they say.
>
> While the overall health of the defense industry has improved in the past
> two years as spending has sharply increased, "I'm uneasy about the space
> side," said Pentagon acquisitions chief Edward "Pete" Aldridge. "Too many
> space programs are in trouble."
>
> Difficult Designs
>
> A particular problem is systems engineering, or the way the various
> high-tech parts of a satellite work together as well as with other
> equipment such as ground stations. In recent years, the Pentagon has
> focused on connecting the various military services and their equipment so
> a bigger, clearer view of the battlefield could be provided to commanders.
> That makes the design of each piece of equipment more difficult than it
has
> been in the past and that has been especially true with the satellites
that
> will serve as a conduit for much of the information shared.
>
> One way the Pentagon is trying to ease this problem is through "spiral
> development," or the process of adding tasks to these sophisticated
systems
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> over time instead of requiring the first one to be capable of achieving
all
> the intended goals. But a joint study by the Air Force and the Defense
> Science Board, a civilian advisory group, is studying other fixes. With
the
> panel's report due in February, Air Force officials said the group has
> highlighted how military funding cuts of the 1990s spurred the current
dilemma.
>
> Many of the programs now being restructured began at that time, when
> Pentagon funding dropped sharply after the Cold War ended. That shifted
> emphasis from a weapon's capability to its cost, current and former
> Pentagon officials said, raising the stakes for the companies bidding for
> this work. Despite decades of experience, incumbents often lost these
> competitions because of more conservative designs and higher prices.
>
> In retrospect, "lots of decisions were made in a tight funding environment
> that in the collective were unrealistically optimistic," said John Hamre,
> president of the Center for Strategic and International Studies, a
> Washington think tank, and deputy defense secretary until early 2000.
>
> With fewer big-ticket contracts being bid out, the loss of a single
> competition often had a profound effect on companies as the industry
> consolidated throughout the 1990s. Thousands of employees lost their jobs
> during this time, taking years of their collective experience with them.
> That left people "who haven't had a lot of scar tissue going through a
> development cycle before," the Air Force's Mr. Teets said.
>
> The situation could get worse in the next five years as veterans of the
> Apollo and other space programs retire from both industry and government.
>
> > John Isaacs
> Council for a Livable World
> 110 Maryland Avenue, NE - Room 409
> Washington, D.C. 20002
> (202) 543-4100 x.131
> www.clw.org
>
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Marie,

1. It's been a couple of months since we last paid you.  Do you want to
submit an invoice?

2. Now that the Thanksgiving holiday is over, I've been reviewing progress
on the web site.  I find the following uncompleted requests for changes and
additions.
11-9  Site index -- new
11-22  Interfaith and Ecumenical.  Rearrange the order in the section with
the text to match the rearranged index.
11-22  Disarming Iraq, Religious Statements.  Under United Methodist Church
put the Council of Bishops' November 8 statement at the end of the list.
11-26  Corrections in Civil Sector Statements
11-26  Rearrangement of Religious Statements to create some separate
sub-pages and add some quotations to initial page.

3.  I want to develop a new web site for Methodists United for Peace with
Justice.  Today or tomorrow I will send you an outline of what I have in
mind so that you can give me a proposal for a new contract.

Shalom,
Howard
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